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EXPERIMENTAL CHAPTER 1 

In whiah the experimental stage is set -
populations of fqst and slow reading under
graduates, dyslexia undergraduates, dyslexi'a and 
aontrol children are tested - it is shown that 
those suhjeats fast at processing 5 digits from 
single fixations are similarly fast at process
ing a wide range of visual information (reading 
for comprehension, reading for gist, reading 
with unhygenia typeface, visual searah} - those 
fast at processing from the VIS tend to have 
a shor ter post-exposu:r-e VIS du:r-ation - as speed 
of processing 5 digit arrays from a single 
fixa.tion reliably differentiates the good and 
the poor readers tested, it is aonaluded t'hat 
a profitable next step in experimentation is to 
investigate those functions involved in this· 
task. · 



Introduction 

It was argued in Chap .2 that a functional deficiency 

at any of many levels could result in reading retardation. 

Since, by definition, the dyslexic person's reading problems 

cannot be a result of intellectual impairment, and as his 

vocabulary and comprehension of _spoken language appears 

within normal limits, it is probable that the proposed area 

of study can be delimited to be the early information processing 

stages of reading. Further evidence in support of this 

comes from the fact that the dyslexic's reading problem 

can be seen even at a single word level, where they find it 

difficult or impossible to make the overt speech equivalents 

of 'hard' written words. Thus it is considered promising 

that this study should concentrate on these early processes 

rather than those underlying the more complex reading skills 

involved in sentence analysis and the reading of words in 

context. 

To substantiate this hypothesis it must be demonstrated 

that there are differences between good and poor r eaders at 

processing simple mater ial from a single fixation. There 

exists some support for this proposition in the work of 

Gilbert, (1959 a,b) who investiga ted the differences between 

good and poor readers in the student population, and 

demonstrated that fast adult readers could process single 

words or simple prose material more rapidly and effic i ently 

than slow readers when these stimuli were followed by a masking 

stimulus. Thus the fast readers could process this simple 

material in a shorter time (or st imulus onset asynchrony 



(S.O.A.) between test stimulus (T.S.) onset and mask stimulus 

(M.S.) onset) than c~uld the slow readers. 

Unfortunately this study does not fully confirm the 

proposal for the following two reasons: 

(i) undergraduates were used as subjects and there is no evidence 

that the same patterning of results would necessarily be found 

with younger subjects who are still improving their reading 

skills. 

(ii) the simplest stimuli used were words. Word processing 

has been demonstrated to be subject to: 

a) familiarity/frequency effects (see e.g. Howes 

and Soloman, 1~51 and Tulving and Patkau, 1962). 

b) set size effects (see e.g. Miller, Heise and 
•• 

Lichten, 1941, and Fraisse and Blancheteau, 1962). 

c) information content and the effects of sequential 

letter probabilities (see e .g . Miller, Bruner and Postman, 

1954; Shannon and Weaver, 1949; and Salzinger, Portnoy and 

Feldman, 1962). 

d) pronunciability affects (see e . g. Spoehr and 

Smith, 19]3 and Baron and Thurston, 1973). 

ci) contextual · effects (see e.g. Tulving and 

Patkau, 1962 and Treisman, 1965). 

f) grammatical effects (see e . g. Gibson and 

Guinet, 1971 and Schlosberg, 1965). 

g) meaningfulness effects, though this is a matter 

of current debate (see e.g. Gibson, Bishop, Schiff, and 

Smith, 1964 and Henderson, 1977). 



h) concreteness/abstractness effects (see e.g. 

filegel and Riegel, 1961 and Winnick and Kressel, 1965). 

Thus the perception of a word is dependant upon its 

familiarity, its information content, its pronunciability, 

its degree of meaning, the context in which it is read, 

whether it is a noun in a verb, and if it is a noun, whether 

it is concrete or abstract. If, as in the Gilbert (1959 a) 

study, there is a differential between good and poor readers 

on word perception, any of these factors could play a 

causative role in that differential. 

Whilst some of these factors, e.g. pronunceability, 

may be assumed to have their effect at the early stages of 

information processing, the semantic and. syntactic factors may 

he effective ~t more central or deeper levels of processing 

yet might nevertheless have resulted in Gilbert's differential 

findings. 

There is thus a need for direct evidence that that 

good and poor readers differ in their ability at processing 

information which, if not completely devoid of these higher 

level semantic or syntactic properties, contains them at a 

much reduced level. 

There is also considerable evidence that good and 

poor readers differ in respect of almost all measures 

of eye movements. Taylor (1957) showed that 6 year old 

children with a measured average rate of comprehension of 

75 words per minute (w.p.m.) had an average s~an of recognition 



of 0.42 words and an average duration of fixation of 0.33 sec. 

Span of recognition increases and duration of fixation 

decreases pari passu up to the levels of college adults who 

had an average rate of comprehension of ~340 w.p.m., an 

average span of recognition of 1.33 words and an average 

duration of fixation of 0.23 sec. Similarly, Tinker (1965) 

demonstrated that the number of regressions decreases markedly 

from the first to fourth grades. 

Anderson (1937) compared the eye movements of SO good 

and SO poor undergraduate readers. He found that there were 

differences between the groups on i) duration of fixation, 

ii) size of fixation, iii) mean extent of forward shift per 

saccade, iv) number of regressions per line, and v) reading 

rate. The good readers also showed a greater flexibility of 

eye movements in a:ljusting to increasingly difficult material. 

The eye movements of dyslexic children have also been 

shown to differ markedly from those of normal readers. Lesevre 

(1964) found that 22 dyslexics showed more ocular instability 

than her controls, slower oculomotor reaction time, a greater 

number of short pauses, and a greater number of 'mouvements 

oculaires inutiles' (see Critchley, 1970). Dossetor and 

Papaioannou (1975) similarly demonstrated that the saccadic 

reaction time of 6-15 year old dyslexic children was significantly 

longe r than that of 10 age and sex matched control children. Finally 



of relevance here is the work of Pavlidis (1978) who 

demonstrated that the dyslexic's eyes move across the page 

in a fashion which is unpredictable from the norms of 

good readers. The eyes may regress to the beginning of the 

line at any time, or they may jump forwards a whole line. 

There is thus a correlation between reading ability 

and efficient eye movements. This correlation is not enough, 

however, to justify the claim of Hildreth (1963) that 

'reversals of letter sequence in perceiving certain words 

are due to faulty eye movements'. It is considered likely 

that the causality arrow lies not in the direction of 

'faulty eye movements' resulting in poor reading but in the 

reverse direction: as the main differences between good and 

poor readers in respect of eye movements are that the good 

readers a) have a shorter duration of fixation, b} process 

more material from that fixation, and c) make fewer 

regressions (presumably because ~hat information previously 

fixated has been efficiently processed, and there. i~ thus no 

need to r e -fixate) it seems plausible that the fast reader 

demonstrates these superior eye movements because he can 

process the information from one fixation both faster and 

more 0 efficiently than the poor reader. Because these studies 

are essentially correlational in nature, the causality 

question has not been definitely answered. Thus to forestall 

any possible argument that differences in processing ability 

between good and poor readers are attributable to the poor 

readers having faulty eye movements or having a peripheral 



anatomical limitation, it is necessary to test that 

information processing in situations where eye movements 

do not play a large part. 

Therefore, to delimit the area of study to be that 

of the early stages of visual.information processing, 

it is necessary to directly demonstrate that good and poor 

readers differ at these stages. To fulfil this aim, 

information processing ability should be tested in situat ions 

where: 

1) no eye movements are possible, 

2) stimuli are used which would not be preferentially 

processed by subjects who were more efficient at the higher 

level analysis of word characteristics . 

It is proposed that this is possible if random arrays 

of digits are used as stimuli. If these are presented 

tachistoscopically at short exposure times, no eye movements 

are possible. 

Experiment la tested adult subjects for 5-digit 

processing time and investigates whether there are 

differences between 'fast processors' and 'slow processors' 

in respect of reading speed, speed of visual search, and the 

duration over which information is held in the VIS . 

Experiment lb investigated whether dyslexic and control children 

differ in respect of the times they need to correctly process 

5 random-digit arrays and the VIS duration of these subjects 

was again measured. 



EXPERIMENT la 

Abstract 

SO students were presented tachistoscopically 

with arrays of 5 digits, followed by a masking stimulus: 

They were also tested for speed of reading, for speed of 

picking out a given digram (tg) from a passage of random 

letters, and for the du~ation over ~hich material was 

held in the VIS. Similar tests were given to 4 students 

who had been diagnosed as dyslexic. 

It was found that those students needing a longer 

time of digit presentation to respond correctly in the digit 

task were significantly slower both in the reading tasks 

and in the digram search tasks. The 4 dyslexic subjects 

were the slowest of all. The slower digit processors 

and readers showed a slightly longer mean VIS duration, but 

this result failed to reach the 5% level of significance. 

It is argued that speed of processing from the 

VIS is one determinant of speed of reading. The results 

are also compatible with the thesis that dyslexic-type 

difficulties are a manifestation of some general limitation 

in processing ability. 

? '::Z. -i .. __ , ' 



Introduction 

In this experiment the claim is tested that one 

determinant of speed of reading is 'speed of information 

processing'. Following the lead of Sperling (1963, 1967) it 

is assumed that, in any visual task, stimulus information is 

held for a limited time in a 'visual information store' 

(VIS) from which it is transferred in a suitable form to 

some more central mechanism. It is argued that a pure measure 

of 'speed of processing from the VIS' is the speed at which 

subjects can correctly identify tachistoscopically presented 

S digit sequences. The subjects were SO students with no special 

history of difficulty over reading or spelling . 4 undergraduates 

who had been diagnosed as dyslexic were also tested, the intention 

being to confirm the hypothesis that dyslexic difficulties 

are the result of slowness at information processing (see Miles 

and Wheeler, 1974, 1977). Since Stanley and Hall (1973b) found 

that VIS duration was longer in the case of their dyslexic 

children than it was for a control group, figures for each of 

the present subjects in respect of VIS duration were also 

obtained. 

The two main factors which this study investigates are 

thus: 

1) the duration over which material was held in the VIS, and 

2) the speed at which information was processed from the VIS. 

The theoretical standpoint is that these processes are 

necessarily involved in reading. The experiment was designed 



to investigate to what extent each of these processes can 

determine efficiency at reading, and the part played by them 

in visual search. 

1) The duration over·which material is held in the VIS 

The visual information store (VIS) is commonly under

stood to be the store in which incoming visual information 

is held before further processing takes place (see, for 

example, Sperling,1963, 1967) . 

In reading, the duration over which information is held 

in the VIS ('VIS duration') can be assumed to be determined 

by two components. The first, under conscious control, is 

the duration of the fixation pause; the second, which for 

any given stimulus illumination condition appears constant, 

is the rapidly decaying post-exposure duration. Eye movement., 

studies have already shown that reading efficiency is related 

to the former. In contrast, however, the role of the latter 

in reading has so far not been' demonstrated but only inferred 

from the results of single fixation tachistoscopic studies. 

The VIS is assumed to hold visual information both while 

the stimulus is being fixated and for a brief period there

after, perhaps around 200 ms. (see Sperling, 1967, and Haber, 

1973). Readout processes, such as phonological encoding, visual 

encoding and semantic analysis, are thought to operate upon the 



information in the VIS (see Sperling,1967; Coltheart, 1972, 

and Allport, 1977). Since reading involves both the process 

of making articulate the printed or written symbols and 

the analysis of these symbols for meaning, it follows that 

the information in the VIS constitutes the 'data-base' upon 

which the reading process operates. VIS duration (i.e. the 

time during which the information is held in the VIS) must 

therefore be a relevant factor in the determination of the 

efficiency of reading: if it is too short the result will 

be incomplete information analysis; if post-fixation VIS 

duration is too long, there will be storage of already pro

cessed material (which is then effectively functioning as 

noise) and this material will forwards-mask the next input 

to the VIS. In other words, the readout processes will be 

operating on a store which contains new, to-be-analysed in

formation masked by noise residual from the last fixation. 

It therefore seems likely, as Ellis and Miles (1978) suggest, 

that there may be a general relationship such that the 

faster a r eader can process from the VIS, the shorter the VIS 

duration. 

To the extent to which the VIS duration is under central 

control, this proposal has long been confirmed. The input to 

the VIS is determined by the eye movements which the reader 

makes, and the fixation pause in reading is the time during 

which the VIS is being loaded. 

The work of Taylor (1957) and of Tinker (1958) has shown 

that as reading ability developmentally improves so both the 

fixation span increases and the duration of fixation decreases. 

Similarly Anderson (1937) has shown that fast underkraduate 



readers had a larger fixation span and a shorter fixation pause 

,than their peers who were slower at reading. There is 

thus a trend such that, as reading speed increases, so a 

larger amount of information is processed in a given fixation 

pause; this implies that the speed of processing from the 

VIS is faster. The mean fixation pause being shorter in 

the fast readers implies that the VIS duration is shorter 

for fast readers. In confirmation of this, Tinker (1965) 

has shown that the fixation pause for prose which can be 

processed easily is reliab_ly· shorter than that for harder 

material such as the prose in. a scientific article (mean 

fixation pauses of 217 ms. and 243 ms. respectively). It 

follows, therefore, that in so far as VIS duration is under 

central control it is directly regulated by thi speed at 

which the stored information is being processed. 

In contrast there are no grounds for thinking that post

fixation VIS duration is under direct conscious control. 

After the offset of the stimulus, the VIS has a fast passive 

decay (Sperling, 1963; Coltheart, 1972) which is affected, 

not by the type of material being processed, but solely by 

the illumination levels of the stimulus and post-exposure 

fields. Post-fixation VIS duration seldom exceeds 300 ms. 

While there is no evidence of within-subject control of 

VIS duration, there is clear evidence of individual differences 

in post-fixation VIS duration. Gummerman and Gray (1972) 

determined the time needed by 2nd, 4th and 6th grade students 



and college adults to process simple stimuli which were followed 

either by a homogenous white field or by a pattern masking 

stimulus. The groups performed equally well when the white 

field followed the stimulus,but t h e older subjects were more 

accurate than the 2nd and 4th graders when the pattern mask 

was used. From the premise that the white field simply 

degrades the stimuli , whilst the pattern mask stops processing 

of the VIS stimulus representation, Gummerman and Gr_ay (1972) 

conclude that the young children's VIS duration is longer 

t han that of older children and adults, but that the young 

children process the information from the VIS more slowly . 

In addition Stanley and Hall (1973), by means of a technique 

which involved the successive presentations of 2-part stimuli, 

found that the VIS duration was lo.nger in the case of dyslexic 

poor readers than in the case of good readers. This finding 

was confirmed by Stanley (1975) when he used the same technique 

with both monocular and dichoptic presentations. 

It should be noted, however, that in contrast to these 

results, when the VIS durations of dyslexics and controls 

was measured by Stanley and Molloy (1975) using a variant of 

the Haber and Nathanson (1968) retinal painting task, no 

significant difference was found between the 2 groups . 

Two areas of the possible involvement of the role of post 

fixation visual information storage in reading can be 

considered. At the end of each fixation the eye makes a saccadic 

movement to the next locus of fixation . These saccades las t on 



average about 20 ms. which is the equivalent of 6-8% of 

reading time (Tinker, 1958). While it had been thought 

that the eye was blind during eye movements (cf. Ditchburn, 

1955), some vision has been shown to be possible 

during saccades. Volkmann, Schick and Riggs (1968) in-

vestigated vision for a dot pattern during voluntary sac-

cadic movements. They found that detection decreases to 

50% for a flash occurring about 20 ms. before the onset of 

a 40 ms. saccade and reaches a minimum such that vision of 

the flash is almost completely absent when it occurs during 

the saccade. Detection then begins to improve, reaching 

the 50% point again for a flash occurring about 75 ms. after 

the onset of the eye movement. Volkmann et al. (1968), in 

reviewing the available literature on vision during eye 

movements suggest that there is partial central inhibition 

during saccades, and they speculate that this might be fauna 

to be a result of presynaptic inhibition at the geniculate 

leve 1 . The processing of the material over which the eye 

is moving is certainly inhibited. Whether this is a result 

of an inhibition of input to the VIS or readout from that 

store is unknown. However, it is possible that information 

in the VIS resulting from the previous fixation survives 

during the saccade and is thus available for further proces-

sing during this period. It is known from tachistoscopic 

studies, where no eye-movements are involved, that subjects 

do make use of the residual post-exposure information in the 

VIS (Sperling, 1963). It is therefore plausible that they 

will also make use of this information whilst reading; 

otherwise 6 - 8% of the processing time available in reading 

would be wastefully unemployed. 



Be this the case or no, Haber (1973) holds another view 

of the importance of visual information storage in reading. 

He suggests that this mechanism ensures at least l sec. of 

processing time, a figure whish he argues to be the minimum 

sequential rate for any information processing task. 

These possible roles for post fixation visual information 

storage in reading have not been definitively demonstrated; 

they are speculations resulting from the generalisation of 

findings from single-fixation tachistoscopic experiments. 

It is indeed difficult to imagine how they could be directly 

tested. If, however, it were possible to replicate the 

finding of Stanley and Hall (1973) that poor readers had 

longer VIS durations and if the same poor readers were also 

found to be s lo1i at other tasks invo 1 ving processing from 

the VIS, this would support the claim that the VIS is in

volved in an important way both in reading and in other pro

cessing tasks. 

2) The speed of processing from the VIS 

..., <- I -:-::.-r 

The reasons for investigating this have already been 

stated in the introduction to this chapter . To obtain estimates 

of speed of information processing it was decided to measure how 

quickly the subjects could correctly identify a 5-digit 

sequence from a single fixation. This procedure was adapted 

on the grounds that it would yield a _,relatively pure measure 

of- speed of information processing; in particular the results 

would not be affected, as the reading of words is affected, 

by individual differences in speed of eye movements , by 

comprehension load, by familiarity with the material to be 

read (sinc e all subjects could be assumed to be familiar with 



the Arabic digit notation), nor by chunkability . 

Speed of processing, so def i ned , is thus the main 

independent variab l e in this study . The subject population 

is then split into fast and slow processe~s , whose ability 

in reading and visual search is then compared. 

The design was influenced by the following considerations: 

(i) Digit Processing Time. It was important to ensure that 

the results of this test could not simply be explained in 

terms of eye movements . Since eye movements are involved 

both in visual search and in reading, it could be argued, in 

the absence of any control procedure , that any correlation 

that occured between the two was the result of the abi lity 

of the fas t readers to make quicker or more efficient eye 

movements. Now it is true that speed of eye movements bears 

some relationship to speed of reading, but the main differences 

between good and poor readers have been found to lie in 

duration of fixation and in the span of recognition (Anderson, 

193 7 , Tinker , 1946, Gruber, 1962); and these functions are 

clearly of central origin. To forestall any possible argument , 

however, it was decided in the case of tachistoscopic presentation 

of digits to use exposure times which , at least in the case of most 

students, permitted only one fixation. In conditions designed to 

approxin1ate to the eye movements of reading with no information 

uptake Walton , 1957 found that the mean reaction time cf the eye for 

movements varied in the case of adult readers between 170 and 309 ms ., 

with a group mean of 219 ms.; and as 90 % of the subjects in the 

present experiment were responding correct l y at exposure times of 

100 ms . or less, it follows that the processing of the digits 

involved one fixation only, no eye movements being possible in this 

t \.me • 



One of the advantages of using digits as stimulus 

material is that, provided they are randomised, the subjects 

can do little by way of chunking; and with this source of 

learning overlay eliminated, the time taken to respond to 

digit arrays csn be taken to be a relatively pure or basic 

measure of speed of information processing in contrast with 

reading or visual search. Therefore the terms 'fast 

processer' and 'slow processer' (measured in terms of 

performance on the digit task) are proposed as operational 

definitions, and with these definitions it becomes an 

empirical question whether fast and slow processers are or 

are not fast and slow readers respectively. 

A masking stimulus was introduced at various IS!s 

after presentation of the test stimulus. In the light of 

evidence supplied by Sperling (1963) it seems that, in the absence 

of the MS, bne is studying what the subject can process in 

exposure time plus VIS time. 

There is controversy about the level at which the MS 

acts, the two traditional theories being the integratiorr 

theory (Kahneman, 1968 and Coltheart, 197 2) and the 

interruption theory (Sperling, 1963, 1967). More recent 

work by Turvey (1973) has l ead to the suggestion that the pattern 

mask interferes with a central decision maker whose role is 

to decide what information is being signal led by the more 

peripheral systems which deal with simple physical characteristics. 

The work of Marcel (1976) and Allport (1976) seems t o accord 

with this idea of the mask interfering with a decision maker or 

comparator, and they suggest that the mask interferes with and 



limits t he formation nf a conscious percept whilst having 

no effect on unconscious dictionary access and linguistic/ 

semantic analysis . However this controversy may be resolved, 

it is known that masking limits the processing of information, 

at least at the conscious level. It follows that if one 

determines the minimum S0A necessary for correct responding, 

one is thereby obtaining an indication of the speed at which 

the -rs is being processed. Confidence in the reliability 

of this procedure is increased by the finding of Dember and Neiburg 

(1966) that individual differences in the susceptibility to 

backwards masking are highly reliable; their test-retest rank 

order correlations were found to be between 0.79 and 0.92. 

(ii) Reading. It was decided to test speed of reading over 

different types of material and different typographies. The 

following conditions were therefore used: 

Condition 1, light non-fiction, with reading for gist; 

Condition 2, non-fiction, with reading for c~mprehension 

at normal textbook speed; 

Ccrtditicn 3a, light fiction with novel typeface; 

Condition 3b, light fiction with ·novel typeface and 4 

spaces be tween each word; 

Condition 4, light fiction with very short ( 10 pica) 

line wi dths. 

Conditions 3b and 4 were introduced to impose extra 
\ . 

difficulty not through complexity of reading matter (as in 

Condition 2) but through typeface novelty and the necessary 

increas e in the number of saccadic movements. 



{iii) Visual Search Tasks. These were devised on the basis 

of procedures suggested by Neisser (1963, 1967) and Neisser 

and Beller (1965). The subjects were required to search for 

the digram 'tg' in passages of randomly generated lower case 

letters. 6 passages were used, in which there was 

systematic variation of a) typography and b) 'word length' 

(i.e. the number of letters appearing together without a 

space) . 

(iv) VIS Duration .. This was measured using a variant of 

procedures devised by: Eriksen and Collins (1968): Haber and 

Standing (1969); Haber and Nathanson (1968); Jackson and 

Dicks (1969); and Stanley and Hall (1973b). The subjects 

were presented with two distinguishable stimuli separated 

by very small time intervals, and were asked to say whether 

these two elements were perceptually continuous or 

discrete. 

SUBJECTS 

50 students took part in the experiment. 26 were 

Psychology undergraduates at U.C.N.W. and 24 were from the 

local Techniaal College. 27 were female and 23 male, the 

age range being 17-25 years. 

The rate of reading of these subjects on a light 

fiction article (Condition 1) ranged from 146 w.p.rn. to 

613--w.p . rn . The group mean was 310 w.p.rn. with a standard 

deviation of 104. 



4 male dyslexic students were also tested. All 4 had 

been assessed at the Dyslexia Unit attached to the University 

Psychology Department. They were of University standard 

intellectually but they still had considerable difficulty 

at spelling as well as demonstrating many of the other typical 

dyslexic symptoms described by Miles (1975) . For these 

subjects the rate of reading in Condition 1 ranged from 127 

to 202 w.p.rn. , with a group mean of 152 w.p.m. and a standard 

deviation of 35. 

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE 

A. Digit Processing Time 

Up to 30 different cards of 5 quasi-randomly generated 

digits (no digit could appear more than once on any card) 

were presented successively in an Electronic Developments 

3-field tachistoscope. The digits were printed on white 

card with 28 point Helvetica light Letraset. Cards were 

presented at a distance of 508 mm. from the subjects' eyes, 

which gave an illumination at the eye of about 1 lux. Each 

trial was started with the word 'ready' followed by a fixation 

cross (illumination at the eye of about 0 . 15 lux) for 

2 sec . The digits followed the fixation cross immediately. 

On the first trials, where T.S. exposure time was determined, 

the digits were followed by darkness. On later trials, where 

5 digit processing time was determined, a pattern mask made up 

of a jumble of overlapping digit parts Bnd with an 



illumination at the eye of approximately 3.0 lux, followed 

after a given ISI. The effectiveness of the mask was 

established by the fact that when both mask and digits were 

presented simultaneously for 2 sec. the digits could not be 

reported. The subjects were instructed beforehand to report 

as _many of the digits as possible upon TS offset, or, in the 

case of the masking trials, immediately upon MS offset. 

The criterion for correctness was one of identity 

only. No account was taken of the order of the items in the 

response array, i.e. the subjects had only · to report the 

correct identity of the S-item arrays. This decision was 

taken since it is known that dyslexic subjects,who were to 

be tested in both experiments la and lb are known to suffer 

a Temporal Order Perception (TOP) deficit (see e.g. Bakker, 1972), 

and it was considered desirable at this stage of investigation 

to study item processing without this possible confounding 

source of variability. 

To determine TS exposure time the subjects, after a 

short practice, were tested with digit stimuli which were 

presented for 100 ms. with no follo~ing MS . If they were 

correct on 2 consecutive trials they were then presented 

with the TS at exposure times of SO ms. If they were again 

correct on 2 successive trials at SO ms. then TS exposure time 

would be SO ms. throughout the remainder of the experiment, 

but if they were incorrect the exposure time would be set at 



100 ms. If their responses were incorrect at the initial 

100 ms. presentations, they were presented with the TS at 

eiposure times increasing in 50 ms . steps (2 trials per step) 

until the criterion of 2 correct responses on consecutive 

trials was satisfied. 

This procedure results in the TS exposure time being 

set at 50 ms. for 70% of the subjects, 100 ms. for 20% of 

the subjects, and· for only 10% was it exposed for over 100 

ms. 

The procedure for determining the subjects 5 digit processin~ 

time was thereafter as follows: a masking stimulus was brought 

in after an ISi of 100 ms., the !SI then being either 

decreased in 10 ms. steps until there were 2 consecutive 

errors, or increased in the same sized steps until 2 consecutive 

answers were correct. When the results for all 50 subjects 

were pooled, the median SOA was 128 ms . This was made up 

of a 50 ms. exposure time, with an ISI of 78 ms. The durations 

ranged from 50:10 (SOA 60) to 800: 100 (SOA 900). 

B Speed Of Reading Tests. 

For measuring speed of reading over different types 

of material the following passages were used: 

In Condition 1 the material was an adult level, light 

non-fiction article of 337 words. The subjects were instructed 

to read for gist at their normal reading speed. 

In Condition 2 a more complex non-fiction article of 

• 



292 words was used, which discuss ed air po llution. The 

subjects were instructed to read at their normal speed 

for textbook material and were told to expect a comprehension 

test after completing the article . Any subject scoring 

less than 60% on the comprehension t~s·t wa·s e-x·c1uaea· from 

the study. 

Both Conditions 1 and 2 were photocopies taken from 

popular paperback books, they were of common line length, 

typeface and leading. 

For Condition 3 a passage from the Neale test 

of reading was retyped on an IBM electric typewriter 

with black carbon ribbon. The first half (Condition 3a) 

was typed with 1 space and 1 degree of leading, the 

second half (Condition 3b) with 4 spaces and 1 degree of 

leading. Conditions 1 and 3a were similar light reading 

material; and the correlation between these 2 tests was 

.84. This indicates a reliability sufficiently high to justify 

their use as group tests. 

Another passage from the Neale test was used in 

condition 4, retyped with 1 space and 1 degree of leading, 

but with a maximum of 3 words per line: the maximum line 

length was 10 pica. 



In all the conditions the first and last words were 

underlined and the subjects were instructed to read these 

words aloud so that their reading could be timed. On this 

basis, reading speeds, e~pressed in w.p.m., were calculated 

for each subject in each condition. 

C. Digram Search Test 

There were 6 conditions in the visual search experiment. 

Each subject was given a short practice session, which was 

followed by the 6 conditions in random order of presentation. 

They were instructed immediately after the command 'now' to 

search through the passage counting to themselves the number 

of 'tg's and to report how many there were as soon as they 

had reached the end. Search times were measured with a stopwatch. 

The 6 conditions all contained 240 randomly generated 

letters, among which there were 10-15 target digrams. They 

differed in respect of 'word-length' of non-target letters 

among which the digrams were hidden, which ranged from 

30-letter 'words' to 3-letter 'words', and typography. 

Search times over all 6 conditions were calculated for 

each subject. 

D Procedure for Obtaining Estimates of VIS Duration 

Two part displays - e ithe r a cross and a square 

(S tanley and Hall, 1973b) or a man and a hat were presented 

in a tachistoscope. They were presented in differen t fields 



in such a way that, if both fields were on, the two parts 

of the pair produced a spatially composite percept, i.e. 

the cross was in the square or the hat was on the man. 

For determining VIS duration, one of the pair was 

presented for 20 ms., illumination at the eye being 

approximately 1.5 lux. This was followed, after a period 

of darkness during the ISI, by the other member of the 

pair, which was presented at the same exposure time and the 

same intensity. This sequence took place in a continuous 

cycle. Initially the ISI was 10 ms., and at this exposure 

time, when the subjects were asked if the parts formed a 

composite (e.g. 'Is the cross in the square all the time 

now?'), they all reported 'yes'. When the ISI was then 

changed to 1000 ms. and the question repeated, all of them 

reported 'no'. An ISI of 100 ms. was then used. If the 

subjects answered 'no', it was decreased in 5 ms. steps, with 

an approximate interval of 3 sec. in between each step, 

the subjects being asked to report when the two parts became 

a composite. Once this had been reported, the ISI was 

then increased, the subject being asked to state when, for 

instance, 'the cross was no l onger in the square all the time'. 

This latter procedure was repeat ed 3 times and an I SI mean 

taken over all 6 observations. If, when the ISI of 100 ms. 

was used, the subject answered 'yes', the ISI was increased in 

5 ms. steps until he reported that the two parts were no longer 

composite. It was then decreased until the two parts again 

appeared compo s ite. This was also repeated 3 times and the ISI 



mean taken over all 6 observations. The procedures used 

in obtaining this mean consitute the operati onal definition 

of 'VIS duration'. 

This technique, which is a variation of the • 

procedure adopted by Stanley and Hall (1973b), re$ulted in a 

mean duration, in the two conditions and for all SO subject 1 

of 70 ms., the range being from 27 to 140 ms. The correlation 

between the scores of the two conditions was 0.81. 

All subjects were tested singly in 40 minute sessions, 

the tests being given in the following order: 1) S digit 

processing time, 2) reading speed, 3) digram search, 4) VIS 

duration . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The reading speeds of the SO subjects are given in 

table 1:1. 

The subjects were divided into 2 populations on the basis 

of digit processing time. The 20 subjects with the fastest 

digit processing time are referred to as 'fast processers', and 

245 

the 20 subjects with the slowest digit processing time are referred 

to as 'slow processers'. For the purpose of this analysis the mid

range 20 % of students were considered to fall clearly into neithe r 

of these categories and were therefore not included. Table 1: 2 s hows 
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TABL~ 1 .. : __ l:_l 

Reading Speed ·Data· for the ·so Students 

on Different Passages 
. . 

.. 

· .. Condition 
. Mean reading s.d. 
speed in w. p.m. . . . . ,_. . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1 Light non-fiction, reading for gist 

2 Non-fiction, reading for comprehension· 

· 3a 

3b 

4 

Light 

As 3a 

Light 

Mean 

fiction, reading for gist 

but with 4 spaces b~tween words 

fiction, 10 pica line width 

over all conditions 

Spearman's Rank correlations: 

Condition 1 . Condition 2 rs . 
Condition 1 Condition 3a rs 

Condition 1 Condition 3b . rs 

Condition 1 Condition 4 rs 

· 310 104 ~2 

234 78.7 

229 77.2 

199 49.7 . 

-238 61.8 

241 65.3 

=0. -77 

= o. 84 

= o. 81 
. , 

= o. 83 

./ 
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TABLE 1: 2 

Performance of fast and slow processers on 5-d.igit processing, r eading, and digram se8.r ch tasks , with figures for VIS duration 

Fa.r,;;teat 40% of 
digit processers 
N = 20 

Slowest 40% 
digit processers 
N = 20 

Mean difference 

t 

p 

Mean 5-digit 
processing time 

in ms. 

X 82,35 
s ,d, 15 .11 

x 264.oo 
s.d. 167.12 

Mean reading speed 
in w.p.m. 

(fondition 1) 

-X 359,05 
s.d. 117,78 

x 260.00 
s.d. 82.32 

99.05 

3,083 

p <. 0.005 

Mean reading speed 
in w.p.m. 

(all conditions) 

p 

X 271.i.95 
s.d. 80.01 

X 204.20 
s.d. 50.15 

70.75 

3.351 

L 0 .001 

Total digram 
search t ime 

in ms . 

x 160.05 
s.d. 16,75 

X 188.110 
s .d. 28.16 

38.35 

3.603 

p ~ 0.005 

Correlation between reading speed and digram search time : r = 0.49 (p L 0.001) 

~: 

VIS duration 
in ms . 

x 6 11 .oo 
s .d. 28 . 59 

X 73,95 
s . d . 22 . 92 

9 . 95 

1. 55rr 

ns 

lJ 
I\ 

~ 



the reading speed in Condition 1, the overall reading 

speed, the digram search time and the VIS duration for 

both these fast and slow processer groups. In addition a 

correlational analysis was performed on the results of al, 

SO students participating in this study; the results of this 

analysis can be seen in table 1:3. 

From table 1:1 it can be seen that reading is fastest 

in the case of gist light non-fiction material (Condition 

1), and that it becomes slower if one increases the 'load' 

with comprehension requirements (Condition 2) or if wasteful 

eye movements are incurred by the introduction of a 

1 non-hygenic 1 (Tinker, 1963) and novel typography (Conditions 

3b and 4). 

However, the inter-condition correlations range from 

0.77 to 0.84. These high values suggest that a fast 

reader is in general a fast reader, whatever the materials to 

be read. The highest correlation, that of 0.84, is between 

conditions 1 and 3a - both light reading for gist. In addition 

correlations of 0.83 and 0.81 are found between conditions 1 

and 4 and between conditions 1 and 3b respectively; these 

show that a fast reader relative to the general population 

iR still fast, whatever the typography. The lowest correlation, 

0.77, is between reading conditions 1 and 2 (reading for gist 

and reading for comprehension). This is not unexpected since 

reading for comprehension places a large cognitive demand on the 

subjects, and efficiency must · depend on intelligence, familiarity 

with the material, etc. These demands are less present in 

reading for gist, and the 2 conditions can therefore be seen to 



Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Matrix for the ~erformance 
· of the SO students on the various tasks. 

A 

B 

C 

0 

E 

Tasks. 

1.00 

.47a 1.00 

.48a .9Sa 1.00 

.64a .47a .49a 1.00 

.lld .32c .37b .24d 

A B C D 

A: The time taken to process 5 digits 
B: The time taken to read condition l 

1.00 

E 

C: The time taken to read all the conditions 
D: Total digram search time 
E: VIS duration 

Significance levels • . 
a: significant correlation at the .001 level 
b: significant correlation at the .Ol level 
c: significant correlation at the .OS level 
d: Not significant correlation 

·•· ... 



tap different skills. 

Table 1:2 shows that the results obtained by Stanley 

and Hall (1973a, b) can be roughly generalised to the 

adult non-dyslexic population, and that the results 

obtained by Gilbert (1959a,b) are a foundation for new work, 

in that not only are the fast processers fast at reading, 

but they are also fast at processing a wide range of stimuli. 

The top 40% of the subjects, as determined by speed of 

processing 5 digits, are significantly faster at both 

reading the condition 1 passage (p /... 0. 005) and at reading 

all the passages (pf.. 0 .005) than are the 40% of the subjects who 

were the slower processers . They were also significantly 

faster at the digram target visual search task (p ( 0.0005). 

Although the trend is towards the faster processers 

having a shorter VIS duration than the slow processers (64 

ms. on average, as compared with 74 ms.), this difference 

fails to reach the 5% level of significance; and the results, 

though in the same direction as those of Stanley and Hall, 19 73b, 

must be regarded as inconclusive. 

A similar picture is seen in the correlationa l an alysis 

in table 1:3. There are generally high correlations between 

information processing ability, as measured by 5 digit processing 

time, and reading and digram search ability . Reading ab ility 

and visual search ability a lso correlate. Once again, however, 

VIS duration fails to correlate signifi c antly with eithe r digit 

processing time or digram search time, and only just reaches a 



significant correlation with reading performance. 

It might be considered surprising, however, if further 

studies did not demonstrate an inverse correlation between 

VIS duration and 'speed of processing from the VIS'. This 

would be a compensation by nature whereby the slow 

processers could hold information in the VIS for a relatively 

longer period to allow their slower processing functions 

sufficient time to work on this information. Indeed, this 

is proposed as an explanation of the findings of Stanley 

and Hall (1973b). Also if this were not the case, then 

with the fast processers, there would be little advantage 

resulting from being fast at processing from the VIS, since 

new incoming visual information would be forwards masked 

by that still held in the store, even though the latter had 

already been processed. 

A practical result follows from these findings. 

Since the differences between fast and slow readers are still 

found even in situations where no eye movements are possible, 

it follows that any policy of training subjects to make quicker 

eye movements appears to be misguided (cf. De Leeuw, 1965). 

In table 1:4 the performance of the slowest 40% o; the 

digit processers is compared with that of the dyslexics. 

Although the latter sample was small (since relatively f ew 

dyslexic sufferers reach university) clear cut differences 

are nevertheless seen. The slow processers are significantly 
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TABL E 1 : ~ 

Performance of slow processers and dyslexic -stucients on 5-digit processing , 

r e ading, and digram search tasks., with figures for VIS duration. 

Mean 5- digit ~rocessing Reading speed Reading speed Total digram 
time in ms . (€ondition 1) (all conditions ) search time in 

in w. p . m. in w. p . m. w . p.m. 

- x -260.00 x x X 2 6 4. 00 20t1. 20 198.40 
s . d . 1 67 . 12 ..: s . d . 82 . 32 s . d • .. 50 . 15 s . d. 28 . 16 

x 4so .oo x 151. 50 X 123.80 x 250 . 50 

s . d . 100 . 00 . . s . d . 34.56 s.d. 39 . 85 s . d. 15.78 

\ 

186 . 00 108.50 80 . 40 52.10 

2 .128 2.554 3 . 00 3.55 

p < 0. 025 p <0.01 · p <0 . 00I p <0. 001 

* A var iance rat io1test showed that the homogeneity of variance .. 
assumption was upheld in all four conditio ns. 

VI S durati 
in ms . 

x 
s.d. 

X 
s . d . 

7 3 . 9 :5 
22. 92 

75. 00 
22. 92 

1. 05 

ns 

\J,J 
0 
j·J 



faster than the dyslexic subjects at 5 digit processing 

(p .( 0.025), reading· in Conciit.ion 1 (p l, 0 . 01), reading over 

all conditions (p L 0 .005), and visual search (p <(_ 0.001 ) . 

VIS duration is slightly longer for the dyslexic subjects 

than for the slow processers, but this difference once 

again fails to reach an acceptable level of significance. 

The results given in tables 1:2 and 1:3 are compatible 

with the hypothesis that one determinant of reading speed 

is speed of processing from the VIS . If this conclusion were 

based solely on the existence of significant correlations it 

would, of course, be invalid . Reading ability, however, is 

clearly the affect of many different subcomponents, and 

whereas there can be no reading without processing from the 

VIS, efficient processing from the VIS does not necessarily 

result in ability to read. Since speed of processing from the 

VIS correlates significantly with speed of reading, and as the 

former is necessarily a component of the latter, it is plausible 

that speed of processing from the VIS is one of the factors 

which imposes a limit on speed of reading. 

The results shown in table 1:4 are compatible with the 

hypothesis that dyslexic subjects are handicapped by some 

special limitations in the speed at which they can process 

simple information from a single fixation. This being the cas e, 

it follows that, to investigate the processes underlying 

individual differences in reading ability, one profitable area 

of study can be delimited to be those processes involved in the 

simple information processing task used in this experiment, viz 

digit array processing from a single fixation. 



EXPERIMENT lb 

Abstract 

41 dyslexic boys between 10.4 and 14.4 years old and 

41 chronological age and intelligence matched control boys 

were tested for the speed at which they could correctly 

report S digit arrays which were· presente~tachjstcsco,ie~lly 
.. . . . 

under backwards masking. The duration over which material 

was held in the VIS was also determined for these subjects 

The dyslexic children needed over 4 times the S0A of 

the control children to correctly process the S digit test 

stimuli (dyslexic mean S0A 1331 ms., control mean S0A 289 

ms.; t = 11.02; d.f. 80; p < .001). In confirmation of the 

results of Stanley and Hall (1973b), VIS duration was found 

to be significantly longer for the dyslexic children (dyslexic 

mean VIS duration 98.6 ms., control mean VIS duration 81.4 ms.; 

t = 3.48; d.f. 80; p (.001). 

It is argued that dyslexia involves some special limitation 

in the ability to process information, and that the longer VIS 

duration found in dyslexic subjects might be a compensatory 

mechanism, holding the information in the VIS for a longer period 

to allow the less efficient read-out mechanisms more time to 

operate . 



Introduction 

For the reasons of homogeneity of sample already 

detailed, the majority of experiments constituting this thesis 

are to use dyslexic children as a group of reading retardates. 

Whilst it might be expected that the findings of Expt. 

la may be generalised to the child dyslexic population, one flaw 

of Expt. la is its unfortunately small dyslexic sample. The 

findings of this experiment must therefore be confirmed 

in the dyslexic child population before it can be concluded 

that in this sample the most profitable area of study is also 

these functions underlying digit array processing. 

Dyslexic children and chronological age matched 

controls were therefore tested on the 5 digit processing 

tasks and VIS duration tasks used in Expt . la. 

Subjects 

41 children who had fulfilled all the criteria of 

dyslexia were tested. These were boys, between the chronological 

ages (C.A.) of 10.4 and 14.4 years (mean CA: 12.35, s.d . 1.22), 

with mean RA (Schonell - Rl) of 9.38 years and mean SA (Schonnel 

Sl) of 8.36 years . They all attended a private school which 

specialised in the teaching of children with dyslexic handicaps. 

A control group of children of normal reading ability consisted 

of 41 boys also attending private schools. These children, matched 

for CA with the dyslexic sample, were of mean CA 12.30 years 

(s.d. 1.22), mean RA 12.33 years and mean SA 12.08 years. The 

children in the two groups showed similar ranges of intelligence, 



and no child in either group had an intelligence score of 

less than 90 as determined using a recognised intelligence 

scale (in the majority of cases the WISC was used} 

Materials and Procedure 

For the determination of digit processing time, the 

procedure of Expt. la was unchanged except for the following 

modificat ion: in the phase where TS exposure time was 

determined, since these children needed considerably longer 

than the adults of Expt. la to process the 5 digit arrays, 

if the subjects were still unable to correctly identify the 

arrays at the 300 ms. TS exposure time, the ~xposure time 

was thenceforth increased in 100 ms. steps rather than the 

50 ms. increments used in Expt. la. 

The procedure and materials for the determination 

of VIS duration was identical to that previously used in Expt. la. 

Results and Discussion 

A) Digit Processing Time 

Highly significant (t = 11.05, d.f. 80, P< .001 ) group 

differences resulted: the dyslexic children (mean SOA 1331 

ms., s.d. 585) needed over 4 times the SOA of the control children 

(mean SOA 289 ms., ~.d. 156) to process the 5 digit arrays. This 

difference is mainly attributable to TS exposure time. Mean TS 

exposure time was 815 ms . for the dyslexics (s.d. 605) and 118 . ms. 

for the control children (s.d. 111), t = 7.26, d.f. 80, p(.001. 



This also demonstrates that the control children were processing 

the arrays from one fixation. Adult readers, as shown 

by Walton (1957), have a mean reaction time for the eye for 

saccadic movement of 219 ms. (range 170-309) and this figure 

is probably an underestimate for children. As the TS exposure 

time for the control children was 118 ms., there was therefore 

no time for these children to make saccadic movements. The 

dyslexic children in contrast, with their mean TS exposure 

time of 815 ms., can be assumed to be processing the arrays 

from more than one fixation. 

Whilst the procedure used in ascertaining 5 digit 

processing -time differs slightly between Expts. la and lb, it 

is interesting to compare those S0As which the different 

subject populations required to process those arrays. These 

figures can be seen in Figure 1:1. 

The finding that dyslexic adults process the arrays 

much faster than the dyslexic children supports the notion 

of a maturational lag in dyslexia. It should however be 

noted that the dyslexic UNDERGRADUATES still need more time 

to process the arrays than the non-dyslexic CHILDREN. It does 

appear from Fig. 1:1 that there is an inverse correlation 

between reading ability and 5 digit processing time, and this 

further supports the idea that those information processing 

subsystems involved in the latter task (in preference to 

those higher level functions involved in word or prose 



Figure 1: 1 
Digit Pr oces sing Times for the 5 gr oups of Subjects of differing Reading Ability 
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processing) should be further inve s tigated to learn more of 

the information processing deficits underlying reading 

disability . 

B) VIS Duration 

Mean VIS duration over both conditions was 81 . 4 

ms. (s .d. 20.3) for the control group and 98.6 ms . (s . d. 

24.2) for the dyslexic group . These figures are significantly 

different at the 0.1% level (t = 3.48, d.f. 80). Correlations 

between the 2 tests were 0.63 for the control group and 

0 . 67 for the dyslexic children . These figures are taken to 

indicate that the tests are reliable. The finding of 

Stanley an~ Hall, 1973b that the VIS duration for dyslexics 

is longer than that for controls is thus confirmed. 

Comparison of the VIS durations of the 5 subject 

populations tested in Expts . l a and lb (these figures can 

be seen in fig. 1:2) supports the speculation proposed in the 

introduction and discussion of Expt. la that there exists 

an inverse relation between speed of processing from the VIS 

and VIS duration: the faster a subject can read-out from 

the VIS, the shorter the time he needs to hold it there. To 

investigate this in more detail, the figures for all 136 subjects 

participating in Expts. la and lb in respect of VIS duration 

and SOA at which they could correctly process the digit arrays 

were subjected to a Spearman Rank Order Correlation. This 

resulted in a significant rs of+ 0.468 (t = 6 .12, d.f. 134, 

p( .001). Using the 5 digit processing time as the independent 

variable, a r egression analysis yields the following function: 

VIS duration= 0.135 Processing time+ 74.6 ms . 



Figure 1: 2 

VIS Durations (ms) f or the 5 subj ect populations of differing reading 
ability tested in Expts la and lb. 
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Figure 1:3 Scattergram of the VIS durations and 5 Digit Processing 
Times for all the subjects tested in Experiments la and lb, 



This relation can be seen in the scattergram (fig. 1:3). 

There is some considerable variability about the fitted regressicn 

line, and it must be noted that the correlation between the 

2 variables is far from unity; but if these results are con

sidered as a supplement to the evidence reviewed in the 

introduction they lend further support to the view that post

fixation storage of information in the VIS is utilised during 

reading. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of Experiments la and lb, and a review 

of other studies, it is concluded: 

1) Dyslexic type difficulties ar~ a manifestation of 

some general limitation in processing ability. 

2) Processing from the VIS, as operationally measured 

by speed of recognition of 5 digit arrays, can be the rate 

limiting step of reading ability . 

3) This being the case, it is considered that those 

functions involved in digit array processing can be profitably 

investigated in the search for the functional de£icits underlying 

reading disability. 

4) It is proposed that those subjects who are fast at 

processing from the VIS tend to have a shorter VIS duration. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CHAPTER 2 

In whioh ability at processing from arrays 
of digits is investigated over a wide range 
of exposure times for dyslexia and oontrol 
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good readers differ from poor readers on one or 
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Introduction 

In Expts. la and lb it was found that processing 

time for 5-digit arrays was over four times as long for 

dyslexic children as it was for matched controls, and that 

there exists a correlation between visual information 

processing speed and reading speed. It was therefore 

suggested that dyslexia can be regarded as a deficiency· 

in information processing, and that it is the functions 

involved in digit processing which should be investigated 

to determine the functional deficiencies resulting in 

reading disability. 

The next step is therefore to attempt to break down 

the concept of 'digit processing' . Even in its present 

state it is no doubt a 'purer' concept than that of 

reading, where performance is likely to be more affected 

by practice, by skilled guesswork, and by degree of 

familiarity with the material, but clearly more is needed 

by way of isolating its components. Expt. 2a therefore 

investigates the ability of dyslexic and control children 

to process from 7-digit arrays at exposure times from 

50-1200 ms. To study these children's processing ability 

at very short expsoure times, a backwards masking paradigm 

is used in Expt. 2b. Finally, in Expt. 2c, adult low

literate and fast undergraduate readers are compared on this 

task. 

The suggestion that dyslexia can be regarded as a 

deficiency in information processing is also reflected in 



the work of Stanley and Hall (1973 a,b), Miles and 

Wheeler (1974, 1977), Wheeler (1977), and Ellis and Miles 

(1977, 1978). In particular, Stanley and Hall (1973b) report 

that dyslexic children perform less efficiently than 

controls on a task involving recall from 6-letter arrays 

presented for brief durations. 

If the data of Stanley and Hall (1973b) are replotted 

in terms of number of digits reported at each exposure 

time for both groups of subject~, the results obtained 

are those of fig. 2:1. 

Since in this Expt. the letters were followed by a 

blank field, the time scale of fig. 2:1 represents the 

time during which the letters were exposed in the tachistoscope. 

Since it is known, however, that subjects can hold 

information in iconic memory far usable durations of 

100-300 ms. (Sperling, 1963, Neisser, 1967, Stanley and Hall, 

1973b), the x-axis scale can be regarded as representing 

an effective exposure time made up of tachistocopic 

exposure time plus iconic storage time. It can be seen 

in fig. 2:1 that both groups of children improve in the 

number of letters correctly reported as the exposure time 

increases: the slope of their functions is ( aproximately) 

0.00036 items per ms. for the control group and 0 . 00017 

items per ms. for the dyslexic group. In terms of speed of 

processing, however, there is another major difference between 

the two groups. This is to be found in the ordinate 

values: if extrapolated back they cross the y -axis at 

3.35 items in the case of the dyslexic group and 3.84 items in 
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the case of the control group. One possibility therefore is 

that dyslexic children regularly display a low level of 

information pick-up during the exposure of any array of 

symbols, and that they are deficient at both the initial 

information acquisition and the later acquisition above 

this level. 



EXPERIMENT 2a 

Abstract 

41 dyslexic boys between the ages of 10.4 and 14.4 

years and 41 age and intelligence matched boys were tested 

for recall from 7-digit arrays presented tachistoscopically 

at exposure times between SO and 1200 ms. It was found that 

the control children reliably processed more digits than the 

dyslexics at all exposure times used. The digits 

correct/exposure time function for the control children was 

of a slightly greater slope than that for the dyslexic boys, 

but the major difference between the two functions was the 

ordinate values: if they were extrapolated back, the 

dyslexic function crossed the y-axis at 3.3 items, the 

control function at 4.7 items. These results are taken to 

imply that the dyslexics are handicapped by a slowness at an 

early stage of information processing. 

· IntroductiDn 

In order to investigate those functions involved 

in digit processing, it was decided to carry out a variant of 

the Stanley and Hall (1973b) Expt. with a modified technique 

and with children who could be later tested on other tasks. 



7-digit stimulus arrays were presented a t a range 

of exposure times up to 1200 ms. There are a number of 

advantages if one uses digits as stimulus material as 

opposed to the -letters which Stanley and Hall ( 19 73b) 

used: in particular, each digit can be assumed to have the 

same prior probability, whereas a child's responses to 

letters or words may be affected by the extent to which he 

has learned that some letters and combinat i ons of letters 

a re more frequent than others; in addition digi ts lend 

themselves less easily to chunking. It was again decided 

t o analyse the results in terms of correct identity only , 

no account being taken of order. This was because of the 

wi dely held view that dyslexia involves a deficit in temporal 

order perception (see Bakker, 19 72) : differences in the 

ability to order would therefore have been a confounding source 

of variability . As a consequence it was necessary throughout 

the course of the experiment that the subjects be strongly 

discouraged from guessing . 

Subjects 

The 41 dyslexic and 41 control children tested in 

Expt. lb were also used as subjects in thi s exper iment. 

Mater ial s and Procedure 

12 different cards of 7 quasi - randomly generated 

digits (no digit could appear more than once on any trial) 

were t he test stimuli (TS) . They were presented 

successively in an Electronic Developments 3- field tachistoscope. 



The digits were printed on white card using 28pt Helvetica 

light Letraset and were presented at a distance of 508 mm from 

the subject's eyes; t his gave an illumination at the eye of 

approximately 1 lux. Each trial began with the signal 

'ready' followed by a fixa tion cross (illumination at the eye 

of approximately 0.15 lux) for 2 sec. Digit offset was 

followed by darkness. 

The children were first given a series of 

practice trials , being told that immediately after the numbers 

had disappeared they were to report as many of them that 

they were sure that they saw, in correct order if possible. 

During practice trials excessive guessing was discouraged 

whenever t his was necessary. For the t est trials six 

different TS exposure times were used, viz. SO, 100, 200, 400, 800 

and 1200 ms., with two trials at each exposure time, the 

presentations being made in a randomized order . The child's 

response was recorded on each trial and scored as number of 

digits correct, no account being taken of order. 

Results and Discussion 

The mean number of digits correct at each exposure 

time is shown for dyslexic and control subjects in Table 2:1. 

The functions, fitted by regression, are: dyslexic subjects , 

y = 3.3 + .0009x items per ms .; control . subjects, 

y = 4 . 7 +•0013x items per ms. (for regression lines see Figure 2:2 ) . 

An analysis of variance performed on the results of Expts . 2a and 

2b shows that the group differences are highly significant 
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(for details see Table 2:2 and discussion of Expt. 2b). 

The pattern is the same as that found by Stanley and Hall 

(1973b) : there is little difference between the slopes of 

the dyslexic and control children's functions although the 

slope of the latter is slightly higher. The major 

distinguishing feature between the two groups is in the initial 

level of the two functions, which might imply a s lownes s 

at a very early stage of information processing. 



EXPERIMENT 2b 

Abstract 

Those subjects of Expt. 2a were tested at recall 

from 7 digit arrays which were presented tachistoscopically 

under backwards pattern masking at exposure times from 

50 to 1200 ms. The dyslexic children's performance was 

significantly inferior to that of the controls, and this 

was especially reflected in the rate of initial stimulus 

acquisition. 

Literature was reviewed which suggests that both visual 

processing ( the visual code) and non-articulatory lin~ui,d-;c 

(lexical) processing underlies this rate of initial stimulus 

acquisition, and it is concluded that at one or both of 

these functions, dyslexic children differ from controls. 

An analysis of the Serial Position effects lends 

further tentative support to this conclusion. 

Correlational analyses were performed for all 

82 subjects between efficiency at this task and i) the 

child's CA, ii) his RA, and ii) his SA. Whilst CA accounted 

for only 5% of the variability of scores in Expt. 2b, RA and 

SA accounted for 51% and 54 % of the variance respectively. 



Introduction 

The next requirement was to study in further detail how 

much could be processed in very short exposure times . Now 

if it is assumed that iconic storage time is approximately 

200 ms., then the shortest exposure time in Expt. 2a 

(SO ms.) gives an effective exposure time of approximately 

250 ms. It is known, however, that the introduction of 

a pattern mask limits the processing of iconic information. 

If therefore this mask is introduced immediately upon TS 

offset the effective exposure time will become reduced by 

about 200 ms. throughout. It follows that when the tachistoscopic 

exposure time is SO ms., the effective exposure time is 

approximately SO ms. also. 

Materials and Procedure 

The subjects were the same as those used in Expt. 2a. 

The procedure, however, was changed in the following ways: 

new TS were used, and TS offset was followed immediately in 

each trial by a pattern mask which replaced the spatial 

location previously occupied by the TS and which consisted 

0f a jumble of overlapping digit parts. The mask was exposed 

for 200 ms ., with an approximate intensity at the eye of 

3.0 lux; and it was known to be effective, because when both 

the MS and the TS were presented simultaneously for 2 sec. 

no digits could be reported by the subjects . Practice, 

instructions, and scoring procedures were identical to those 

of Expt. 2a. 



Results 

The mean number of digits correct at each exposu~e 

time is shown in Table 2:1. The resultant functions, fitted 

by regression, are shown in Fig. 2:3 . 

The data from Expts. 2a and 2b were analysed as a 

3 factor ANOVA: 2 groups (dys l exics, controls) x 2 mask 

(mask, no mask) x 6 exposure times, with subjects nested 

within groups. The resultant F-ratios are shown in Table 2:2. 

All main factors were significant at the 0.1% level. The 

group x time interaction demonstrates a greater 

difference between the groups at the longer exposure times; 

this is especially true in the mask condition, and there is 

thus a significant GMT interaction. The mask x time 

interaction is due to the mask having a greater effect at 

the shorter exposure times than at the longer ones. 

The primary conclusion to be drawn is that dyslexic 

children are much poorer than control children at pr9cessing 

the information in the digit arrays. 

How Are These Resulti To Be Further Analysed? 

The evidence of Sperling (1963) shows that the number of 

items which an adult subject can report from a brief 

tachistoscopic display of alphanumeric stimuli which are 
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TABLE 2:1 
Mean Number of Digits Correctly Reported in Expts. 2a and 2b 

Experiment 2a Exoerireent 2b 
(TS post-field dark) (TS po;t-field mask) 

Exposure Dyslexic Control Dyslexic Control 
Time (ms) Children Children Children Children 

50 
100 
200 
400 
Boo 

1200 

3 ,23 4 .56 0.52 1.16 
3.23 4. 62 1,94 3.17 
3.43 4.89 2.73 4,18 
4.20 5 .56 2 .87 4 .45 
3,92 6.01 3,66 5. 35 
4. 35 5.89 4.13 5 . 62 

TABLE 2:2 
Essential fl.NOVA Data of the Digits Correct Results of Expts, 

2a and 2b. 

Source F DF Probability 

Groups( G) 93.4 
1&0 

1.~ .001 
Mask(M) 551.l 1,983 . 001 
GM 3.3 1,983 N,S, 
Time(T) 366.9 5,983 ,001 
GT 8.4 5,983 ,001 
MT 135 .o 5,983 . 001 
GMT 3.5 5,983 ,05 
Subjects within 

Groups 17.8 80,983 . 001 



followed immedi_ately by a pattern mask increases as an 

approximately linear function of array exposure time at 

a rate of 10-35 ms. per item; this functicn continues up to 

about 4-5 items at 100 ms., where it levels off, thereafter 

increasing at a considerably slower rate. 

Coltheart (1972) interprets these results as 

reflecting two processing strategies operating in parallel, 

and sees the exposure time/items reported function as being 

two-limbed. The first limb is very steep with, apparently, 

a capacity limitation (represented by the dog-leg point) 

of around 4-5 items. The second limb is much less steep, 

but appears capacity limitless over the first second 

at least. In contrast Sperling (1963) draws a single 

curvilinear function through the data. 

For the data of Expt. 2b it is difficult to decide 

between a 'two-limb' or 'logarithmic' function. If a 

regression analysis is performed against log exposure time, 

extremely good fits are obtained: 

Controls: items correct= -0.293 + 1.89 log10 exposure time 

Dyslexics: items correct= -0.683 + 1.47 log10 exposure time 

Both groups:items correct= -0.488 + 1.68 log10 exposure time 

pooled 

These functions are extremely good predictions of the data, 

explaining 98% of the variability. 

If, however, the results of Expt. 2b are referred to, 

where the effective exposure times are in the approximate 



range 300 - 1500 ms., it can be seen that the linear-linear functi on: 

are still rising (1 . 3 items/sec. for the controls and 0.9 

items/sec. for the dyslexics) and this rate of increase appears 

to be faster than that predicted from the asymptoting 

logarithmic formulae. Even so, it is to be expected that 

the functions will eventually asymptote at short-term 

memory capacity is reached. 

With so few exposure times used in Expts. 2a and Zb 

it seems impossible to resolve this choice between 'two-limb' 

or 'logarithmic'. The question is largely academic however, 

and appears little to affect the arguments as to the 

underlying cognitive functions. For the sake of uniformity, 

however, the 'two-limbed' functions will be referred to 

in data analysis. 

With regard to the arguments of hypothetical underlying 

cognitive functions, the following background is relevant. 

Since the subjects are required to report verbally and since 

pre-report storage in short-term memory has been found 

to be subject to phonemic confusion, it has been argued that 

some form of phonemic or articulatory encoding is involved 

(Sperling 1963, 1967; Conrad 1964, 1972; Baddeley, 1966, 1968). 

Articulatory encoding, however, is slow: Landauer (1962) has 

demonstrated that its rate approximates to that of explicit speech 

which is about 150 ms. per monosyllabic item. To explain the 

relatively faster rate of initial encoding, therefore, it has 

been necessary to postulate some kind of buffer store between 



icon and articulatory code mechanism. According to this 

view the rate of initial information acquisition reflects 

the rate of readout from icon into buffer store and 

the dogleg point where the function levels off indicates 

the buffer store's capacity. Now since it is known that 

initial rate of information acquisition is unaffected 

by articulatory suppression 

(Experimental Chapter 7) the information in the 

postulated buffer cannot be articulatory in character, 

and the precise form of the storage therefore requires 

discussion. 

Sperling (1967) argues for a 'scan' of the visual 

information contained in the icon which results in a code 

representing the names of the characters in terms of 

'programs of motor instructions'. These programs are held 

in a 'recognition memory buffer' (rate of input to 

the buffer lOms . ) item, rate of output from the buffer 150 ms. / 

item) until they can be executed. This proposal will 

explain that the rate of first limb slope is much greater 

than that of the rate of implicit speech,and if a buffer 

capacity limitation of 3-4 items is assumed, as Sperling, 1967 

proposes, it also explains why the dogleg point is r eached . 

The second function, above the dogleg point, is assumed to 

reflect name coding direct from the icon since its slope 

is in close correspondence to the rate of implicit speech, 



150 ms./item. The Sperling, 1967 model can be seen in £ig. 2:4 . 

The problem with this model is that it leaves the 

iconic store, which is of very short term.duration, as the 

only visual sfore in the system. As there is considerable 

evidence for a longer term visual store (the visual code 

of Posner, 1969, Phillips and Baddeley, 1971 and Phillips, 1974) 

which can survive pattern masking (Phillips, 1974), Coltheart 

(1972) has argued for a non-iconic visual code buffer, and 

similarly Mitchell (1976) proposes that short-term visual 

memory may act as the buffer store between icon and 

articulatory encoding. 

In more detail, Coltheart's hypothetical 

organization of information processing subsystems underlying 

the two-limb function data is as follows. The second limb 

is said to show items processed via the name code pathway. 

Evidence for this comes from its close correspondence in 

rate to that of implicit speech (approximately 150 ms. 

per monsyllabic item; see Landauer, 1962) and also from 

studies of prelingually deaf children who show an almost 

horizontal second limb slope (Henderson & Henderson, 1973). 

The slope of the first limb is obviously much too steep 

to reflect name coding; and it is therefore proposed in the 

Coltheart model that it chiefly represents processing through 

a visual code pathway . The mechanism involved here may or 

may not be the same as that studied by Posner (1969), who 

found that responses of 'same' to physically identical l e tters 

(AA) occurred more quickly than responses of 'same' to 
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physically dissimilar letters (Aa) , and who distinguished 

therefore between visual code comparisons and name code 

comparisons. The visual code mechanism was believed by 

Posner to hold information in terms of its visual features, 

while the name code mechanism had the function of translating 

the visual array into auditory information . Coltheart takes 

the matter further by suggesting that these two encoding 

processes occur simultaneously and that visual encoding 

is fast up to its capacity limit, while name coding 

is slower but less limited in respect of capacity. The model 

of Coltheart (1972) is shown in Fig. 2:5. 

Whilst the models of Sperling (1963, 1967, 1970) concentrate 

on the aspects of grapheme-phoneme conversion to the exclusion 

of visual short-term memory, that of Coltheart (1972) lacks 

detail of name coding, having the reader believe that there 

is only the motor articulatory code available to represent 

linguistic stimuli. In contrast, Allport (1973, 1977, 1978) 

reports that the masking interval function is essentially the 

same for unrelated consonants as it is for arrays of unrelated 

common words of 3-6 letters in length, from which he concludes 

that the masking function does not simply reflect a capacity 

in the processing of visual or graphemic features. He therefore 

argues for a non-visual, abstract linguistic or 'lexical code' 

buffer. According to this view the rate of information 

acquisition may reflect the rate of production of lexical codes 

following logogen unit (Mor ton, 1969, 1970) activation, with 
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the dogleg point perhaps reflecting the number of outputs 

from unrelated logogen units which can become available 

concurrently. 

What then of the present data? There are substantial 

group differences of performance on this task. The 

dyslexic children are significantly slower at processing 

the arrays than are the controls, and this is particularly 

evident in the rate of initial stimulus acquisition. 

Regression lines in respect of the post -dogleg second 

limb are as follows: dyslexic children y = 2.38 + 1.5 item/s., 

control children y = 3 . 91 + 1.5 item/s.: the dyslexic 

and control children's functions run parallel after the 

dogleg point . The slope of the first steep limb, however, 

is approximately 30 item/s. for the controls· compared 

with about 19 item/s. for the dyslexic subjects, dogleg 

points being at 4.1 items and 2.6 items respectively. 

According to the alternative theories outlined above 

the following interpretations seem prima facie possible: 

(a) dyslexic children are slow at scanning iconic information 

and creating ' programs of motor instructions' for the 

graphemic stimuli; they have a 'smaller capacity' 

recognition buffer; (b) they are slow or inefficient at creating 

visual codes for the graphemic stimuli; they have a 'smaller 

capacity' visual code; (c) they are slow at producing lexical 

code representations and can hold fewer such repres entations 



available. These alternatives fall into two broad classes: 

naming/abstract linguistic (a and c) and visual (b) 

deficiencies. 

The dyslexi~ literature yields possible support for 

both classes. For example dyslexic children typically confuse 

band d (Vernon, 1971; Critchley, 1970), which may reflect 

problems with manipulating the visual representations of 

stimuli; on the other hand they also show slow reaction 

times in naming colours and pictures (Denckla and Rudel, 

1976) which may reflect problems at the level of naming. 

We must ask therefore, what is the rate limiting 

function underlying the first limb, since this differentiates 

the dyslexic and control children. This question is addressed 

in detail in Experimental Chapter·7; however for the 

present, a summary of some relevant literature should suffice. 

There is a considerable body of relevant evidence 

based on studies of the rates of processing of different types 

of stimuli. Thus Mackworth (1963) presented arrays of colors, 

digits, shapes and letters tachistoscopically at short 

exposure times and demonstrated that the rate of stimulus 

information acquisition increased from shapes to colors to 

letters to digits. She concludes that speed of naming is an 

important variable in rate of processing. Allport (1968) 

showed that the rate of encoding of information of Landolt C's 

occurs two to three times more slowly than for .numerals. 



Visual features and ease of naming are discussed as being 

potential independent variables underying this effect. I~ addi~ion, 

after a series of experiments where stimulus characteristics 

are manipulated, Allport (1973) concludes that : 

(i) the rate of acquisition from an array of letters or 

words is determined not by the number of visual characteristics 

to be processed but by the number of names into which they 

are to be encoded. 

(ii) the rate of stimulus information acquisition is 

independent of the pool size (4, 8 or 16 consonants) frDm 

which the characters of the array-to-be-encoded are drawn. 

(iii) the time needed to identify words of the same frequency 

of occurrence is unrelated either to word length or to the 

number of syllables in the name. 

(iv) the backwards masking paradigm provides a direct measure 

of naming latency. 

In an unpublished Expt., Ellis has demonstrated that 

the initial rate of processing 7 item arrays increases 

according to the series: 7 nonsense symbols, 7 consonants, 

7 letter arrays forming pronounceable nonwords, 7 letter 

English words. In a second experiment subjects initially 

tested for speed of processing the nonsense symbol arrays were 

divided into four groups. Group I copies the symbols, 

Group IV learned names for the symbols such that this code 

would later allow translation of the symbol arrays into 

English wo rds. The subjects participated in these training 

schedules daily and the groups were equated for exposure to 

the symbols. On retest with the nonsense shape arrays one week 



later a trend similar to that of the aforementioned 

experiment was obtained . The Group I subjects who had 

increased familiarity with the visuai characteristics of 

the stimuli impr~ved from the session 1 levels where they 

processes on average 2.2 items in 400 ms. to processing 

3.1 items in 400 ms. in session 2; those Group · IV 

subjects who had both increased familiarity with the visual 

stimulus characteristics and in addition learned names for 

the symbols improved from 2.4 items/ 400 ms. session 1 to 

4.9 items/ 400 ms. session 2. 

Finally of relev~nce, Coltheart and Glick (1974) have 

described the performance of Sue d'0ni~, a subject who 

when presented with a word or sentence was abnormally 

proficient at spelling this material in reverse order. 

She reported that she was able to do this by visualising 

the material and reading off from this visual image. When she 

was tested on the masked letter array processing task of 

Merickle et al . (1971), the rate of initial stimulus 

acquisition was exceptionally fast, approximately 120 items/s. 

compared with adult co~trol rates of about 35 items/s. 

Coltheart and Glick (1974) interpret these findings in 

terms of the Coltheart (1972) model ~nd suggest that 

her performance reflects a superiority in visual encoding . 

These studies provide some clues to the factors 

relevant to the initial rate of processing visual information, 

viz. visual features, familiarity and nameability. Although 



the majority of these studies stress nameability in this 

respect, whether the buffer is visual or abstract lexical 

in nature has not been unequivocally resolved. 

It seems therefore that both visual features and 

nameability (ease with which lexical referents can be 

accessed) can be rate limiting in the first limb slope , 

and this indeed is the conclusion reached in Experimental 

Chapter 7. It must therefore be left open as to 

whether the dyslexic child's limitation in the rate of initial 

acquisition of visual information is to be found at visual or 

lexical processing functions, but as the majority of the studies 

stress nameability in a determinative role, lexical processes 

must be considered to be most likely areas of. _deficiency. 

in dyslexia. 

Serial Position effects 

The conclusion that the dyslexic subjects show a 

deficiency in the rate of initial acquisition of visual information 

is based on the shallow 1st. limb slope of the dyslexics' 

data. Since Merickle, Coltheart and Lowe (1971) demonstrated 

that it was the end serial positions of an array which are 

preferentially first processed, it should also be that the 

data of dyslexic children differ more from these of the control 

children at the end serial positions, (S.P. 1,2,3,7) than at 



the mid SPs (4,5 1 6). 

The results of experiments 2a and 2b were therefore 

scored for serial position effects: the proportion of the 

41 subjects in each group which was correct on any trial 

was calculated. The serial position curves for experiment 2a, 

where no mask was used, can be seen in fig. 2:6; those 

for experiment 2b where the digits, when followed by the 

pattern mask, can be seen in fig. 2:7. 

These serial position effects are shown in table 2:3 

and analysed as a 4 factor randomized block ANOVA ( 7 serial 

positions x 2 groups (dyslexics, controls) x 2 experiments 

(mask, no mask) x 6 exposure times (SO - 1200 ms.) with 

2 blocks of replications). This ANOVA data is shown in 

table 2:4. 

All of the main factors are again significant at the 

.01 level. This analysis tells us nothing new about the group, 

mask or time factors which were analysed in the previous ANOVA; 

it does however, show that overall some serial positions 

are more correctly reported than others, the serial positions 

being reported correctly (over both groups and both· experiments) 

the following proportions of the time: SPl : .89, SP2; .71, 

SP3: .70, SP4: .55, SPS: .37, SP6: .30 , SP?: .38. The order 

of positions in terms of statistical significance is: 

1) 2,3) 4) s, 7> 6 . 
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EXPERIMENT 2 a: Post field Dark. 
RUN 1 RUN 2 

Exnosure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 SP 
Ti~e (ms) 

50 1.00 . 95 . 68 . 56 .29 • 32 . 34 1.00 1.00 .95 . 83 . 51 ,22 . 90 
100 • 98 .88 .93 . 68 .29 • 32 . 41 1.00 . 85 ,93 . .59 . 44 . 59 . 49 
200 .98 .83 ,95 . 61 . 51 . 41 . 61 1.00 .95 . 83 . 76 . 56 . 07 .66 
400 1.00 .98 1.00 . 68 . 76 . 66 .76 .98 .98 1 .00 .93 .20 .59 • 71 
800 1.00 . 88 .95 . 95 . 73 . 80 . 76 1.00 1.00 .95 .90 .44 .80 . 80 

1200 1.00 1.00 . 88 .93 .73 . 76 .66 .98 1.00 1.00 .93 . 68 . 63 . 66 

50 . 85 . 71 • 32 • 39 . 22 , 24 .20 .90 ,80 .85 .54 .17 , 07 ,17 
100 ,93 , 73 ,85 • 37 .15 .12 .12 .93 . 41 . 59 , 59 . 20 . 27 . 17 
200 ,93 . 56 , 78 , 39 . 20 .10 , 32 ,98 .66 .66 , 56 , 37 . 05 , 32 
400 1.00 , 98 . 59 . 49 .44 . 37 . 56 .98 1.00 .98 ,49 .02 . 17 ,24 
800 1.00 . 93 . 88 .61 . 20 ,27 .17 ,98 ,93 . 78 ,59 . 17 ,24 . 07 

1200 ,98 . 85 • 76 .83 . 46 , 37 .22 ,95 .98 ,95 ,73 ,27 ,24 ,17 

EXPERI MENT 2b: Post field Mask , 
RUN RUN 2 

Expos ure 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 SP 

Time (ms ) 
50 .20 . 02 .20 .07 .oo .20 .22 .27 .17 .29 .29 , 05 .27 . 07 

100 .93 .• 20 .20 . 24 .44 , 29 , 63 ,95 , 49 .46 , 32 . 68 . 10 ,49 
200 1. 00 .20 .90 . 46 , 71 , 27 . 68 . 95 . 41 .54 . 56 ,29 .61 . 63 
400 1,00 1.00 ,93 . 20 , 34 ,27 .54 .98 .95 ,88 .51 , 49 . 44 ,27 
800 1.00 1.00 1.00 .85 . 66 , 59 .44 .98 1.00 .85 .78 .56 .54 . 41 

1200 1.00 .98 1.00 .98 • 78 .41 . 37 1.00 .98 1.00 .95 .80 . 46 .54 

50 . 10 .02 .oo .oo . 02 . 07 .12 . 12 .05 ,15 .22 . 02 , 15 . 05 
100 .63 . 12 .15 ,27 . 12 .07 . 46 . 68 ,12 .07 ,39 , 44 .10 .22 
200 ,95 . 10 • 37 ,15 , 66 . 05 • 39 . 88 .17 ,15 .46 . 34 .32 , 49 
400 .95 • 76 • 66 .07 , 15 .oo .15 1.00 . 63 , 59 . 15 ,27 , J.7 .17 
800 , 98 .98 , 68 , 63 .17 .12 . 10 ,98 .95 . 63 . 63 .15 ,17 .07 

1200 ,98 1.00 1.00 .41 , 39 ,07 ,07 .98 ,98 ,95 .83 . 41 .12 . 15 

TABLE 2: 3 

Pr oportion Correct at Each Serial Positi on in Experiments 2a and 2b, 



TABLE 2:4 

Essential AJ.10VA Data of the Serial Position Results of Expts. 2a and 2b. 

Source ss DF MS F Probability 

Blocks 0.0256 l 0.0256 1.85 N.S. 
Positions( P) 13. 753 6 2.2922 166.07 *** 
Time(T) 5.3134 5 1.0627 76.99 *** 
PT 2 .9669 30 0.0989 7.17 *** 
Groups( G) 3.6479 l 3 .6479 264. 30 *** 
PG 0.5633 6 0.0939 6.80 *** 
TG 0.0963 5 0.0193 1.39 N .S. 
Pl'G 0.6313 30 0.0210 1.52 * 
Mask(M) 2 .4944 l 2 .4944 180.72 *** 
PM 0.8112 6 0 .1352 9 .80 · *** 
TM , 1.5608 5 o. 3122 22 .62 *** 
Pl'M 2.3443 30 0.0781 5.66 *** 
GM 0.0288 l 0.0288 2 .09 N.S. 
PGM 0.1182 6 0.0197 1.43 N.S. 
TGM 0.0479 5 0.0096 0.69 N.S. 
PTGM 0.2513 30 0.0084 0.61 N.S. 
ERROR 2. 3050 167 0.0138 

TOTAL 36.960 335 

N.S. Not significant 
* Significant at the 5% level 
** Significant at the 1% level 
*** Significant at the 0.1% level 

------------------------------



It can be seen from table 2:4 that the 
fflBjdrity of the interactions are also significant. 

Those will not be discussed in detail here since the 

Group, Mask and Time factors and interaction have already 

been analysed and discussed for thesedata. What is of 

interest here, is the· group x position interaction. The 

mean proportions correct for the two subject groups 

on each of the 7 serial positions are shown in table 2:5. 

Whilst the null hypothesis in this respect is that there 

is no significant G x P interaction, one alternative 

hypothesis which was proposed was that, should the 

interaction be significant, it would demonstrate that 

the groups would differ more on serial positions 1,2,3 

and 7 than on positions 4,5 and 6. This alternative 

hypothesis can be elaborated. The dyslexics' function 

in fig 2:3 doglegs at 2.6 items, and this is interpreted 

as the processing capacity through the functional 

pathway underlying the 1st limb performance. The 

equivalent figures for the control is 4.1 items. If a 

left to right processing strategy is assumed, and if, as 

Merickle et al., 1971 propose, the end items are those 

preferentially encoded, this will predict that the controls 

will be performing preferentially well on serial positions 

1,2,3 and 7 (or perhaps 1,2,3,6 and 7 : there is no hard 

and fast rule as to the cut-off point between 'end' and 'middle' 

items) since they have a capacity of '1st limb processing', 

as reflected by the dogleg point, of 4.1 items. The 



TABLE 2:5 

Group x Serial Position Interaction Means from Expts. ?a and 2b. 

Serial Control Dyslexic Difference 
Position Children Children 

SPl 0.92 o.86 0.06 

SP2 o. 78 o.64 0.14 

SP3 a.Bo 0.60 0 ,20 

SP4 0.65 0,45 0,20 

SP5 0.50 0,25 0 ,25 

SP6 o.44 0.16 0.28 

SP7 0,54 0.21 0 .33 

L.S,D, (T5%) = 0.067 



dyslexics, however, with their capacity of only 2.6 items 

should equate with the controls on SPs 1 and 2 but should 

differ from them significantly especially on SPs 6 and 7 

since there is no remaining processing ~apacity to deal 

with those items. 

The results shown in ·Table 2:5 lend some 

support to this claim. Apart from SPs 3 and 4 where the 

difference between the two groups remain roughly constant, 

the dyslexics do relatively worse than the controls as 

serial position increases. At serial position 7, where both 

groups improve (this perhaps being due to this serial 

position being preferentially encoded) the controls improve 

more than the dyslexics; indeed it is at this serial position 

where the two groups differ most. It should be noted, 

however, that these serial position means are taken over 

all the exposure times used, and at exposure times above 

200 ms. eye movement will be possible and the subject's 

report will be the combination of items processed from more 

than one fixation. The Group x SP x Time interaction is 

barely significant, suggesting that the Group · x SP means are 

representative of the processing strategies operating at all 

exposure times. However as a result of this assertion 

it is necessary to examine serial position differences at 

exposure times when no eye movements are possible. 

In this light, if the serial position effects between 

the two groups at 100 ms. exposure times are studied in fig. 2:7 



it does appear that there is again some support for the 

proposition that the groups differ more en the end serial 

position than those in the middle, indeed there is a 

cross over at SP4 where the dyslexic subjects actuall~ perform 

slightly better than the controls. 

The analysis of the SP effects does then lead some 

weak supportive evidence that it is processing through 

the function pathway underlying 1st limb performance which is 

deficit in dyslexics. This confirmatory evidence must be 

stressed as being highly tentative, the SP effects are 

somewhat messy and inconsistent and are averages 

over many trials for many children. 

A practical implication of this finding ensues. 

Firstly the fixation-span of the dyslexics is less than that 

of controls which means that they will be incapable of 

processing longer words from a single fixation. In addition 

to this the ends-first processing strategy of the controls is 

more an end-first processing strategy for the dyslexics: of 

all the serial positions, SP7 was relatively worse for the 

dyslexics than the controls - i.e. in reading it in the last 

letters of the word which is most likely not to be processed 

by the dyslexics. It is suggested however by Merickle et al. 1971 

that the ends-first processing strategy of adults has developed 

because the ends of the words are psychologically more iJnportant 

than the middle portion, and that therefore reading strategies 



have developed which preferentially process these 'ends'. 

They cite the 3 following lines of evidence for this: 

1) Brunner & O'Dow<l l l958)found that a reversal 

of the positions of two letters in a word has a greater 

detrimental effect on tachistoscopic identification when 

the letters at the ends of the words are reversed than 

when letters in the middle of the word are reversed. 

2) Jensen ~962)in a study of spelling errors 

found that the greatest number of errors occurs in the 

middle of words. 

3) In the much cited "tip of the tongue" phenomenon 

Brown & McNeill a96~, S's have the most difficulty recalling 

the middle portions of words. 

The dyslexic child therefore,.· with his end_first 

processing strategy is at a handicap not only because he 

can process less than the control from a single fixation, 

but also because he is especially processing less of the 

last few letters of words which carry relatively more 

information than those middle letters. 

One final conclusion can be drawn from the analysis 

of serial position effects. · The position x time two way 

interaction is highly significant (F = 7.17, d.f. 30, 167, p(.001). 



Analy~is of this interaction by inspection of the 6 curves 

of fig. 2 : 8 shows that the proportion correct increases for 

all SPs up to 400 ms. Thereafter, however, the proportion 

correct on SPs 1,2,6 and 7 does not increase (and presumably 

therefore SPs 1,2, 6 and 7 are no further processed after 

400 ms.) whereas the proportion correct on SPs 3,4 and 5 

continues to increase above 400 ms., this is most markedly 

the case for the mid array S.P.4. This finding supports 

that proposition of Merickle et al. 1971; Coltheart, 1972 

that it is the middle items which are speech -motor encoded 

and the end items which are processed through the preferential 

fast pathway underlying 1st limb performance: the end items 

are processed through the fast pathway and this processing 

is completed by 400 ms., speech-motor coding can still occu·r 

after 400 ms . and it is SPs 3,4 and 5 which are still being 

further processed by this mechanism. The 'second limb' of 

fig. 2:3 must therefore be viewed in this light. 

A Correlational Analysis 

It has been demonstrated that dyslexics perform at a 

significantly lower level than controls at processing from 

tachistoscopically presented, backwards masked 7 digit arrays. 

In Expts la and lb there were also demonstrated reading group 

differences in 5 digit processing time. In addition to these 

between-group differences, it is of interest whether there are 

within-group differences in processing time. For example, is it 

the case that the slower a dyslexic is at processing from the 
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7 digit arrays, the greater his degree of reading r etardation? 

The total number of digits correctly reported are 

the twelve trials of Expt . 2b was calculated for each of 

the 82 children who participated and correlations and 

regressions were therefore performed against each of the 3 

variables: CA, RA and SA . The resultant function can 6e seen 

in the scattergrams , figs . 2:9, 2:10 and 2:11 . It can be 

seen that, predictably , there is hardly any relationship 

between score on Expt . 2b and CA; CA explains only 5% of the 

total variance. RA and SA are much better predictors of the 

Expt. 2b score, explaining 51% and 54% of the variance 

respectively. 

Therefore within either of the groups t es ted digit 

processing ability correlates closely with reading ability, 

and this again confirms that the correct processing areas 

are being investigated to ascertain the functional deficiencies 

underlying reading retardation. 
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EXPERIMENT 2c 

Abstract 

13 adult low- literates of mean R.A. 8.1 years and 

10 of the fast reader undergraduate readers of expt. la 

were compared for speed of proeessing from 7 digit arrays 

presented tachistoscopically under backwards masking at 

exposure times from 25-3000 ms. The main difference between 

the two groups is again to be found in the slope of the 

first limb of the items reported/exposure time function. It 

is concluded that these two groups differ in terms of processing 

ability through the functional pathway underlying preferentially 

fast 1st limb performance, and that there is a correlation 

throughout the population between speed of processing, as 

measured using the digits task, and reading ability . 

Introduction 

A further question which arises from these findings 

is whether the limitation in rate of initial stimulus acquisition 

specific to those poor readers who are dyslexic or whether, 

as is likely from the results obtained in Expts . la, lb and 2b, 

other slow readers also display a limitation at this stage. 



Subjects 

13 adult low-literates were tested. They were 

within the age range 20-55 and were participating in evening 

classes under the Adult Literacy scheme. All were backward 

in reading; but for a variety of different reasons: there 

were recent immigrants who were learning English as a foreign 

language; in the case of some subjects the poor reading 

appeared to be due to absence from school when they 

were younger; there were ESN and SSN subjects and one case of 

probable brain damage. Their one common factor was their 

weakness at reading, the mean reading age, as measured by 

the Schonell R1 tes·t,being _8.l years. 

10 first-year undergraduates were used as controls 

(age range 18-24 years). These subjects came from the top 

30% of a pool of 50 undergraduates and Technical College 

students ranked for reading speed river 5 conditions in 

Expt . la. 'For present purposes they will be referred to 

as 'fast-reading undergraduates'. 

Materials and procedure 

Procedure and test stimuli were identical with those 

of Exp. 2b, except for the exposure times used. The range 

of exposure times best suited to the two subject groups 

to give most information was determined in a pilot experiment, 

the result being a range of 25-800 ms. for the fast-reading 

undergraduates and 30-3000 ms. for the adult low-literates. 



Results and discussion 

The resultant digit proeessing functions for the 

two groups are shown in Fig. 2:12. 

Again it seems that the major differences between 

these two groups in terms of items processed per second 

is found in first limb slope and dogleg point. In this 

experiment, however, we also find a slightly lower second 

limb slope for the adult low- literates and a somewhat 

atypical first limb slope which doglegs at about 300 ms. -

a considerably longer time than that found for the other 

three subject groups tested, where the dogleg point was 

nearer 100 ms. In any interpretation of these results it 

is necessary to take into account the variety of subjects 

who made up this group. 

However, it seems that many slow readers, whether or 

not they display the dyslexic pattern of difficulties, show 

a limitation in the rate of initial stimulus acquisition. 

Although it is still puzzling that some people (those 

designated as 'dyslexic') should continue to show this 

limitation despite adequate intelligence and opportunities for 

practice, it is important to remember that slow processing 

can also occur either if inte lligence is relatively low or 

if opportunities for practice have been limited. 

If the digit processing functions for the four groups 

of subjects tested in exps. 2b and 2c are shown together, as in 
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Fig. 2:13, an interesting picture emerges. Second limb 

slopes are similar in all cases, whereas first limb slopes 

are in direct correspondence with skill at reading. 

Now it has been found that, during reading, a single 

fixation pause lasts, on average, for about 330 ms. in the 

case of 6-year old children and for about 230 ms. in the 

case of college students (Taylor, 1957); · and it has also 

been found that for adults the saccadic movement time is 

less than SO ms .. (Tinker, 1951). Thus if fixation time is 

added to sacca~;c movement time, one can say, at a 

conservative estimate, that the time between the onset of 

one fixation to the onset of the next is about 400 ms. for 

young children and about 300 ms. for college students. 

If the control children, who in effect represent 

the mid-range of reading ability in this study, are considered 

in this light, some interesting observations emerge. It 

follows from the last paragraph that the information from a 

single fixation is processed in around 350 ms. According to 

Fig. 2:13, the major contribution to items processed from 

a single reading fixation (about 4 items) comes from that 

process ·· underlying 1st limb slope. Although because of the 

effects of chunking and of the pronounceability and meaningfulness 

of verbal material there are important differences between 

responding to visually presented digits and responding 

to visually presented words, it nevertheless seems correct to 

claim that rate of encoding underlying the fast rate of initial 

information acquisition is a major factor in determining the 
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amount of information processed from each single fixation 

in reading; and it may therefore well be that individual 

differences in the rate of this process contribute in an 

important way to differences in speed of reading. 



CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of Experiments 2a, band cit 

is concluded 

1) The difference between dyslexic and control children 

in terms of visual information processing resides in the 

rate of initial stimulus acquisition. 

2) Visual encoding and lexical en~oding are involved in 

this initial rate of stimulus acquisition. 

3) Dyslexic children differ from controls either at visual 

encoding and/or at lexical encoding. 

4) Reading age correlates more with processing ability than 

does chronological age. In general, whether the subjects 

be dyslexic or control children, adult low-literates, 

or fast undergraduate readers, there is a large positive 

correlation between reading ability and ability at these 

functions underlying the initial rate of stimulus acquisition. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CHAPTER 3 

In which dyslexic children are shown to 
be slower than control children at name-encoding 
letters, but not at visually encoding them - they 
are slightly less accurate but no less slow at 
matching highly confusing letter like forms -
the rate of visual code production and matching 
and the capacity of this system is the same for 
dyslexic and control children - it is concZ.uded 
that there is no serious problem in dyslexic 
children at dealing with the visual characteris
tics of alphanumeric stimuli, but that dyslexic 
children are deficient in non-articulatory name 
or lexical encoding. 



Introduction 

The findings in Experimental Chapter 2 suggest that 

dyslexic children are slow at initi al stimulus acquisition 

and that this may reflect either deficient visual encoding 

or lexical encoding. The experiments which follow are 

aimed at investigating the performance of dyslexic and 

normal ability children on tasks involving these functions. 

By adapting the procedure devised by Posner (1969) it 

is possible to test speed of production of the visual code 

and speed of matching two visual codes without the necessity 

of further processing or visual-auditory translation (exp. 3a). 

This would be especially clear if nonsense shapes were used 

as stimuli (exp. 3b), since in that case there is no auditory 

'tag' for the symbols and hence no visual-name translation 

is possible. In expt. 3c, the decay rate of the visual code 

is measured using the procedure devised by Posner and Keele( 196j. 

As this method yields immensely variable results, the capacity 

and decay rate of the visual code is studied by means of a 

procedure developed by Phillips and Baddeley (1971) and 

Phillips (1974); these constitute expts.3d(i) and 3d(ii). 



EXPERIMENT 3a 

Abstract 

21 dyslexic children of mean CA 11.8 years and 21 control 

children (mean C.A. 11.8 years), matched with the dyslexics 

for intelligence, were tested on an adaptation of the Posner 

(1961 paradigm. This investigated the speed at 

which these children could make, ' visual code' and 'name code' 

matches of two letters which were either the same or 

different. Visual and name confusability of letters we-re 

included in the experiment to test the assumption that 

dyslexic children have difficulty in distinguishing between 

certain confusable letters, e.g. b/d. 

In Posner's terminology the dyslexic and control children 

did not differ on the rate at which they made ' visual code' 

matches, but the dyslexics were reliably slower at making 

'name code' matches. 

It is conc luded that the speed of visua l encoding for letters 

is as fast in the dyslexic as in the control children. 



Introduction 

Posner (1969) has demonstrated, in a letter matching 

task, that responses of 'same' to physically identical 

letters (AA) occurred more quickly than responses of 'same 1 

to physically dissimilar letters (Aa). He therefore 

distinguished between visual code comparisons and name code 

comparisons; and it is possible as a result of his technique 

to collect speed and error data for the production and 

matching of both types of stimulus representations. If 

dyslexic subjects are slower or less efficient at encoding 

the visual features of the stimulus independently of their 

ability to name, then more errors and relative slowness as 

compared with controls would be expected in situations of 

visual code comparison. In contrast, if their deficiency 

is primarily one involving the name-code, then they would 

be slower and/or make more errors in name-coding conditions 

than individual-coding conditions. 

In the present experiment a variation on the Posner 

procedure was introduced. This involved pairs of letters 

which, though different, were either visually similar (e.g. OQ) · 

or phonologically similar (e.g . Gd). These 'similar' conditions 

were included since it is to be expected that a deficiency 

in the production or comparison of a given type of stimulus 

fea ture representation will be associated with slower and/or more 

error-prone performance with letter pairs which are confusable 



on that stimulus feature dimension. Thus, for example, longer 

latencies or more errors may be expected for the 

phonologically similar letter pairs if the subject has 

difficulty at name encoding. 

Subjects 

Two groups of 21 boys were tested. The dyslexic subjects 

were chosen from a private school which specialised in dyslexia. 

A check was made of the school records so as to ensure that no 

child was chosen as a dyslexic unless all of the following 

conditions were satisfied: (a) reading age (RA) on the 

Schonell R1 test was at least two years behind chronological age 

(CA), (b) spelling age (SA) on the Schonell s1 test was at 

least two years behind CA, (c) there was no evidence of any gross 

behavioural problem or of any gross organic disorder, and (d) 

there was average intelligence or above, as determined by 

recognised intelligence tests, usually the Wechsler or 

the Terman. 

Members of the control group were also chosen from 

private schools. Inclusion was conditional upon (a) a score 

of average or above on a recognised intelligence test and (b) 

RA and SA not more than one year behind CA. 



The CA, RA and SA characteristics of the two groups_ 

are as follows 

Dyslexic Group 

(N = 21) 

Chronological 

age 

x 
11. 8 

s. d. 

o. 7 

Reading 

age 

x 
9.0 

s.d. 

0.5 

Spelling 

age 

x 
8.3 

. s .,d. 

0.6 

Control Group 

(N = 21) 

11. 8 1.0 12.7 1.3 12.6 1.1 

Materials and procedure 

Six categories of test stimuli were used, each category 

comprising pairs of letters. The types of pairs were as follows: 

Same-case pairs 

VI: visually identical 

VD: visually dissimilar 

VS: visually similar 

Different-case pairs 

PI: phonologically identical 

PD: phonologically dissimilar 

PS: phonologically similar 

For the VD condition the pairs were chosen so that 

they were as far as possible neither physically nor phonologicilly 

confusable, while for the VS condition the letters, though 



diffe rent, were designed to be visually but not phonolqgically 

similar. Visual similarity was achieved by the presentation 

of two upper case letters, choice of letter pairs being 

influenced by the findings of Townsend (1971). For the PD 

condition the letters were designed to be neither visually 

nor phonologically confusable, while for the PS condition 

the letters were designed to be phonologically but as far 

as possible not visually similar . Guidelines for choice were 

taken from the confusion data of Conrad (1964) and Wickelgren (1965) 

The resultant test letter pairs are given in Fig. 3:1. 

Letter pairs, printed centrally on white card with 28pt 

folio light letraset were presented in an Electronic Deve lopments 

3-field tachistoscope. Each trial began with the warning 

signal 'ready', followed by the presentation of a fixation cross 

for 1000 ms. at an intensity at the subject's eyes of 

approximately 0.15 lux. The offset of the fixation cross was 

followed by the exposure of a test letter pair for 2000 ms. 

at an intensity at the subject's eyes of approximately 1.8 lux. 

The on-set of the letter pair started a Dawes digital meter, 

counter and timer, type 3000A, accurate to 1 ms., and the 

subject's vocal response stopped the timer by means of a 

voice key. 

Testing occurred in a quiet, dimly lit schoolroom. The 

subject was told that he would be seeing pairs of letters printed 



SA.ME CASE PAIRS 

DIFFERENT CASE PAIRS 

FIGURE 3: 1 . 
Test Letter Pair Sti muli Used I n Exper iment 3a 



on cards held in front of him and that these pairs 

would consist either of two capital letters or of one 

capital and one small letter; if the two letters were 

the same (i.e. of the same name) he was to say 'yes', and 

if they were different he wa~ to say no, and he was to give 

his answer as quickly as possible. He was then given eight 

practice trials with flash cards; this was done under close 

supervision, and he was corrected if he made a mistake or 

was confused. He was then moved to the tachistoscope where, 

under the same instructions, he received 8 further practice 

trials. None of the different letter pairs in any of the 

practice trials were either acoustically or visually confusable. 

After the practice trials, he then participated in 32 test 

trials with the stimuli shown in Fig. 3:1; these were 

presented in quasi-random order and were counterbalanced 

for both condition and response-type in such a way that the 

sequence of 'yes' and 'no' trials varied randomly, with the 

constraint that no sequence of any one kind was longer than 

three trials. 

A record·was kept of the time between the onset of each 

letter pair and the child's response. Errors were also noted. 

A baseline reaction time measure was also taken for 

each child. As the experiment involved two responses ( 'yes' 

and ' no'), a two-choice reaction-time procedure was used ~ather 

than a measure of a simple reaction time: the child was 



instructed to say ' yes' as soon as possible after the onset of 

a solid blue circle and 'no' after the onset of a faint 

circle outline. Practice was given with a series of flash 

cards until he was sure of the appropriate responses. 

Four practice trials were then conducted using the 

tachistoscope, followed by eight test trials. Each trial 

consisted of a warning signal - a fixation cross, exposed 

for 2000 ms. at 0.15 lux - and then one of the two circle 

stimuli, exposed for 2000 ms. at 1.8 lux. The baseline 

reaction time was measured by means of the same timing 

arrangement as that used with the letter pairs. Reaction 

time was recorded for the eight test trials and a mean 

two-choice reaction time baseline was calculated for each child. 

Results 

The mean condition reaction times and errors for 

the dyslexic and control children are shown in tabl e 3:1 and 

Fig. 3:2. 

The 2-choice reaction time baseline means do not 

differ significantly (t = 1.5, df = 40). The remaining data 

were analysed as a 3-way factorial with subjects nested within 

groups: 2 groups (dyslexic, control) x 2 t ypes (vis.ual, 

phonological) x 4 conditions (totals for each subject of 'run 1 

identical', 'run 2 identical', 'dissimilar', 'similar'). The 

'type' (F = 51.84; df 1,280) and 'condition' (F = 50.9; df 3,280) 

factors were s ignificant at the 0.1% level. The 'group' x 'type' 



TABLE 3: 1. 

Hean RT (ms) and total errors for the dyslexic and control children in the 6 conditions of Experiment 3a. 

SUBJECT GROUP 

Control Children 

Mean RT 

Number of Errors 

Number of Trials 

Dyslexic Children 

Mean RT 

Number of Errors 

Number uf Trials 

Group RT Difference: 

2-Choice RT 
Baseline 

(ms) 

780 

838 

58 

-

Visually 
Identical 

(VI) 

933 

0 

168 

960 

3 

168 

27 

Visually 
Dissimilar 

(VD) 

1023 

0 

84 

1065 

1 

84 

42 

CONDITIONS 

Visually 
Similar 

(VS) 

1200 

0 

84 

1219 

8 

84 

19 

Phonologically 
Identical 

(Pl) 

1039 

4 

168 

1156 

5 

168 

117 

Phonologically 
Dissimilar 

(PD) · 

1059 

1 

84 

1159 

0 

84 

100 

Phonologically 
Simil a r 

(PS) 

1188 

2 

84 

l304 

lJ 

84 

116 

lf\) 
-w 
v<) 
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interaction (F = 9.01 , df 1,280) and the 'type' x 'condition' 

interaction (F = 8.38, df 3,280) were s igni f icant at the 1% 

level. The ANOVA table is shown in Table 3:2. 

Discussion 

The 'condition' means are consistently higher in the case 

of the dyslexic group . Since the inter-subject variability 

within each group is large, however, the 'groups' _factor 

(F = 1 .59 , df 1,40) does not reach the 5% confidence level. 

Within the present framework, the 'group' x 'type' interaction 

is the most interesting and significant one. It can be seen 

from Table 3:1 and 3:3 that the dyslexic subjects do not respond 

more slowly than the controls on the same case letter pairs 

which are considered to be adjudged same or different on the 

basis of their visual characteristics, but they are slower at 

adjudging the different case pairs where the comparison is one 

of name codes. Supramanian and Audley (1976) have found a 

similar pattern of result s with poor reading subjects. 

The r e are a number of possible conceptualisations of the 

processes and the order of operation of processes involved in 

such tasks where stimuli are sometimes visually identical (RR) 

requiring a 'Same' response, sometimes phonologically but not 

visually the same (Mm) requiring a 'Same' response , and 

sometimes different both visually and in name (RM or Ds) requiring 

a 'Different' response. 



TABLE 3; 2 

AN0VA Data For the Results of Exneriment :a 

ource of Variation 

roups (G) 

ubjects within G 

fpe of Response (T) 

:)Odi tion ( C) 

... 
J 

. 
J 

. 
:t 

-:G 

~ror 

~tal : 

D. F. SSq. 

l 6702311 

40 168739290 

1 13645984 

3 40203604 

3 6621065 

l 2370648 

3 7038 

3 195979 

280 73710115 

335 312196034 

NS: Not Signifi cant 
**: p (.01 

MSq. 

6702311 

4218482 

13645984 

13401201 

2207022 

2370648· 

2346 

65326 

263250 

Variance Probabilit 
Ratio 

1.59 NS 

16 . 02 ** 

51.84 ** 

50 .91 ** 

8.38 ** 

9 . 01 ** .. 

0.01 NS 

0 .25 NS 



TABLE 3: 3 

Group x type interaction response time means obtained in 

Experiment 3a.. 

Letter pair type 

Same case 

Different case 

Dyslexic Control 

subjects subjects 

1051 ms 1022 ms 

1194 ms 1081 ms 

NS 

t = 5 .69 
p ~ .01 



All the models assume that letter stimuli can 

be both encoded for their visual features and for their 

name representations. Another common assumption is that 

the production of name codes takes longer than the production 

of visual codes (c.f. Posner, 1969; Coltheart, 1972). These 

assumptions fit the present data since the 'type: factor is 

highly significant: the different case pairs which are 

assumed to involve name code comparisons take on average 

101 ms longer to adjudge than the same case pairs (reaction 

times 1137 and 1036 ms respectively). 

The models differ in the temporal ordering of 

these processes. A parallel encoding possibility assumes 

visual code comparison aperate.s in parallel with name code 

comparison (see e.g. Cohen, 1969). With visually identical 

(RR) stimuli, visual code comparison .. indicates a 'Same' response, 

which is rapidly produced. However, when visual code 

comparison indicates a difference between the two stimuli 

these models predict that no response can be made since the 

visual-code system cannot tell whether the stimuli are 

of the 'Mm' t ype (requiring a 'Same' response) or of the 'Mb-r 

type (requiring a 'Different' response); both are different 

as far as visual comparisons are concerned. The subjec t must 

then await the outcome of the slower name code comparison 

process which is able to differentiate between 'Mmr and 'Mb'. 

Alternative serial encoding models assume that 

in determining whether two simultaneously presented multi-



dimensional stimuli are the same or different, the two stimuli 

are compared dimension by dimension, one comparison after another 

(see e.g. Egeth, 1966). Thus visual comparisons are first 

made. If these indicate the stimuli are the same, the 'Same' 

response is made, otherwise name comparisons are initiated 

to distinguish between 'Mm' and 1Mb'. In this scheme visual 

and name comparisons do not operate in parallel but are 

organised in series. 

On the parallel view visual codes affect the response 

times only when two stimuli are physically identical; in all other 

circumstances the stimuli are dealt with by the name code 

system; and in this case visual similarity or dissimilarity 

would not be expected to influence the 'Different' latencies. 

On the serial view, however, it will take longer for visual 

comparisons to reach a 'Different' decision when stimuli are visually 

similar and hence the implication of name matching will begin 

later for such stimuli. This would result in longer 'Different' 

latencies for visually similar stimuli. 

The parallel view thus predicts similar latencies 

for the 'Different' response to VS and VD stimuli; the serial 

view predicts slower 'Different' response latencies to VS 

stimuli than to VD stimuli. The present data (Table 3;1) are 

more consistent with the serial view: the average VS latency 

was 1210 ms, the average VD latency 1044 ms (p <.01, Duncan's 

Multiple Range Test). 



Both the serial and parallel views, as stated, 

assume that the 'Different' response to same -case different 

stimuli (OQ, RP, EF, CG, OB, RM, ES and CT) requires the 

comparison of name codes. Such responses could not be 

a result of visual code comparisons since when visual code 

comparisons r eveal that two stimuli are visually different 
l 

a 'Different' response may not be warranted because the 

stimuli may be of the 'Mm' kind: visually different but 

requiring a 'Same' response. The data ~ig. 3:2) demonstrated, 

however, that the dyslexic children are reliably over 100 ms 

slower than the control children in responding on the basis 

of name code comparisons with the different case stimuli. 

If name code comparisons were also involved in the production 

of 'Different' responses to the same case stimuli, a relative 

slowness on the part of the dyslexic children would 

again be predicted. It can be seen from Tables 3:1 and 3:3 

that this is not the case: dyslexic and control children do 

not differ, significantly in the latency at which they adjudge 

same case stimuli to be Same or Different. It is therefore 

concluded that the physical characteristics of the large upper 

case second letter of the same case pairs are, as a class, 

so distinctly different from those of lower case second 

letters of different case pairs that 'Different' responses to 

visually different upper case letters are warranted without 

recourse to name code comparison. This does not seem 

implausible at an introspective level: inspection of Fig. 3:1 



shows the same and different case pairs to be cl early visua lly 

distinct, and this distinction occurs at a lower spatial 

frequency than that necessary to distinguish between an ' a' or 

a 'b' when paired with a 'B'. There is good evidence that low 

spatial frequency information is processed faster than high 

frequencies (Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976; Broadbent, 1977) . 

If this is indeed that case then comparison of the 

latencies of the 'Different responses to VS and VD stimuli is 

no longer relevant to the question of. serial/parallel encoding . 

Now from the data in fig. 3:3 it might be suggested 

that any differences which exist between dyslexic subjects and 

controls in the three 'physical' · conditions can be explained 

solely in terms of initial baseline differences between the 

two groups in a 2-choice reaction time situation. These 

differences in fact fail to reach the 5% level of significance, 

though they are significant ·at the 10% l eve l (t = 1.5, df = 40). 

If the data of exp. 3a aie re-analysed by subtracting from each 

subject's score in a particular condition his mean baseline 

reaction time in a Donderian fashion (which in the ~OVA affects 

only the group and subject-within-group factors), the group factor 

F-value drops from 1.59 (ns) to 0.09 (ns). These computed 

data, shown in fig. 3:4, demonstrate clearly that the major 

differences between the two groups lie in their responses 

in the 'name' condition. 

With respect t o the main theme of this expt., it must 

be conc luded that the speed of production and matching of visual 

codes for l e tters is as fast and efficient in dyslexic children 

as in control children. The production and matching of name codes, 
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however, takes on average 113 ms longer for the dyslexic 

subjects than for the controls. This between-group difference 

on the phonological pairs may reflect either differential 

speeds of name encoding, differential speeds of name-code 

comparison, or both. 

Regarding name codes, a distinction needs to be 

drawn between an articulatory code (i.e. a code of implicit 

or explicit speech) and the precursor of such a code where 

the stimulus information is represented in a non-articulatory 

form before any mechanism for articulation comes into play. 

Thus Sperling (1967) has suggested that as a result of a 'scan' 

of the visual information store there arises a 'programme 

of motor instructions' for later articulation, while Allport 

(1978a, b) postulates the production of a 'lexical code' as 

a consequence of input logogen activation. 

The question then arises as to whether it is the non

articulatory or the articulatory (or conceivably both) type 

of name code which is the locus of deficiency in dyslexia. 

Experiment 7e was performed to throw light on this question 

by using articulatory suppression (which can be assumed to 

interfere with articulatory encoding) in Posner-type tasks with 

undergraduate subjects; it was found, that neither 'visual code' 

or 'name code' matching were affected. It seems, therefore, 

that at least for undergraduates the name code used in such 

tasks is non-articulatory. Thus the most likely candidate 

for the functional deficiency in dyslexic children which 

underlies their slower name code matching in the present 

experiment is the production (or matching) o f non-vi s ual and 



non-articulatory codes. This issue, however, remains open 

for the present. Although the same different-case letters 

(Bb) are traditionally discussed (e.g. Posner, 1969) as 

requiring name code matching, these letters, albeit different 

visually, share the same name, represent the same language 

element, and share the same meaning (if it makes sense to 

talk of letters having associated meaning) . The 'Same' 

response to such letter pairs may strictly therefore be the 

result of the matching of either non-articulatory name, lexical 

or semantic codes. 

Now it is regularly claimed that young dyslexic children 

show confusion in both the reading and the writing of certain 

letters (see for example, Critchley, 1970; Vernon, 1971; 

Liberman, Shankweiler, Orlando, Harris and Berti, 197I). This 

is especially the case when the letters are reversible, 

e.g. b/d and p/q. 

It can be seen from Table 3:1 however, that although 

the VS letter pairs are responded to as being different more 

slowly than VD pairs, this trend is seen to an equal extent 

in both the dyslexic and the control children. Thus the letter 

confusions so often seen clinically in dyslexic children cannot 

simply be due to a limitation at the visual code -level. On 

the contrary it is neces s ary to push back the level at which the se 

confusions occur at least one step further towards the centre; and 



from the present evidence it is possible that the production of 

the non-articulatory name code or lexical representation is 

the locus of the fault. The same pattern is also found in the 

phonological conditions: the addition of confusability appears 

to slow down both dyslexic and control subjects equally. It 

should be noted that dyslexic subjects make more 

errors than controls, especially in the 'confusable' conditions 

but this result must be seen in the framework of very low 

error rates overall, viz. approximately 1% for the controls and 

4% for the dyslexic subjects. 

Mackworth and Mackworth, 1974 performed a similar matching 

experiment on good and poor readers(from 7 to 12 year olds) 

using letter and word stimuli. The subjects were asked to 

judge whether pairs of pictures, lettersbor words looked 

or sounded the same. This test measured i) the coding of 

written letters or words with sounds; ii) the detection of small 

visual differences _and iii) the speed of processing. The letter 

matching stimuli were all of the name code type (the test 

pair used were Hh; Ce, Db, Ga, Ee, Bb, Hg, Dd, Nn and Bd), and 

the good readers (as in the present experiment) reliably 

responded faster - than the controls (over all 6 grades the mean 

R.T.s for the pair were 2.58 sec. for the controls and 2.74 sec for 

the poor readers). For the word stimuli there were three categories 

i) identical e.g. felt-felt 
i\ 

ii) homophones e.g. Bare-bear 

iii) different e.g. Hot-got 

' yes response 

' \ yes. response 

'no' response 

and the children had to respond by pressing the 'same 6utton 

if the words looked or sounded the same and were otherwise 
I I 

to press the different button. 



The mean reaction times (sec.) for the two groups 

are as shown in table 3:4. 

In confirmation of the present results, the homophone 

and different categories (which are name matches) are made 

slower by the poor readers than by the fast readers. 

In addition, however, Mackworth and Mackworth, 1974 also find 

a small difference between the good and poor readers on the 

identical matches which could be made by visual code 

comparisons. There are two problems with this 

interpretation, however. i) there is no 2 choice control 

reaction time f1gure for each child, ii) the experiemnt 

is designed so that visual code matching is in fact biased 

against: for 30/40 stimuli the children have to make 

name comparisons before making their decision (with 

homophone and different categories): it is possible therefore 

that they are carrying this strategy over on the remaining 

10 identical category trials. This was not the case in 

experiment 3a where all the physical trials (which consitute 

50% of the trials) could be made on the basis of visual 

code matches since even in the case of the Physical Different 

pairs (e.g. OB) the two letters being··both upper case is a 

cue for a visual matching strategy. For those reas ons, and 

in addition because the Mackworths demonstrated that there was 

no relation between reading ability and performance in a 

non-verbal pictorial task which must has involved visua l 

code matches, the finding that their good and poor readers diffe r 



TABLE 3: 4 
Mean Reaction Times for the Good and ?oor Readers on the 4 condi ti ens 
of the Expt . of Mackworth and Mackworth , 19 74 . 

Material Example Good ?oor Difference 
Readers Readers 
RT (sec) RT ( sec) (sec) 

Letters Ce 2 ,5 5 2 . 74 0 . 16 

Identical many- many 2 , 71 3.62 0 ,91 

Homophones real-reel 3 . 90 5 . 23 1.33 

Different chain-chair 3,66 5 . 24 1.58 

Adapted from Mackworth ,J,F. and Mackwor th , N,H, , ' How children read: matching by sight 
and sound. ' Journal of Reading Behaviour , 1974, 6( 3), 301. 



on the identical pairs cannot be taken to contradict the 

present findings. Their other conclusion of 

the superiority of good readers and poor reader~ in making 

name responses both accord with the present 

findings and also demonstrate that this name match problem 

is to be found in poor readers who are not necessarily dyslexic. 

Vellutino, Steger and Kandel (1972) and Vellutino, 

Smith, Steger and Kaman (1975), presented their subjects 

(good and poor readers in the range between second and 

sixth grade) with tachistoscopic exposures of both verbal 

and non-verbal stimuli and asked them to identify and/or 

reproduce these stimuli both orally and in writing. The poor 

readers manifested considerably greater accuracy in copying 

and naming letters in words than they did in pronouncing 

these same words. The poor readers also differed from the 

controls in the types of errors which they made, but this 

occurred only in the case of oral responses, not in the 

case of written ones. Here, too therefore, the same general 

pattern of results is found, in that poor readers perform 

normally in dealing with graphemic stimuli as such but once 

they are set a task which requires graphemic to phonemic 

translation they perform less well. 

It appears that the 21 10 . 7 to 12.7 year old dyslexic 

children tested here behave uniformly as a group in that 

they show no impairment in the speed or accuracy with whi ch 

they can adjudge letters on the basis of their visual features, 

and in that they are consistently slower than the controls in 

comparing letters on the basis of name or lexical features. 



Additional support for the interpretations 

proposed for these data can be found in the following 

studies. Calfee, Chapman & Venezky (1970) have shown that 

visual matching tests (Posner task, same case letter 

matching) are uncorrelated with tests of verbal performance 

(e.g., knowledge of the alphkbet) . Moreover, letter 

identification, which involves both visual and name factors, 

shows intermediate correlations with both visual and 

verbal tests. A related finding with brain-damaged 

adults is that physical matching is relatively or completely 

unimpaired in patients suffering from aphasia, while there 

is a severe loss in name and meaning level matches 

(Boies, 1971). 



EXPERIMENT 3b 

Abstract 

To further investigate whether there is a visual 

code p~ob l em in dyslexic children, the same subjects of 

Expt. 3a were tested for the speed of matching non-verbal, 

non-alphanumeric stimuli . Since these stimuli were both 

not-nameable and novel, the task tests visual code matching 

in the aoserrcP- of any possible learning overlay. 

The dyslexic and control children did not differ 

in the speed with which they could make these visual 

code matches, and it is therefore concluded that the 

speed of visual code production is the same in both 

these subject groups. The dyslexic children did tend to 

make more errors than the controls (10.4% vs 5 .0% respectively), 

and this implies some slight accuracy problem with dyslexics 

on visual code matches. 

Introduction 

It does not follow from expt. 3a that there is no 

visual code problem in poor readers. Any such deficiency 

which occurred in the dyslexic children of expt. 3a may have 

been masked by learning overlay: the children ~ested with the 

Posner task has long mastered the skills necessary for correct 

identification of single letters. This may have resulted 

in dyslexic and control children performing at a si•milar level 

on the 'visual' letter pairs at the age range tested , but it 



may also be the case that the dyslexic children mastered these 

skills with more difficulty than the controls and at a later 

stage in their ontogeny. 

To test the matter further, a visual matching task was 

devised which involved the use of confusable non-alphanumeric 

stimuli. Since these stimuli .were new to the children there 

was no possibility of the immediate results being affected by 

learning overlay, and since they were not nameable (or at least 

not nameable at first glance), there could be no competition 

between visual and name coding. Letter - like forms were 

presented in pairs, the children being asked to say 'yes' 

if the two stimuli were identical and 'no' if they were 

different. Each pair always consisted of graphic shapes which 

were either identical or, if not identical, different in 

only a small number of features. The second stimulus of the 

pair was transformed in ways similar to those devised by Gibson, : 

Gibson, . Pick and Osser (1962). In these experiments it was 

found that young children, aged 4 to 8, when shown rotated or 

reversed versions of previously presented shapes, made 

many errors in reporting whether they had seen these shapes before; 

and although the number of errors decreased with age, even the 

8-year-olds made mistakes about 7% of the time. Now Gibson and 

Levin (1976) claim that the 'increase in specificity of 

correspondence between discriminations and stimulus information 

is critical for the development of reading skill '; and,if this 

is correct,the prediction is that poor readers , whatever their 

age, will be weak at this kind of task and that improvement will 

occur pari passu with increasing reading age r a ther than with 

increasing chronological age. 



Now the dyslexic children who took part in expt.3a 

had a mean reading age of 9.0, compared with a mean reading 

age for the controls of 12.7; and if discrimination of 

visual features is an important component of reading, as 

Gibson and Levin (1976) imply, one would predict that 

these children would be more prone to error than controls 

matched for chronological age. 

It is obvious, of course, that individuals can learn 

to identify shapes with practice; for example, a Western 

European can without too much difficulty learn to read 

Hebrew, Greek, or Japanese. It is also obvious that what 

are called 'nonsense shapes' need not remain as nonsense 

indefinitely, since once they have been named they are no 

longer nonsense. In the present experiment, however, no 

such learning had taken place with either group. The 

experiment can therefore be regarded as a test of visual code 

production or visual matching independently of naming. 

Subjects 

The subjects (21 dyslexic children and 21 controls) 

were the same as those who took part in expt. 3a. 

Materials and procedure 

The procedure was basically the same as that of expt. 3a. 

Baselines for 2-choice reaction time were determined for 

each child . He was then told that he would be seeing pairs 

of shapes, the two shapes being exactly the same or different; 

if they were the same, he was to respond 'yes' and if they 



were different he was t o respond 'no', and he was to give 

his answer as soon as he could. 16 letter-like pairs 

were then shown sequentially on flash cards for 

practice and all errors were corrected. Next came 

8 practice trials on the tachistoscope, followed by 

32 test trials. Exposure sequences on the tacnistoscope 

and timing procedures were identical with those used in 

the previous experiment. The test stimuli are shown in 

Fig. 3:4. The four basic st imuli were chosen to be examples 

of simple and complex straight and curved features: 

stimulus 1, simple straight lines; stimulus 2, 

simple curves, stimulus 3 , complex straight lines; stimulus 

4, complex curves . The transformations used included 

reversed and rotated versions of the basic stimuli, s ince 

these might be expected to create special difficulties 

for dyslexic children in view of their alleged difficulties 

over 'left' and 'right' and over 'up' and 'down ' . The 

presentation order of the stimuli was counterbalanced· 

in respect of both response type ('yes' or 'no' ) and in 

respect of the different variants of the basic stimuli. 

Times were noted between stimulus onset and the onset of 

the subject's verbal response and all errors were recorded. 

Re~ults and discussion 

The mean reaction times and the standard error of 

these me ans for the two groups of subjects are shown in 

Table 3:5, as are the total group x condition errors. 



FIGURE 3: 4 

Test Letter-Like~Form Stimuli Used in Experiment 3b. 
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TABLE 3: 5 

Mean Condition Reaction Times (ms), Standard Errors of these 

Means,. and Total errors for the Dyslexic and Control subjects 
--- in Experiment 3b 

Condition 

Same Run 1 

Same Run 2 

Same Run 3 

Same Run 4 

Different 900 Rotation 

Different UD Reversal 

Different LR Reversal 

Different Mutation 

Group mean RTs over 
the whole exp . 

Mean Reaction Times 

Dyslexics Controls 

1185 1117 

1296 1160 

1266 1217 

1269 1173 

1263 1182 

1317 1251 

1422 1269 

1427 1356 

Standard error of the means= 34.3 

1306 1216 

Standard error of the means= 56 . 3 

Total Errors 

Dyslexics Controls 

3 1 

8 2 

1 0 

13 1 

2 0 

9 1 

14 5 

28 24 

To tal no. trials/group, 
condition = 84 



The data were analysed as a 3 factor AN0VA with 

subjects nested within groups : 2 groups (dyslexic, control) 

x 8 conditions (runs 1, 2, 3 and 4, where the required 

response was 'Same', and the 90° rotation, updown 

reversal, left-right reversal, and mutation where the 

response required was 'Different') x 4 letter-like forms. 

The main group factor (F = 1.28, d.f. 1,40) failed 

to reach the 5% level of significance. 

The subjects within groups factor (F = 21.57, d.f. 

40,1240, p < .0001), the conditions factor (F = 10.06, 

d.f. 7,1240, p L.. .0001), the letter like form factor 

(F = 42.25, d.f. 3,1240, p <.0001), and the condition x 

letter like form interaction (F = 2.86, d.f. 21,1240, 

p (.001) were all highly significant. 

No other factors or interactions reached the 5% level 

of significance. As the interactions with groups were 

insignificant it must be concluded that the dyslexic and 

control children were affected by the differing conditions 

and letter like forms in a similar manner. 

Total error data (see Table 3:5) were analysed as their 

angular transformations in a 2-factor AN0VA: 2 groups x 

8 conditions, with letter-like forms as blocks. The groups 

factor (F = 24.1; d.f. 1,45; p ( . 01) and conditions factor 



(F = 18.7; d.f . 7,45; p(.01) were significant. Thus 

although the dyslexic subjects were not significantly 

slower at the present task they did tend to make more 

errors than the controls (10.4% vs 5.0% respectively). 

The condition factor is significant at the .01 level 

(F = 10.1, d.f. 7,1240). Mean reaction times for each 

condition are shown in table 3:4 a Newman Keuls test 

shows that all conditions are significantly different 

from all other conditions at the .OS level at least, 

except for the '90° rotation' vs 'up-down reversal' and 

'up- down reversal vs 'left-right reversal' conditions. The 

condition producing the longest response times is 

that of 'mutation different\ This result seems at variance 

with those of Gibson, Gibson, Pick, and Osser (1962), where 

fewest errors wer e made by the younger children on the break 

and close conditions . The result, however, is not 

surprising in the present experiment, where the subjects, being 

older than those in the Gibson study, are used to 

accepting a stimulus as being a letter, even though it is 

written in one of many different handwritings or typefaces: 

the presence of a 'small crack' in an 'a', for example; 

might not be enough to cause thes e children to question its 

identity. It seems likely that this strategm of pattern 

recognition was carried over to the present test; indeed 

in the flash c ard practice s es sion s evera l children showed 

concern with the mutated 'different' stimuli, in some 

cases sugges ting that the two stimuli were the same but that 

the letras e t had cracked; for this reason they may have 

been under a misapprehension as to what response they were 



expected to give. 

Rotations and reversals , however, are transformations 

which are important in the pattern recognition of letter 

stimuli: an up-down reversed 'u' means something different 

from the or iginal 'u', and a l eft-right reversed 'b' i s 

notoriously differen t from the original 'b'. For both 

groups of children the second slowest condit ion was left

right reversal and the next slowest was up-down reversal. 

The 90° rotation produced the fastest reaction times of the 

'different' conditions, while 'run 1 same ' produced the 

fastest condition of all. Over all .four 'same' runs 

the mean reaction time was 1268 ms., compared with a mean reaction 

time of 1253 ms. for the 'different' run, the difference 

between the two means being insignificant. A like l y 

explanation of the relatively fast times for 'run 1 same' 

is that once the subjects encountered the confusing features 

of the 'different' conditions they became slower at responding 

when the stimuli were the same. 

There was a significant condition x letter-like 

form interaction (F = 2 . 86, df . 21,1240, p z.001). For 

example, form 2, whilst producing the fastest mean reaction 

time overall, requires longer time than either .forms 1 or 3 

to be determined as different when paired with its up-down 

reversal, being almost symmetrical about its horizontal axis. 

Similarly form 1, being almost symmetrical about its vertical 



axis, is easy to distinguish from its up-down reversal but 

much more difficult to distinguish from its left-right 

reversal. It must again be stressed that the group x 

condition x letter-like form interaction fails to reach any 

·1evel of significance: both groups of subjects were reacting 

to the increasing difficulties in the same way. 

The other significant factor is that of letter-like 

form (F = 42.3; df. 3,1240; p( .0001). Mean reaction time for 

each form is as follows: Form 1, 1226 ms., Form 2, 1206 ms., 

Form 3,1237 ms., Form 4, 1447 ms. A Newman Keuls test 

demonstrates that form 4 produces significantly longer reaction 

times than the other forms, and it seems in general that an 

increase in complexity of the stimulus produces slower 

processing and comparison times. 

From the analysis of response times it can be 

seen that there is considerable variability of subjects within 

groups, and, as a result of this, the mean response times of 

the dyslexic and control groups do not differ significantly. 

The lack of significance of the group x condition interaction 

implies that this is also the case when the condition means 

of the two groups are compared. Thus, even though these 

means in Table 3:S follow a reliable trend where the condition 

mean of the dyslexic group is consistently larger than that of 

the control group, the large subject within group/condition 

variability results in the group condition ·mean difference being 



insignificant. As groups, therefore, the dyslexic and control 

children do not differ . significantly in the mean time with 

which they can match two highly confusing letter like forms 

of the type used in this experiment. 

The fact that dyslexic children made more errors 

at equivalent response times, however, invalidates any 

statement about their being able to process these letter-like 

stimuli as well as controls. One possibility is that the 

results are due to different speed-accuracy trade-offs 

in the two groups. Panchella (1974) has shown that only 

a very small difference in accuracy could be evidence of 

a major speed-accuracy trade-off, and it is plausible to 

suppose that because of long-standing educational pressures 

it has become a habit with some dyslexic subjects to 

sacrifice accuracy for speed. 



EXPERI~IBNT 3c 

Abstract 

To investigate the rate of decay of the visual 

code, a variant of the procedure described by Posner and 

Keele . 1967 was used to test 19 control children (mean C. A. 

11.84 years) and 19 dyslexic children (mean C.A . 11.83 years). 

Letter pairs, (either visually identical (_I\A), phonologically 

identical (Aa), or different (AF,AL) were presented 

tachistoscopically as in Expt. 3a, and the reaction time 

for the children to decide whether the letters were the same or 

different recorded. In contrast to Expt. 3a, the letters 

were separated by ISis of either O, 1 or 2 sec . 

At all ISis the dyslexic children show a 

greater advantage of 'visual code' matches over 'name code' 

matches. When the data are analysed as either Name same 

RT - Physical same RT, or Physical Different RT - Physical 

Sarne RT for each subject at each !SI, methods which Posner 

and Keele - (1967) suggest allow the derivation of estimates 

of the rate of decay of the visual code, there is no 

significant group x time interaction. Due to the limitation 

of the design and analysis, nothing can be concluded about 

the differential rates of decay of the visual codes of dyslexic 

or control children. 



Introduction 

One of the conceptualizations of cognitive functions 

underlying visual information processing detailed in Expt. 

2b, that of Coltheart (1972), suggests the visual code to be 

the 'buffer' which stores the representations prior to naming. 

Dyslexic children are deficient at visual information processing, 

and one possibility in the causation of this deficiency is that 

the visual code representation, the main date-base for naming, 

decays away too rapidly thus preventing adequate further processing. 

This experiment attempts to test this hypothesis. 

Posner and Keele (1967) describe a method by which, 

they suggest, the rate of decay of the visual code may be 

ascertained. This method is an adaptation of that used in Expt. 3a. 

Letter pairs are presented which are either physically identical 

e.g. AA, or name identical e.g. Aa, or different e.g. AF or Ah. 

In contrast to the procedure used in Expt. 3a the letters are 

not always presented simultaneously, but are presented separated 

by ISis of O, 1 or 2 sec. Posner and Keele (1967) 

used ISis of O, .5, 1 and 1.5 sec. and demonstrate that by 

1.5 sec. there is no RT advantage of visual identity matches 

over name identity matches (they calculate this by 2 matches: 

either (i) name same RT-physical same RT, or (ii) different 

RT-physical same RT. The logic of these operations is that 

the former element in both equations reflects name-code matching 

whilst the latter reflects visual code matching; thtis if the 

resultant equation value is positive, visual code matches are 

made faster than name code matches). Their results, beautifully 

neat, can be seen in Fig. 3:5. 



?IGURE 3:5 
Decay Functions for Visual Information obtained by the use of 2 different subtractior 

ethods: N-P is name identity minus physical identity, D-P is different r:rinus physical 
dentity (see tex-t). From Posner, H.I. and Keele , S,W, 1967 'Decay of Visual Information 
'rom a sir.gle letter' Science, 158, p 137, 
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If their interpretations are correct, it should therefore 

be possible to investigate the rate of decay of the visual 

code in dyslexic and control children. 19 dyslexic and 

19 control children were therefore tested using a variant 

of the Posner & Keelet 196 7}procedures. 

Subjects 

19 dyslexic children (dyslexic criteria as stipulated) 

of mean CA 11.83 years (s.d. 0.73), mean RA of 8.92 years 

(s.d. 0.30) and mean SA of 8.27 years (s.d. 0.38), and 

19 control children of mean CA 11.84 years (s.d. 0.96), 

mean RA of 12.74 years (s.d. 1.15) and mean SA of 12.54 years 

(s.d. 1.00) were tested in Expt. 3c. These children were 

all of average of above average Intelligence, as measured 

using recognized intelligence tests, and all attended private 

schools. 

Materials and Procedure 

The procedure was identical to that of Expt. 3a 

except for the following modification: 

i) new test stimuli were used. These conditions were: 

Physical same: AA, HH, FF, GG. 

Physical different: AF, HG, FH, GA . 

Name same: Aa, Hh, Ff, Gg. 

Name different: Ah ,Hg, Fa, Gf. 

ii) each stimulus pair was presented three times, the two 

members of the pair being separated by ISis of either 1 ms. -

(which is effectively O sec.), 1 or 2 sec. The individual 

letters were presented fo r 3000 ms, at 3.0 lux. 



A 2 choice baseline 'reaction time was 

taken for each child as in Expt. 3a. The child was then 

given practice using 'fl~sh-cards' before performing on 

the tachistoscope a further 8 practice trials. There were 

then 48 test trials where the stimulus type and condition 

were randomized, with ISI changing iillf eve..,:'y 4.tli trial. 

Results 

The mean RT for each group, condition and ISI 

are shown in table 3: 6, as. are 2 choice RTs for the 

groups. These are also shown graphically in fig. 3:6 . 

. These results were analysed as a four factor ANOVA using 

the four letter pairs in each condition as replications: 

2 groups x 2 identity types (physical/name) x 2 response types 

(same/different) x 3 ISis 1with subjects nested within groups. 

The ANOVA data is shown in table 3:7. It can be seen that 

the groups do not differ significantly. Responses to the 

name letter pairs are made reliably slower than those to the 

physical letter pairs (F = 37.6; df 1,396; p <.Ol), and 

same responses are made faster than different responses 

(F = 58.3; d.f. 1,396; p.(.01). The group x response type 

interaction is significant (F = 5.15; d.f. 1,396; p (.OS) 

demonstrating that the dyslexics are significantly slower 

than the controls at making 'name code' matches . The ISI 

factor is highly significant (F = 175.8, d.f. 2,396; p <.Ol): 

as the ISI between the two letters minimizes so the speed of 

making the matching responses minimize. 

,. 

) 
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TABLE 3:6 

Mean ISI/Condition Reaction Time Means For T.J.e Dyslexic and Control Children Participating 
In Exnerirnent 3c , 

CONDITION ISI (sec) DYSLEXIC CONTROL 
MEAN RT (msec) MEAN~.IJT (msec) 

.t'hlsical Same 0 ~95 ~~4 
1 736 759 
2 690 748 

Phisical Different 0 1005 940 
1 827 806 
2 807 797 

Name Same 0 1013 966 
1 774 774 
2 775 801 

Name Different 0 1067 999 
1 867 848 
2 853 814 

2 Choice RT Baseline: 752 716 



FIGURE 3: 6 

Matching Response Times for the Dyslexic and Control Children on the 4 Letter-tyue 
Conditions at each ISI of Experiment 3c. 
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TABLE 3:t 
AlWVA Data for the Ra., Data Analysis of Ex"Deriment 3c ( see text) • 

Source of Variation D,F, 

Groups ( G) l 

Subjects within G 36 

Physical/Name ( P) 1 

Response type ( R) 1 

PR 1 

ISI (I) 2 

PI 2 

RI 2 

PRI 2 

PG 1 

RG 1 

PRG 1 

IG 2 

PIG 2 

RIG 2 

PRIG 2 

Error 396 

SSq, MSq. 

375017 375017 

83174673 2310408 

5381391 5381391 

8340597 8340597 

135516 135516 

50279710 25139855 

684545 342272 

69472 34736 

242700 121350 

268690 268690 

735934 735934 

54409 54409 

1081857 540928 

40689 20345 

149921 74961 

13428 . 6714 

56633119 143013 

NS: Not Significant 

* : p< .05 

**: p (.01 

Variance 
Ratio 

0.16 

16.16 

37 .63 

58 ,32 

0.95 

175.8 

2 .39 

0.2 

0,85 

1.88 

5 .15 

o.4 

3,78 

0.14 

0,52 

0.05 

Probability 

NS 

** 

** 

** 
us 

** 

NS 

NS 

NS 

NS 

* 
NS 

HS 

us 

us 

us 



If the speed of visual code decay is to be 

investigated, the subtraction methods of Posner and Keele 

~96J must be performed. For the purpose of this analysis, 

a mean figure for the Name-same minus physical same judgement 

times was calculated for each subject at each ISI. A similar 

calculation was performed for the physical different minus 

physical same matc~ing times. The results are shown graphically 
I 

in Fig. 3:7. If these results are compared to those of Posner 

and Keele t 196ry (Fig . 3 : 5) it can be seen that in the present 

experiment neat linear visual code decay functions were not 

obtained. The difference in RT which reflects the advantage 

of 'visual code' matches over 'name code' ones decreases up to 

. 1 sec. ISI and then increases again. Figure 3:7 is deceptive, 

however, in that it implies there are differences to be 

analysed . If the calculated differences are analysed as a 

3 factor ANOVA (see table 3:8): 2 groups x 2 calculation 

methods x 3 ISis with subjects p,ested within gro-ups (see 

table 3:9) it can be seen that the variability of scores is 

so great that the only significant factor is that of subjects 

within groups (F = 2 . 42; d.f . 36,180; pL.01). It is therefore 

meaningless to dis.cus s for example, rates of decay since the 

ISI factor is insignificant. The same is true of any group 

differences, although this only just fails to reach the 5% 

level of significance . 

It therefore appears that this is a poor method of 

determining rate of visual code d~c ay (s hould there be any) . 

As to why thi s is the case,one possibility is · that Pos ner and 

Keele (1967) used highly practised adult subjects> thus 



FIGURE 3: 7 
Estimates of the Decay of Visual Infonnation from a single letter derived frcm the 

of Expt.3c using the 2 different subtraction methods of Posner and Keele, 1967. 
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TABLE 3:8 

AN0VA Data for the Estimat es of Rat e of Deca of Visual Infonnation 
De rived fran the Raw Dat a of Expe riment 3c see text • 

,urce of Variation D. F . 

oups (G) l 

:Oj ects wi thin G 36 

.l culation Met hod (C) l 

I (I) 2 

2 

l 

2 

,. 
'.J 2 

ror 180 

SSq. MSq . 

1697832 1697832 

15707160 463310 

161441 161441 

1199508 599754 

545663 272831 

138775 138775 

50535 25267 

16152 8076 

32450134 180279 

NS: Not Si gni f i cant 

**: p<, . 0l 

Vanance 
Rat io 

3. 89 

2 . 42 

0.9 

0.03 

1.51 

0 .77 

0 .14 

o .o4 

Probability 

NS 

** 
NS 

NS 

NS 

NS 

NS 

NS 



decreasing the amount of variability present. 

There is an important theoretical debate as to 

whether this method of Posner and Keele (1967) does indeed 

measure the rate of decay of visual information. While in 

their experiment they do find that the advantage of physical 

identity matching and name-identity matching decreases with 

increasing ISI up to 1.5 sec. ,it is not necessarily the case that 

this quantitatively reflects visual code decay. Phillips, 

and Baddeley( 1971) suggest that this decrease in physical

identity matching over time may instead reflect both the decay 

of the visual code record and the subject using name codes, 

of which a 1 sec. ISI allows production, in preference to the 

decaying visual code: 

,, . 
Once the name code has developed to a ~po1nt at 

which it allows faster RTs than the visual code, Swill 
presumably use it in preference to the visual trace 
continues to be available. Since Sneed no longer use 
the visual trace, the RTs will no longer reflect its 
strength. In short, Posner's technique confounds the 
fading of the visual trace with the development of the 
name code, and as such cannot give a valid indication 
of the time course of visual STM. 

This suggests that the method of Posner and Keele 
(1967) may give an underestimate of the duration of 
visual STM, and that the longer times suggested by 
the other experiments are more accurate.~ (Phillips & 
Baddeley, 1971, p.73). 

Similarly Parks, Kroll, Saltzberg and Parkinson£ 1972) 

used the Posner and Keele( 1967)task filling the ISI between the 

two letters with a shadowing task to prevent name coding. 

They found, in contrast to the Posner and Keelel 1967) study Jan 

advantage of physical identity matching speed over name identity 

matching even at ISis of 8 sec. They concluded that subjects could 



continue - to maintain the visual code provided there 

is an incentive to do so. It might in the present experiment 

be the case that the dyslexics show a greater advantage of 

visual matching over name matching at all ISis (see fig. 3:7) 

since, as is shown in Expt. 3a, they are considerably 

slower at 

are optimal. 

making name matches, and thus visual matches 

There is now a body of evidence ' re the use 

of strategies in coding tasks (c.f. Tvesky, 1969), and in 

any area where the subjects can choose strategies, variability 

of performance is bound to be high. 

It is concluded that Experiment 3c fails to either 

confirm or reject the hypothesis that visual code decay in 

dyslexic children is faster than that in control children. 



EXPERHIENTS 3d(i) and 3d(ii) 

Abstract 

To investigate the relative capacities 

and decay rates of the visual codes of dyslexic and non

dyslexic children the matrix match procedure devised by 

Phillips and Baddeley( 197l)was used . 61 dyslexic children, 

22 control children and 26 undergraduates were tested 

for their ability to match 4 x 4 and 5 x 5 cell matrices 

which were either identical or which differed by one 

cell only. The two matrices were presented separately 

by ISis ranging from 1/24 sec. to 9 sec~ 

The results demonstrate no significant 

differences between the 3 gFoups on either the 4 x 4 or 

the 5 x 5 matrices. It is therefore concluded that visual 

code capacity and decay are similar in dyslexic and 

control children and undergraduate adults. 

Introduction 

Having failed to do so in Expt. 3c, it is 

necessary again to attempt to compare dyslexic and control 

children in respect of the capacity and decay rate of 

the visual code. One possibility, for example, is that the 



code decays more rapidly in dyslexic children, with the 

result that name-coding is impeded. It will also be 

recalled that Coltheart (1972) views the dogleg point 

of the two-limb function obt~ined in Expts. 2b and c 

to reflect visual code capacity, and thus acccrding 

to this interpretation dyslexic children differ from controls 

in respect of visual code capacity. Although there are 

alternative interpretations (Sperling, 1967; Allport, 1973) 

Coltheart's suggestions should be put to an independent 

test: if the visual code is not the locus of deficiency 

in dyslexia, then all such possibilities need to be excluded. 

In these experiments two further tests of visual 

code production and visual matching were therefore given. In 

brief, what was involved was the presentation of either two 

4 x 4 or two S x S matrices, with varying inter-stimulus 

intervals (ISis) between them; the second matrix had either 

the same number of cells filled in as the first, or one cell 

more, or one cell less, and the subjects were required to say 

whether the two presentations were 'the same' or 'different'. 

During the ISI there was either a blank field or a pattern mask. 

This procedure is in effect a variant of that used 

by Phillips and Baddeley (1971) and Phillips (1974). 

Like that of exp. 3b it excludes the possibility of learning 

overlay, since the material was unfamiliar to the subjects 

and had no sy~bolic significance. Unlike the procedures 



of exps. 3a and 3b, however, it has the advantage of making 

possible the determination of the rate of decay of the visual 

code. As described in Expt. 3c, Posner (1969) did in fact 

claim that this could be done if one determined the duration 

with the two letters presented sequentially at which 

physical-match reaction time was no quicker than name-match 

reaction time. It is possible, however, as Phillips and Baddeley 

(1971) have pointed out, that in this case there may have 

been both visual code decay and increased use of name code, 

since the subject may use the name code in preference to 

the decaying visual code even though there is still some 

information in the latter. In contrast, the present procedure 

is not open to this objection. 

Subjects 

These were (i) 61 male dyslexic children 

(diagnosed by the same criteria as before) with a mean CA 

of 12.3 years (s.d. 1.0), a mean RA of 9.9 years (s.d. 1.5) 

and a mean SA of 9.0 years (s.d. 1.3), (ii) 22 male control 

children with a mean CA of 11.9 years (s.d. 1.0), a mean RA of 

1.28 years (s.d. 1.3), and a mean SA of 12.5 years (s.d. 1.1), 

and (iii) 26 first year undergraduates- with a mean CA of 

approximately 19 years. 

Materials and procedure 

Exp. 3d(i) 4 x 4 square cell matrices were constructed 

on white cards with half the cells blacked in at random. 



A new pattern was used on each trial. The matrices were 

photographed with a Bolex cine camera on 16 mm Kodak High 

Contrast negative film 7457. Each trial consisted of 120 

frames of fixation cross followed by 24 frames of the 

randomly filled 4 x 4 matrix. There was then a variable 

ISI (either 1,2,5,10, 48 or 143 frames) before the 

second matrix appeared, again for 24 frames. The second 

matrix was either identical with the first or had one cell 

more or one cell less filled. During the ISI there was 

either a blank field (dark when projected) or a pattern 

mask consisting of a larger matrix with cell size linear 

dimension half of that used with the test matrices, 

approximately half of the cells of the mask matrix being 

filled randomly. Each trial followed the sequence shown 

in Fig. 3:8. 

The fi lm was constructed so that after 6 practice 

trials there were 48 test trials (4 trials at each ISI 

with ISI blank, 4 trials at each ISI with ISI filled 

by a mask) with order of presentation of trials counter

balanced for ISI, mask/no mask, and same/different, matrix 

1 being identical with matrix 2 in half the trials and in 

half the trials differing from it by one cell. 

The sub jec t s saw the film in large groups in a 

dimly lighted room and were instructed to mark an 'S' on 

their score sheet if the cell arrangements in the two matrices 



FIGURE 3:8 
Ex-oosure Seauence of a Single Tri al from Experiment 3d( i), 

~frorre 
atrix2 

lime 

variable 
1.SJ.:mask or 

blank 

24frame 
matrlx1 

120frame 
fixation cross 



were the same, and a 'D' if they were different. The subjects 

were questioned during the practice trials so as to ensure 

that they understood the instructions and that they did not 

'get lost' . The number of each trial was spoken before each 

pair of presentations. There was a break of approximately 

five seconds between each trial. 

The film was projected on to a white screen at 

a speed of 24 frames per second by means of a Bell and Howell 

644 projector. The complete procedure for each trial was thus: 

Fixation cross 

Matrix 1 

Variable ISI 

Matrix 2 

5000 ms 

1000 ms 

42,83,208,417,2000, and 6006 ms 

1000 ms 

The percentage of subjects in each group correct 

on each trial was then calculated. 

Exp. 3d (ii) 

After a break of approximate l y 10 minutes the subjects 

took part in a further experiment. The equipment , 

instructions and method of projection were identical with 

those of exp. 3d(i). More complex matrices were used, however , 

consisting of 5 x 5 cells. Exposure time was increased 

for both matrix 1 and matrix 2 to 48 frames (approximately 



2 sec); the same ISis were used but no ISI was filled by a mask. 

The film was constructed so that after 6 practice 

trials there were 36 test trials, 6 trials being presented 

randomly at each ISI and randomised for same/different. 

Results and discussion 

The percentages of dyslexic children, control children 

and undergraduates giving correct answers in the different 

conditions are shown in table 3:9. 

These results are shown graphically in Figs. 3:9 

and 3: 10. 

The results of experiment 3d(i) were analysed as a 

4-factor AN0VA: 3 groups (dyslexic children, control children, 

undergraduates) x 6 ISis x 2 mask (mask, no mask) x 4 blocks. 

The mask factor (F = 4.15, d.f .. 5,105 , p ( .01) was 

significant; no other factors or interactions reached the 

5% level of significance. 

The significant mask factor demonstrates that the 

presence of a mask in the ISI decreases the likeliness 

of correct responding: mean percent correct with the ISI 

blank is 87.1%, whereas with the mask the percentage falls 

to 76.7%. This finding replicates that of Phillips (1974), 



TABLE 3:9 
Percentage of subjects correct in the different conditions of 

Experiments 3d(i) and 3d(ii) 

4 x 4 Matrix, ISI blank 4 x 4 Matrix, ISI mask 

rsr frames Dyslexic Contror. Undergraduate Dyslexic Control Undergraduate 
subjects ~ubj~bts subjects · ·s ·ubje·cts s"Ubj"e·cts · ·s ·uhje•cts· · · 

1 88 91 94 77 69 87 

2 77 83 83 72 74 81 

5 97 99 97 80 82 83 

10 90 98 95 77 74 90 

48 86 91 91 73 69 81 

143 70 72 69 60 70 85 

5 x 5 Matrix, ISI blank 

... .. . 
i 

Dyslexic Control Undergraduate 
· ·s-ubj"e·cts subj"e·cts· subjects 

78 86 90 

87 86 82 

82 59 83 

81 71 80 

61 78 69 

68 72 72 

-{' 
(0 
(J\ 



4x4 matrix, 
ISL blank 
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who found that the presence of a mask resulted in fewer 

correct responses, especially at ISis less than 100 ms. 

A possible explanation is that the matching task in this 

experiment has two components, viz. (i) matching of 

information in sensory (iconic) storage and (ii) matching of 

information in the visual code. The former, (i), can occur 

as long as the ISI is shorter than the time taken by the 

iconic trace to decay, which is approximately 200 ms (see 

Neisser, 1967; Eriksen and Collins, 1968; Haber and Standing, 

1969). Since the iconic trace is highly susceptible to 

masking, the mask can be expected, as in Phillips (1974), 

to affect performance only at ISis less than iconic trace 

decay time. Although in the present experiment the mask x 

ISI interaction fails to reach significance, it can be seen 

from Fig,3:S that the mask does seem to be having its 

greatest effect at the shorter ISis. 

With regard to (ii), Phillips (1974) found that 

information in short-term visual memory is not necessarily 

masked by subsequent stimulation and that there was no 

loss of efficiency over the first 600 ms but a slow loss over at 

least the first 9 sec. In the present experiment, too, 

the results show a loss of information with increasing 

ISis the mean percent correct responses over all conditions in 

experiment 3d(ii) are as follows: 

ISI frames 

1 
2 
s 

10 
48 

143 

Mean% correct 

84 
78 
89 
87 
82 
71 



Once again, therefore, there is the typical slow loss of 

information from the visual code with increasing ISis. 

The group factor is again insignificant, as is the group x 

time interaction. From this it follows that, even with these 

more complex matrices, there is no significant difference 

between the three groups in respect of either capacity or 

decay rate of the visual code. 

The results of expts. 3d(i) and 3d(ii) therefore 

seem to strengthen the argument that the production and 

capacity of the visual code is as fast and efficient in 

dyslexic subjects as it is in controls. 



CONCLUSIONS 

When 10-13 year old dyslexic and control children 

are compared as groups for ability at functions assumed 

to be involved in the single fixation array processing and 

the reading at which dyslexic children are relatively poor: 

a) With alphanumeric characters dyslexic and control 

groups do not differ with respect to speed or accuracy 

with which they can encode and . match visual features. 

b) The dyslexic group is reliably slower than the control 

group at encoding-and-matching name features of letters. 

It is likely that this deficiency is to be found at the 

level of non-articulatory name or lexical encoding. 

c) There is no .significant group difference in the speed 

at which highly confusable letter-like forms can be compared 

for their .visual features, but the dyslexic group is 

significantly less accurate. 

d) There are no significant mean differences in either 

the capacities or decay characteristics of visual codes in 

the two groups as determined by the chequerboard techniques 

of expts. 3d(i) and 3d(ii). 

Vernon (1979) says that 'Jmuch of the confusion which 

has arisen as to the nature of dyslexia is because retarded 

readers have so frequently been studied as if they formed 

a qualitatively homogeneous group", and her discussion implies 

that any of a number of individual difficulties in information 

processing may result in reading retardation. After Rourke 

(1976) she suggests that deficiencies in visual analysis may be 

of great importance in the early stages · of learning to read but 



that children may grow out of these. Deficiencies in 

auditory-linguistic processes and grapheme-phoneme conversion 

are considered t o appear later and to be of importance in the 

causation of reading retardation in the older child. The 

present study is concerned with older dyslexic children and in its 

search for a possible homogeneity of functional disorder 

treats them as a group of dyslexic children rather t han 

individuals. One of the prime aims of such an approach is to 

guide diagnosis, to answer the question: 'In a school 

population of older dyslexic children, what skills relevant to 

the reading process are 1nost likely to be deficient?' While it 

may be the case that any of several classes of information 

processing deficiency may result in reading retardation, perhaps 

some are more likely than others . To use an analogy: whilst 

there may be many reasons for a car failing to start in the 

morning, if the weather is damp the best place first to look is 

the distributor (or, to use a functional approach, investigate 

the 'electrics' ) . With this in mind two main areas of function 

have been investigated in this chapter: visual encoding and name 

encoding:· From the results of expt. 3a (where, as in reading, 

the stimuli were letters) it can be seen that, as a group, 

dyslexic children are not deficient in dealing with the visual 

features of letters but that they are deficient at encoding or 

matching name or lexical features. 



From these results it is possible to assess relative 

probabilities of functional deficiency. For the analysis of 

variance it was assumed that the data of the control and dyslexic 

samples came from normal distributions with similar standard 

deviations but perhaps different group means. Using the group 

means and the EMS from the movA, estimates of the population 

mean and standard deviation parameters of the normal distributions 

can be derived. Z tables can then be used to produce an estimate 

of the probability that upon taking at ' random one dyslexic child 

and one control child from the sample, the dyslexic child will 

be slower than the control child. If the group means for 

the performance on the same case letters are used (visual code 

production and matching) the probability that the dyslexic child 

will be slower is 0.58. In contrast if the different case data 

are used (name code production and matching) this probability 

rises to 0.73. With the s e older dyslexic children in the 

10-13 year old age band, it follows, as in the findings of 

Rourke (1976), that the more likely of the two functional 

deficiencies studied here is that of name encoding . Whilst it 

appears that there is no visual encoding and analysis 

deficiency in dyslexic children when the stimuli to be processed 

are the letters used in reading, this is not the case with 

novel and highly confusable letter like forms (expt. 3b) where 

although the dyslexic child is no more likely to be slower than 

the control child (p = .SO) he is far more likely t o be error 

prone (p = .81). 



EXPERIMENTAL CHAPTER 4 
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EXPERH!ENTAL CHAPTER 4 

In which dysiexic chiidren are shown to be 
siow at naming singie ietters, pictures, words and 
non-words - it is suggested the dysiexic chiid 1s 
reading is primariiy orthographic - acquired and 
deveiopmentai dysiexics are compared in respect of 
abiiity at phonoiogicai encoding - in the iight of 
adequate visuai processing in dysiexic chiidren it 
is argued that the dysiexic chiid is either (i) 
siow and inaccurate in accessing iinguistic 
(phonoiogicai or iexical) representations for 
visuai stimuii or (ii) slow and inaccurate in 
articuiatory encoding(for rehearsal, concatenation/ 
chunking, or output)from the preceding iexicai re
presentation. 

In considering the 'two-limb' rate of initial information 
' acquisition data of Experimental Chapter 2 two broad classes 

of interpretation were discussed: first limb slope reflects 

either speed of visual encoding or speed of accessing non-arti
culatory name referents; with dogleg point reflecting either 

the capacity of the visual code or the number of unrelated 

logogens which can be active at any one time. In Experimental 

Chapter 3 there was repeated failure to find any difference 

between dyslexic children and control children in respect of 

either visual code production-speed or capacity, and the dys

lexic child's difficulty in creating linguistic representations 



was evident. Yet dyslexic children (and poor readers more 

generally) show consistently low rates of initial information 
acquisition and low values in respect of buffer capacity 

(Expts. 2b and 2c). That the 'buffer' is non-motor linguistic 

in nature rather than visual is thus the most consistent inter
pretation. 

The findings so far thus lead to the proposition that the 

dyslexic child's reading handicap may be attributable to de

ficiencies at one or more of the following stages or strate
gies of information processing: 

(i) slow rate of lexical encoding from visual representation. 

(ii) a limitation in the number of lexical representations 

which may be active at any one time (recognition buffer capacity} . 

(iii) slow articulatory encoding from lexical representations. 

If the problem were solely one of a limitation in the 

number of lexical representations which might be active at any 

one time (a capacity limitation of the 'recognition buffer'), 

with normal speed of lexical encoding up to that capacity limi

tation, then it would follow that the dyslexic child would be 

just as fast as his riormal reading peer in processing items 

which are within the capacity of his recognition buffer. From 

Expt. 2b it can be seen that, if the dogleg point is taken to 

reflect 'recognition buffer capacity', the capacity of the 10- • 

14 year old dyslexic child's recognition buffer is about 2.6 

digits. Therefore if single items such as letters or simple 

pictures are used as stimuli to be named, items which can be 

assumed to be within the recognition buffer capacity, it is 

possible to investigate whether recognition buffer capacity is the 

only deficit in dyslexic children. If this hypothesis is true it 

is predicted that dyslexic children will be just as fast at 

naming simple stimuli as control children. If this result is 



not found, however, i.e . if it is found that dyslexic children 

are slower than controls at naming these stimuli, then this 

will demonstrate the presence of either a relatively slow 'scan' 

process (Sperling, 1963, 1967 ) (or in other words, slow lexi
cal encoding) or slow articulatory encoding from this lexical 

representation for output. 

It has also been suggested by Seymour and Porpodas (1979) 

that any deficit in dyslexic children is restricted to the 

graphemic channel. This contradicts many findings of slow 

objects and colour naming in these children. 

To assess the relative merits of these claims the follow

ing experiments are performed: 

Expt. 4a: dyslexic and CA control children are tested for 

their speed of naming single letters. 

Expt. 4b: dyslexic and CA control children are tested for 

the speed at which they can name the Oldfield and Wingfield 

(1965) picture stimuli. 

Expt. 4c: dyslexic and CA control children are tested for 

the speed at which they can read words of differing frequency 

and word length. 

Expt. 4d : the phonological encoding deficiency of develop

mental dyslexics is compared to that of acquired dyslexics using 

the non-word homophonic effect in a lexical decision task. 

Expt. 4e: efficiency at phonological encoding in dyslexic 

children is compared with that of CA and RA matched controls 

in performance at reading orthographically regular nonwords. 



EXPERIMENT 4a 

Abstract 

19 dyslexic children (mean C.A. 13.4 year s) and 19 mat

ched control children (mean C.A. 13.4 years) were tested for 

the speed at which they could name single letters pres ented 

tachistoscopically . The control children reliably named the 

letters in a shorter time than the dyslexic children, the mean 

RTs being 637 ms . and 763 ms. respectively . 

It is concluded that the dyslexic children are relatively 

slow at accessing the lexica l representations of single letters, 

or that th~y are slow at articulatory encoding for output. 

Introduction 

To test whether the 'recognition buffer' capacity 

is the only deficit in the visual information processing of 

dyslexic children,single lette rs (which are within the capacity) 

can be presente d and the time taken to name those letters as

certained. 

Subjects 

19 dyslexic children (standard criteria) of mean C.A. 13.43 

year s , mean R.A. 9.97 years and mean S . A. 9 . 04 years constituted 

the r eading retardate sample. They all at tended a private school 

which speciali ses in the t eaching of children with dys lexic-type 

diffi culties . The control sample consisted of 19 children who 

also a tt ended priva t e school s . These were of mean C.A.1 3 . 40 

years, mean R.A . 13 . 74 years and mean S . A. 13.37 years. All 



the children were of average or above average intelligence . 

Materials and Procedure 

For each child a basic reaction time measure was taken. 

The child was seated before an Electronic Developments 3-field 

tachistoscope and instructed that as soon as the light came on 

he was to say 'now '. He was to do this as fast as he possibly 

could. The onset of the light (which was a white card presen

ted at an intensity which approximated to 3.0 lux at the 

subject's eyes) started a Dawes timer type 3000A which was 

accurate to 1 ms. The child's response, 'now', stopped 

the timer by means of a voice key, the microphone of which 

was situated directly in front of the child's mouth. Ten 

such trials were conducted of which the data for the first 

four was discarded, these trials being for practice, and a 

mean RT 'now' figure was taken for each child over the last 6 
trials. 

The child was then instructed that letters would be shown 

on the machine and that he was to name these letters as quickly 

as he possibly could. The exposure sequence on any trial was: 

the verbal warning signal 'ready', followed by 2 sec. fixation 

cross with an intensity at the child's eyes of 0.15 lux., this 

was followed by the lower case letter printed on white card using 

26 pt folio light Letraset which was presented at an intensity 
at the child's eyes of approximately 3.0 lux. The onset of the 

letter started the timer, and the child's response stopped it 

44 C 

by means of the voice key. No practice sessions were given since 

the child had by now participated in the RT 'now' procedure and 

had therefore had experience at fast tachistoscopic recognition , 

and since the perception and naming of letters is a highly practiced 

skill. Ten letters were chosen for this experiment, these were, 

in order of presentation: b, t, a, w, i, n, z, e, x, s. 



Results 

The mean baseline RT 'now' did not differ significantly 

across the two groups of subjects. For the control children 

the figure was 335.3 ms. (s.d. 50.0), for the dyslexic children 

it was 3 4 2 . 8 ms . ( s . d . 6 6 . 9) . 

The mean group naming time for each letter is shown in 

Table 4:1. The letter naming data was analysed as a 2 factor 

AN0VA: 2 groups (dyslexics, controls) x 10 letters,with 19 

subjects nested within each group. This AN0VA data can also 

be seen in Table 4:1. The Groups differed significantly in 

the time they took to name the letters (F = 12.48; d.f. 1,36; 

p(.01). The letters also differed signi£icantly in the time 

taken to name them (F = 2. 68; d. f. 9,324; p4' . 01). The group x 

letter interaction (F = 1.52, d.f. 9,324) was insignificant. 

Discu·ss ion 

The insignificant difference between the two groups on 

the RT 'now' baseline procedure demonstrates that when only 

one response ('now') is required to one gross change in stimu

lation (a bright flash of light), dyslexics respond just as 

fast as controls. When, however, the overlearned letter graphe

mic stimuli are used the dyslexics are reliably of the order of 

126 ms. slower at naming than are the controls. 

The former RT 'now' baseline result contradicts those 

of Wheeler (1977) who investigated the verbal reaction time 

for 12 dyslexic and 12 control children to either a light stimulu~, 

a sound stimulus, or both stimuli combined. 

following results: 

light 

sound 
light and sound 

dyslexic children 
mean RT (ms.) 

699 

478 
692 

He obtained the 

Control children 
mean RT (ms . ) 

422 

255 
267 



TABLE 4: 1 

AllOVA Dat a for the Letter Namin g RTs obtaine d in Exneriment 4a 

SOURCE OF VARIATION D. F . SSq, MSq_, VARIANCE 
RATIO 

Gr oups ( G) .1 1517053 1517053 12 .48 

Subjects wi thin G (S) 36 4377050 121585 10 . 50 

Lett ers 

LG 

Error 

( L) 9 279761 

9 158572 

324 3752925 

NS: Not S1 gruf1cant 
**: p( . 01 

31085 2 . 68 

17619 1.52 

11583 

Mean Letter Naming Ti me (ms ) f or each Letter and Gr oup of Expt. 4a 

LETTER DYSLEXI C CONTROL 
CHILDREN'S CHI LDP.EN ' S 
RI' . RT. 

b 742 612 

t 713 658 

a 726 629 

w 7 67 647 

i 732 652 

n 746 615 

z 842 633 

e 7 42 599 

X 836 675 

s 785 648 

4-42 

PROBABI LI T 

** 

** 

** 

NS 



I can propose no explanation for the fact that in his study 

the dyslexics were 277 m. sec. slower than the controls to the 

light stimuli, whereas in the present study no significant 
defferences were obtained. 

The insignificant letter x group interaction demonstrates 
that the two groups of children are similarly affected by 

. inc re as ing letter ·n·aming aiff :i._cul ty . This difficulty is con

sidered to be one of frequency since a Duncan's Multiple 

Range test on the letter differences demonstrates that the 

letters x and z differ significantly from the remainder in 

terms of their nameability: the only significant letter 

contrasts are: x vs i, x vs t, x vs n, x vs a, x vs b, 

x vs e, z vs n, z vs a, z vs b, and z vs e . This latter 

hypothesis is proposed since i) the letters x and z do not 

clearly differ from the remainder in terms of physical charac

teristics such as angularity, and ii) frequency effects in 

recognition thresholds and recognition speed have long been 

demonstrated (c ._f. Oldfield and Wingfield, 1965, Howes and 

Solomon, 1951, and Tulling and Patkau, 1962). The frequency 
argument appears reasonable since if the average naming time 

of the dyslexic and control children is compared to letter 

frequency (an average from the counts of Pratt (1939) and that 

in Nature (1960) was used), a significant correlation of - 0.71 
is found (p ~.02). It should be noted, however, that other 

hypotheses are possible, e.g. x and z differ from the remaining 

letters by the fact that they occur at the end of the alphabet. 

Stanley and Hall, 19 73(b) compared the SOA 33 dyslexic 

children and 33 control children needed to correctly identify 
single letters in a masking paradigm. Single letters from the 
set, H, J, R, M, K, S, F, C, U and 0, were presented for 20 m sec. 

and was followed after an ·rsr by a mask (a static rectangular 

array of dots). The ISI was initia lly 20 m sec. and this was 

increased in 20 m sec . increments until a criterion of 3 car-



rect identifications at a given ISI was reached. The mean ISI 

for correct identification (verbal response) was, for the con

sonants, 56 m sec. for the controls and 64 m sec . for the 
dyslexics. For the rounded vowels O and U these figures are 

92 m sec. and 122 m sec. respectively. An ANOVA indicated 

a significant group difference, a significant task difference 

(vowels vs consonants), and a non significant interaction. 

Stanley and Hall, 1973(b) conclude from this that the dyslexics 

are slower at processing the letters than the normals. When 

Stanley, 1976 repeated this experiment using single digit stimu

li (O through 9) and a manual response he actually found the 

reverse pattern - over all the experimental trials the dyslexics 

identified significantly more of the digits correctly. He 

also found no significant differences in the response react1on 

time between the two groups. This is in contrast to the re~ 

sults of Blank, Higgins, and Wagner, 1971 who indicated that 

dyslexics may have a slower reaction time than controls. 

Whether or no there are significant differences between 

dyslexic and control children in ·the SOA required to correctly 

preceive single alphanumeric stimuli, these differences, when 

present in the Stanley and Hall 1975 experiment are very slight 

(8 ms. in the case of consonants and· 30 m sec. for vowels) if 

compared with the much larger differences (of the order of 

126 m sec.) when the naming time for letters are compared for two 

similar groups in the present experiment. One possible explanation of 

this is as follows: the SOA required to correctly identify a letter 

might be thought of as that time x intensity of stimulus exposure 
necessary for the subject to set up the data base upon which 
processing may occur. For simple single-name stimuli it is 

possible that, as long as a sufficient visual code is produced, 
the stimulus will be further processed. The retention of that 

visual code is then to a large extent a property of the subject 

rather than the stimulus (Tyers ky, 1969). The naming reaction 
time however reflects the time to completion of the whole pro

cessing chain. In contrast to the SOA, it includes such e lements 



the 'scan' and the execution of the recognition buffer. motor 

instructions to use Sperling's terminology, or, in other words, 

the accessing of the lexical representation and the articula

tory encoding and output from this representation. 

The evidence that thete is a large differential between 

dyslexics and controls in terms of naming RT, whilst there is 

little if any in terms of SOA for correct naming, might be taken 

as further evidence that whilst speed of visual code production, 

the data base for further processing is the same in dyslexic 
and control children, the processing from that base in terms 

of scan and execution of the ~esult of the scan is slower in 

dyslexics. Legein and Bouma (1980) come to similar conclusions from 

similar data: there were no differences between dyslexic and 

control children in terms of recognition threshold from foveal and 

parafoveal presentation, but the dyslexics were slower at naming 

letters. 

As the stimuli used were within 'recognition buffer capacity', 

then a capacity limitation of the buffer cannot be the only 

limitation in the _processing of dyslexic children. The specula-
tion proposed when the alternative deficit areas were being 

outlined in Chapter is again of interest - it is possible that 

the limitation in recognition buffer capacity is the result of 

the slower scan: from a decaying data base, the visual code, 

the rate of readout determineswhat is held in the next store, 

the recogn1tion1 buffer. 

The case of letter naming is especially interesting from a 

terminological viewpoint. It has been argued tha t there are 

two available strategies in reading aloud: a whole ~ord or 

lexical route and an orthographic route where known grapheme 

phoneme correspondences are utilized to produce a phonological 

representation of the stimulus. It is agreed that there is a 

visual input logogen, a pattern recognizer for symbols such as I, 
I I 

with referent lexical entries (pound) see e.g. Baron and Strawson 



(1976). It must also be agreed that there is a logogen for the 

word a with a similar lexical referrent. Yet when the letter a 

appears in the middle of a word, it is said to be subject 

to a process of grapheme-phoneme conversion. For these and 

other reasons detailed elsewhere, the lexical/orthographic 

distinction in this sense seems of little value - that non

articulatory linguistic representation accessed in reading 

as a result of the 'scan process' can apparently interchangeably 

be called a l exical code or a phonological code. 



EXPERIMENT 4b 

Abstract 

The subjects of Expt. 4a were tested on the Oldfield and 

Wingfield 1965 picture naming task. The dyslexic children 

were slower than the controls at naming all the pictures, and 

this difference between the groups increased as the word

frequency of the picture names decreased . The dyslexic 

children also named fewer words correctly, this again being 

truer for the less frequent stimuli. 

It is again concluded that the dyslexics show a deficit in 

either the rate of 'scan' or in the execution of the recog~ition 

buffer's program of motor instruction (to use Sperling's 

terminology) . In other words, the dyslexic children are relatively 

slow in accessing the lexical equivalents for pictures, or in 

articulating from this data base. 

Introduction 

It has been shown that with kindergarten children, in the 

early stages of reading acquisition, there is a high correla

tion between reading ability and speed of picture naming. 

For example, when Jansky (1972) used with young children the 

procedures described by Oldfield (1966) she found a correlation 

of .53. This is not surprising: naming a picture and naming 

an alphabetic array have several processing stages in common. 

Jansky herself in fact says that 'reading, like picture naming, 

requires reading elicitation of spoken equivalents' (ibid.). 

If, therefore, the deficiency in dyslexic subjects found at 

the phoneme translation stage is a global problem and not one 

which occurs solely with alphanumeric stimuli, then dyslexic 

subjects would also be expected to be slower at picture naming. 

Denckla and Rudel (1976 ) used thestimuli and procedures of the 

Oldfield and Wingfield (1965) experiments in order to test pic

ture naming response latencies in dyslexic, minimally brain
damaged, and normal subjects. They found, as predicted, both 
that dyslexic children named fewer pictures correctly and that 

those pictures which they did succeed in naming were named more 

slowly than they were by the other two groups of subjects. 



Unfortunately, this study, though admirable in its rigorous pro
cedure for the inclusion of subjects, measured naming res-

ponse latencies with a stopwatch , and thus individual pic

ture naming latencies were not reported. For this reason, 

and because it was considered desirable throughout the present 

thesis to keep both the properties of the dyslexic sample and 
the age range tested constant, it was decided to test the 

subjects of Expt. 4a on the Oldfield and Wingfield, 1965, task. 

Subjects 

Those children participating in Expt. 4a were also tested 

here. 

Method 

Line drawings of the stimuli used by Oldfield and Wingfield, 

1965, were prepared using indian ink on white card. For prac

tice, these drawings in order of presentation were: bed, tele

phone, scissors, toothbrush, piano, and comb. The test stimuli, 

in order of presentation were: clock, typewriter, glove, 
horseshoe, syringe, dice, metronome, key, octopus, anchor, 

gyroscope, tuning fork, anvil, chair, drum, screw, stethoscope, 

bagpipes, cigarette, book, xylophone, tap, basket, windmill, 

microscope and shoe. (Thanks to Mike Bagshaw for drawing these). 

The Thorndike-Lorge (1944) frequency count for the names of 

these pictures ranged from Book (AA) to Xylophone ( . 33 occurrences 

per million words), and the order of presentation ensured ran

domization of position of high/low frequency words. The ex

posure sequence for each trial was as follows: the verbal 

warning signal 'ready' was followed by presentation of a fixa

tion cross on the tachistoscope for 2 sec. at an intensity at 

the S's eyes of approximately 0.15 lux; this was followed im

mediately by the picture stimulu which was exoosed for 4 sec. 

at an intensity of approximately 3.0 lux. The child was in
structed to name the picture as quickly as he could, and that 



there was a one word answer for each picture which was most 

appropriate . For all the pictures except one, the only ac

ceptable answer was that label used here. This exception 

was xylophone, for which glockenspiel was also accepted. 

The onset of the picture started the Dawes timer, the child's 

verbal response stopped it by means of a voice key. If a 

response was not forthcoming within 6 seconds after the onset 

of picture presentation, the child was told to forget that 

picture and to get ready for the next trial. 

Results 

The stimuli names, T-L - frequency, log T-L frequency, 

number of children within each group correctly identifying 
the stimuli, and mean response latency over those children who 

correctly identified the stimuli are shown in Table 4:2. 

It can be seen, as in the Denckla and Rudel (1976) study, 

that dyslexic children were able to name significantly fewer 

of the pictures (Wilcoxon test, n = 15, : z = 2.84, p<.002, 

1 tailed). This appears to be especially the case with the 

less frequent picture-names, although ceiling effects with the 

high frequency names may mask a potential group difference. 

To further investigate this a 2 factor ANOVA (2 groups x 10 

pictures with 19 subjects nested within each group) was per

formed on the response time data for those pictures where 

all 19 subjects in each group found the correct name (these 

being the high frequency pictures: , book, chair, shoe, basket, 

clock, key, glove, cigarette, typewriter and windmill). The 
ANOVA table can be seen in Ta~le 4:2. Due to high subject

within-groups variability the group differences (x dys lexics= 

993 ms, x control= 930 ms; F = 2.15; d.f. 1,36) are insig

nificant. It must be concluded that the dyslexic and control 

groups do not differ significantly in their mean naming l a t ency 

for these 10 high-frequencr-name pictures, although the trend 

is that the dyslexic children are slower (T = 10, L = 0, 

p < . 00 2 , sign test) . 



. TABLE 4: 2 
The data of Expt . 4b : the number of dyslexic and cont rol 
children correct l namin each stimul us and the mean 
naming t i me ms f or these children . 

DYSLEXIC CHILDREN CONTROL CHILDREN 

STIMULUS T-L LOG 10 T-L NUMBER MEAN NUMBER MEAN 
NAME FREQ. FREQ. OF HITS* RT (ms) OF HITS·* RT (ms ) 

Book AA - 4 .ooo 19 960 19 821 
Chair AA ;.4 . ooo 19 849 19 808 
Shoe AA - 4.ooo 19 854 19 845 
Basket A -4.301 19 1019 19 870 
Cl ock A -4.301 19 999 19 864 
Key A - 4. 301 19 895 19 890 
Glove 43 -4 . 367 19 1019 19 875 
Drum 40 - 4 . 398 17 851 19 808 
Tap 32 - 4 . 495 18 850 19 866 
Anchor 26 -4 .585 17 1101 18 1104 
Ci garette 22 - 4 , 658 19 1240 19 1229 
Screw 20 - 4 . 699 18 1204 18 1037 
Typewriter 12 - 4 .921 19 1086 19 1074 
Wi ndmi l l 11 -4 .959 19 1014 19 953 
Microscope 9 - 5 .046 10 2162 17 1583 
Dice 8 -5 . 097 17 1112 19 951 
:Anvil 7 - 5.179 0 - 16 1286 

Horseshoe 4 - 5.398 16 1564 19 1130 
Octopus 2 - 5 . 699 18 1384 19 1173 
Bagpipes 1 - 6.ooo 17 1106 19 1111 
Tuningfork .94 - 6. 027 11 1957 9 2073 
Stethos cope .88 - 6 .056 4 1863 12 1653 
Syringe .83 - 6. 081 8 1084 10 1261 
Metr onome . 38 - 6. 420 4 1843 3 1152 
Gyr oscope . 33 - 6.481 4 2535 6 1663 
Xyl ophone .33 - 6 .481 5 1623 13 1694 

Number of chi ldren per group was 19 

ANOVA Data fop the Object Narr4ng RTs where both ~roups scored 100% hits 

SOURCE OF VARIATION 

Groups ( G) 
Subjects withi n G (S) 

Pictures ( P) 
GP 
Error 

D,F. SSq. 

1 
36 

9 
9 
324 

381858 
6387879 

4799263 
297888 
12611344 

HS : Not Signi fi cant 
**: p ,01 

MSq. VARIANCE 
Pf\'T'T() 

381858 2 .15 
177441 4 . 56 

533251 13 .7 
33099 0.85 
38924 

PROBABILI'I' 

NS 
** 

** 
NS 



FIGURE 4: 1 
The Picture Nam.in Resnonse Times For the Dvslexic and Control Children Tested 
in Ex-ot . b . Tne x-axis represents the Log 10 Thorndike- Lorge Freouency of the 

Picture Name. 
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Because of the high number of missing values, the re

maining response latency data is unsuited to an ANOVA. For 

this reason the analysis used by Oldfield (1966) was performed: 

group mean latency was plotted against log ia· Thorndike -

Lorge picture name frequenc~ and regression analyses were 

performed. The resultant functions (see Fig. 4:1) are dyslexics: 
naming latency =-382 x log 10 frequency - 661 ms; controls: 

naming latency= - 294 log 10 frequency - 356 ms. These regres 

sion coefficients do not differ significantly (z = .727; 

p = .22, 1 tailed), but it should be noted that the error te r m 

here is a function of residual variation from log10 Frequency . 

If the group mean response latencies for each of the 26 

pictures are compared using a Wilcoxon test, highly significant 

group differences can be seen (N = 26, Z = 3 . 12, p~ .001). 

Discussion 

It is concluded that dyslexic children as a group are re

latively slow at producing overt name referents for picture 

stimuli. When the picture name is of low frequency in the 
language fewer dyslexic children than control children can find 

that name at all. 

This difficulty might lie in either of the two broad func 

tional areas of(l) picture analysis or (2) the finding and 

production of the lexical . referents. However, Mackworth and 

Mackworth (1974) showed that while poor readers made more errors 

than good readers in letter naming and in recognizing homophones 

(e.g. 'sew' and 'so'), there was no relation between reading 

ability and performance in a non - verbal pictorial task where 

the children had to compare a picture with one which they had 

just seen. In other words the poor readers appear to perform at 

the same level as good readers in dealing with the visual aspects 

of pictures . It is therefore considered more likely that the 

dyslexic children's handicap lies at the stage of name-referent 

access and overt articulation rather than at the stage of picture 

analysis or pattern recognition. 



EXPERIMENT 4c 

Abs trac t 

19 dyslexic children (mean C.A. 13 . 4 years) and 19 age 

matched controls were tested for the speed a t which they could 

name singl e words presented tachis t oscopically. The words 

varied in length, orthographic regularity, frequency and image 
ab ility . 

The dyslexic children were considerably slower at naming 

words than at naming frequency matched pictures in Expt. 4b. 

The reverse pattern was true for the control children. The 
dyslexic children's naming time was well predicted by word 

leng th (r = + 0.93) inc r easing at 268 ms/ l etter , the control 
children's less so (r = + 0.51) inc r easing at 16 ms /lette r. 

It is concluded that the dys lexic child's reading is pri

marily orthographic, the l exica l channe l being severely im

paired in respect of vocabulary and slow in translation time, 

. and that th is orthographic strategy in dyslexic children is 

s low and l ess accurate than in control children. 

Introduction 

Having shown in Expt. 4b that dysl exi c ch i ldren a re s low at 

naming pictures, their naming of words can be similarly investi

ga ted. Dyslexic children are, of course, as a nature of their . 
disab ility , deficien t at reading words aloud , but this study i s 

a preliminary investigation into this deficiency as a f unction 
of word frequency ~nd length. To compare word naming times with 

picture naming times 26 nouns were chosen which matched word 

frequency with those pictu re names used in Expt. 4b . Beside 

the noun and frequency restr a ints t here was n o control for other 
vari ables such as wo rd length, i mageabi lity, ·Concreteness , or

thograph i c regulari t y etc. The stimulus words can be seen in 



Table 4:3. These stimuli were to be presented tachistoscopi
cally as was the pictures of Expt. 4b and naming times recorded. 

Subjects 

As Expt. 4b. 

Method 

The words, printed on white cards using 26 pt. folio light 

letraset, were sequentially presented in a randomized order 

using the tachistocope. Methods of stimulus presentation 

and response recording were identical to those of Expt. 4b. 

Results 

The group mean naming latencies can be seen in Table 4:3. 

It is not surprising that the dyslexic group managed to read 

fewer of the words, this being especially the case with the 
less frequent and longer words (Wilcoxon test, N = 21, r. · = 4.01, 

p <.001). The dyslexic group reliably read the words more 

slowly (sign test, T = 26, L = 0, P<-0001) , . and this was the 
case even with those words (bird, eye, boat, apply, orange) 

which all the children could read successfully and without ap
parent difficulty . 

If word frequency is taken as an independent variable, 
dyslexic group naming time follows the function: naming time= 

- 455 log10 TL frequency - 398 ms. The corresponding function for 

the control group is naming time= - 48 ~og 10 TL frequ ency+ 461 ms. 

These functions can be seen in Fig. 4:2. The regression co-

efficients differ significantly (z = 3.53, p . 001) . 

If picture and word naming times are compared for the 



STIMULUS 
NAME 

Bird 
Eye 
Boat 
Apple 
Orange 
Evi l 
File 
Swif't 
Survey 
Prai rie 
Ankle 
Drama 
Gallon 
Not ch 
Orator 
Turret 
Rainfall 
Antler 
Faggot 
Turbine 
Joiner 
Rambler 
Digit 
Eyeshade 
Popgun 
Washbas i n 

llI!lber of children 

TABLE 4: 3 
The data of Exnt . 4c : The numbe r of dyslexic and r.ontrol 
corr ectl• readi n each word and the mean readin time 
(msec for these childr en. 

DYSLEXIC CHILDREN CONTROL CHILDREN 

T- L LOG 10 T- 1 NlJ"MBER MEAN· NUMBER l·IBAN 
FREQ. FREQ. OF HITS* RT (ms) OF HITS* RT (ms) 

AA - 4.ooo 19 900 19 592 
AA - 4 . ooo 19 914 19 619 
AA - 4.ooo 19 892 19 582 
A - 4 . 301 19 886 19 615 
A - 4.301 19 1042 19 5:86 
A -4 . 301 13 1806 19 626 
43 - 4 . 637 16 1312 19 698 
40 - 4 . 398 17 1754 19 638 
32 -4.495 13 1630 19 684 
26 - 4.585 7 2567 16 969 
22 - 4 . 658 12 1410 19 632 
20 - 4.699 10 1943 19 617 
12 - 4.921 15 1592 19 622 
11 -4.959 16 1640 19 623 

9 - 5 . o46 6 2373 19 824 
8 - 5 . 097 11 2740 19 744 
7 -5 . 155 18 1582 19 662 
4 - 5.398 7 1967 19 787 
2 - 5 .699 14 2081 19 763 
1 - 6.ooo 10 2435 19 707 

. 94 - 6 . 027 15 1976 19 734 

. 88 - 6 , 056 13 2367 19 666 

. 83 - 6 . 08.1 8 2308 19 748 

. 38 - 6 . 420 8 2440 19 854 

.33 - 6 . 481 18 2351 19 870 

. 33 - 6 . 481 13 2627 19 639 

per gr oup was 19 • 

-



FIGURE 4:2 
~ Reading Response Times For The Dyslexic and Control Children Tested in Expt .4c . 

ord Naming Time '(msec). 
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dyslexic group (picture naming time= - 382 log10 TL freq - 66 1 ms., 

word naming time= - 455 log10 TL freq - 398 ms.) it can be seen 

that while the regression coefficients do not differ significantly 

(Z = .SO) , the dyslexic group is significantly slower at 

naming words than at naming pictures when the names are matched 

for frequency. (Sign test, T = 26 , L = 4, p . 001). In 

contrast, for the control group there is a distinct advantage of 

word naming over picture naming (picture naming time= 294 l og10 TL 

freq - 356; word naming time= -48 log10 TL freq+ 461; these 

regression coefficients differ significantly, z = 3.06, p .01; 

~ sign test shows controls' word naming to be significantly faster 

than picture naming , T = 26, 1 = O, p .001). 

Word lengths may also be extracted as an independent variable, 
there being 1 3- letter word, 4 4-letter words, 6 5-letter words, 

9 6 - letter words, 3 7- le tter words, 2 8-letter words and 1 9-

letter words . If a mean group/word length naming time is 

taken, the dyslexic group naming time = 2681 + 230 ms. where 

Lis the number of letters in the word. The naming time and 

word l ength correlate+ 0 . 93 , word length explaining 87 % of 

the variability. The control group n aming time= 161 + 587 ms., 

the correlat i on be ing only+ 0 .51 with word length explainig 

only 27% of the variability in naming time. These regression 

coefficients of 268 ms./L for the dyslexic group and 16 ms. /L 

for the control group differ significantly ( Z = 5.29, p< .001) . 

Discussion · 

ar Dyslexic children are most ce rtainly both slower and less 

accura t e at word naming. It is certain that orthographically 

irregular words (such as ' eye ' ) must be read through a whole 

word (lexical) route, since graph-phon rules simply wi l l not work , 

as must the letters used in Expt . 4a . As the dyslexic children 

are slow at naming all these st imul i , a deficiency in lexical 

reading in dyslexic children mus t be concluded . 



Orthographically regular words, however, may be read either 

lexically if the child has a visual input logogen for that 

word, or orthographically using grapheme - phoneme conversion 

rules. One can only be sure that an orthographic strategy 

is in use if the stimuli constitute orthographically regular 

non-words for which there cannot be a whole - word pattern re

cognizer. Thus in this experiment it is uncertain whether 

orthographically regular word stimuli (e.g . 'file') are read 

through an orthographic or a lexical route. It is known, 

however, that use of an orthographic strategy produces strong 
word length effects . For example Seymour and Porpodas 

(1979) had dyslexic and control children reading orthographi

cally regular non-words; for the control children naming 

time increased 63 ms. for each letter in the word, for the 

dyslexic children this increment was 721 ms. per letter. Al

though in the present experiment frequency and word length are 

confounded, the dyslexic children show very strikLn~ word 
length effects (a correlation of+ .93 between word length 

and naming time), the control children do so to a much smaller 

degree (the correlation being+ .51), and it therefore seems 

likely that the dyslexic children are primarily reading the 
words through an orthographic route. This suggestion is 

strengthened by the findings of Seymour and Porpodas (1979) 

that when using an orthographic strategy with non-words the 

dyslexic children's naming time increased 721 ms./letter in 

non-word; a similar increase of 774 ms./letter in the word 
was obtained when the stimuli were orthographically regular 

words: the dyslexic children, in contrast to the controls, 

showed little or no advantage of stimulus wordiness (which 
allows for lexical reading) except in the case of a few high 
frequency words. 

The fact that the control children show a striking advan

tage of word naming over picture naming whilst the reverse is 

the case for dyslexic children also lends support to the idea that 
the controls' reading is primarily fast and lexical whilst the 



the - dyslexics' i~ comparably slow and presumabl y orthographic. 

Gleitman and Rozin (1977) suggest that the evolution of ortho

graphic systems proceeds 'in a single direction: at every 

advance, the number of symbols in the script decreases: 

concurrently, and as a direct consequence, the abstractness 

of the relations between the written symbols and the meanings 

inc re as es ' . It also follows that, as orthographies evolve, 

there become many more phonemes than graphemes, and consequently 

these systems become more phonologically irregular. Thus 
while a dyslexic child shows a significant but comparatively 

slight deficiency in the Oldfield and Wingfield (1965) task, 

in which stimulus-name correspondence is unitary for the 

majority of the stimuli (except in a few cases, e.g. glochenspiel/ 

xylophone), the same child when presented with English written 

sentences as stimuli, where there are many more phonemes to be 

determined from poorer graphemic predictors, shows a marked 

decrease in performance level. 

It is concluded, as in Seymour and Porpodas (1979), that 

(a) the dyslexic child's reading is primarily orthographic; 

(b) that this orthographic channel is somewhat impaired as is 

demonstrated by (i) the slow reading times and (ii) the failure 

in word naming; (c) there is some operation of the lexical 

channel; (d) this lexical channel is impaired with respect 

both of translation time and vocabulary. 



EXPERIMENT 4d 

Phonological coding in word reading 

Abstract" 

Using the techniques applied by Patterson and Marcel 

(1977) to adult acquired dyslexics, a group of 15 boys suffer
ing from developmental dyslexia was compared with 15 controls 

of the same age. Patterson and Marcel's patients were able 

to perform a lexical decision task but showed no evidence of 

phonemic encoding of the nonwords; the dyslexic children 
performed this task very slowly and showed clear evidence 

of phonemic coding of the non-word items. It is concluded 

that there is some phonological encoding ability in develop

mental dyslexic children (in contrast to the acquired dyslexics), 
but that this encoding i? slow and inefficient in comparison 

to that of CA matched controls. 

Introduction 

It was suggested in Expt. 4c that the reading of dyslexic 

children occurred primarily through a somewhat defective ortho

graphic strategy. This orthographic strategy utilizes grapheme
phoneme conversion rules with the concatenation of resultant 

phonological codes, and as such must be assumed imoossible 

without phonological coding. 

In recent years experimental psychologists have shown a 

growing interest in the process of normal reading. This has 

been accompanied by an attempt to apply the concepts of cogni
tive psychology to disorders of reading, both when these are 

acquired as a result of brain damage (e.g. Marshall and New

combe, 1973, Patterson and Marcel, 1977, Shallice and Warring

ton, 1975), and developmental dyslexia, the difficulty that 

cert a in children experience in learning to read and spell (e.g. 



Barron, 1979; Ellis and Miles, 1979; Liberman, Shankweiler, 

Liberman, Fowler and Fischer, 1977). In the case of acquired 
dyslexia, a great deal of theoretical attention has been 

given to a relatively small number of carefully selected 

patients by investigators who tend to share basic theoretical 

assumptions. As a result there has been a good deal of 

theoretical development in this area (e.g. Coltheart, Pat-

terson and Marshall, in press). One of these common theore- 1 

tical assumptions is that acquired dyslexics show an almost 

total inability in phonological encoding. Evidence for this 

can be found in a study of lexical decision in acquired 

dyslexics by Patterson and Marcel (1977). When normal sub

jects are required to decide whether a string of letters is 
or is not an English word, they are slowed down if the non

words are phonologically similar to actual words (e.g. stane, 

frute), which suggests that the material is being encoded 

phonologically prior to the decision. Patterson and Marcel 

observed that their dyslexic patients were slightly slower 

and a little less accurate than controls but proved able to 

do the lexical decision task surprisingly well. They did, 

however, show no evidence of the phonological similarity ef

fect, which suggests that phonological coding was not playing 

a role in their performance. 

In contrast to the research on acquired dyslexia, develop

mental dyslexia has been studied by a much more wide-ranging 

group of investigators, typically rooted in educational rather 

than cognitive psychology. Perhaps for this reason there 

appears to have been remarkably little interaction between the 

two groups, and it is far from clear to what extent the syn

drome resemble each other and to what extent the techniques 

and concepts from one may usefully be applied to the other. 

It has been suggested that acquired dyslexics are totally 

impaired, and that developmental dyslexics show some impairment 
in phonological encoding. Is it plausible to assume that a 

related syndrome is involved in the two types of dyslexia? 



Although there will clearly be differences between the 

reading of a child whose disability leads to slowness in ac
quiring reading skill and an adult who was previously a fluent 

reader, the possibility remains that the defective component 

might be the same and that considerable qualitative similari

ties might exist. 

Upon Alan Baddeley's suggestion it was therefore decided 

to take a series of tasks which had been shown by Patterson 

and Marcel (1977) to give rise to interesting differences be

tween normal readers and acquired dyslexics and to apply these 

to the reading performance of a group of boys attending a 

school for developmental dyslexics. The performance of these 
boys was then compared with that of a group of boys of comparable 

age and general intelligence. 

Subjects 

This experiment used 15 dyslexic boys and 15 controls. 

The dyslexic boys came from a residential school for children 

with dyslexia and the controls were boys from a residential 

private school. The dyslexic group were of mean CA 12 years 

10 ms., with mean RA (Schonell R1) 10 years 3 ms. The CA 
Controls were of mean CA 12 years 10 ms. and mean RA 13 years 

3 ms. All subjects were of average or above average intel

ligence as measured using one of the well established intel

ligence tests, usually the Wechsler or the Terman. 

Method 

The material used was that devised by Patterson and Marcel 

and comprised three- to six- letter, single - syllable, familiar 
nouns, verbs and adjectives (minimum frequency of occurrence, 

10 per million, Kucera and Francis, 1967) and three- to six

letter single-syllable non-words that were orthographically 



regular and easily pronounceable by a normal person. Of 

these, half were homophonic with real words (e . g . stane, 

frute), and half were non-homophonic (e .g. dake , selt). 

Subjects were tested on four lists, each comprising 17 words 

and 17 non-words. The lists were printed in lower case 

letters on a sheet of paper with order of words and non
words randomized. In the case of two of the lists, the non

words were homophonic with real words, and for the remaining 

two they were non-homophonic. The lists were presented in 

an~~~~ design, with the first and last list always being 
non-homophonic. Subjects were asked to respond by under

lining the letter strings they recognized as being real 

words. The time taken to complete the list was recorded by 

stopwatch. 

Results· and Discussion 

Table 4:4 shows the mean reading time per word and the 

mean number of occasions on which a word was mis-classified 

as a non-word and vice versa. While there is a very clear 

tendency for overall reading rate to be slower in the dyslexic 

group (U = 15.5, n1 = n2 = 15, p ~.001, Mann Whitney), the 

dyslexic subjects show as clear a tendency to be influenced 
by the phonological nature of the non-word as do the controls. 

Homophonic non-words lead to slower performance for 12 of the 

15 dyslexic subjects (p < .02, sign test) and for 13 of the 15 

control subjects (p<:: .001, sign test). Dyslexics were 8.0% 

slower, and controls 9.7%, a difference which does not approach 

significance (p-,. .OS ) . In the dyslexic group, 13 of th e 

4-b3 

subjects s how an overall tendency to make more errors on lists 

containing homophones, with one subject showing the opposite 

(p<.01, s ign test), while 11 of the control subjects show a 

similar effect, with two showing the reverse (p.:::: .02 , sign test) . 
Subjects from both groups are somewhat more likely to mis-classify 

a non-word than a word; this is significant in the case of the 



DYSLEXIC 
SUB.JEC'IS 

CONTROL 
SUBJECTS 

-TABLE 4: 4-

S}?eed. and accuracy of lexical decisions by dyslexics and controls of the same C.A. 

Mean Reading Time per 
Item ( sec) 

N onh omoph oni c 
Lists 

1.78 

0.77 

Homophonic 
Lists 

1.94 

0.85 

Mean Error Rate(%) 

Falsely Rejected Words 

Nonhomophonic 
Lists 

8.2 

o.6 

Homophonic 
Lists 

10.6 

2 . 2 

Falsely Accepted Words 

N&nhomophonic 
N Lists 

15 .1 

2 . 0 

Homophonic 
Lists 

27 .4 

5.3 

,f' 
(>' 
-{'· 



dyslexics (T = 7.5, N = 12, p<..02), but does not reach sig 

nificance for controls (T -- 18, N = 12, p <..OS ) . Homophonic 

non-words are more likely to be mis -c lassified as words than 

are the non-homophonic letter strings for both controls (T = 

6, N = 13, p, . 01) and dyslexics (T = 6, N = 14, p.::: .01). 

Overall therefore, the dyslexic subjects are slower and 

less accurate than controls of the same age, as one might ex

pect in view of their reading difficulty. More importantly, 

however, the general pattern of reading times and errors is 

comparable for the two groups; both groups show a consistent 

tendency for homophonic non-words to lead to slower and less 

accurate decisions, indicating the use of phonological coding 

in both groups . This contrasts with the results of Patterson 

and Marcel (1977) whose acquired dyslexic subjects showed no 
evidence of such coding. 

Although t he results are internally highly consistent, 
they differ from those obtained by Barron (1979) using a 

comparable task and comparing good and poor readers. He also 
observed an effect of the phonological characteristics of the 

non-words on the reading rate of good readers, but the effect 

was not significant for his poor readers, and he concludes that 

they do not show clear evidence of phonologica l coding in this 
task. He does however find an effect comparable to ours when 

performance is measured in terms of errors, and it seems pos 

sible that his subjects may have been maintaining their speed 

by reducing accuracy on homophonic non-words. In line with 

the present results, a decrease in speed and increase in errors 

on lexical decision has been observed by Seymour and Porpodas 
(1979) who also used severely dyslexic subjects. Hence, al 

though the pattern for Barron's group is somewhat unclear, the 

balance of data suggests that developmental dyslexic subjects 

do use some phonologica l coding in performing the lexical 

decision task. As such they diffe r from Patterson and Marcel's 

/ I C 
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phonemic dyslexic patients who showed no evidence of such 

encoding, bu t show a similarity to t he phonemic dyslexics in 

that they show some deficiency as reflected by their slowness 

on this task . 



Abstract 

EXPERIMENT 4e 

The phonological encoding deficiency in 

developmental dyslexia revisited 

To investigate further the phonological encoding deficiency 

in developmental dyslexic children and its potential similarity 

to that of acquired dyslexic children, dyslexic children, CA 

controls and RA controls were tested for ability at reading 

orthographically regular non-words. · Patterson and Marcel 

(1976) observed that their acquired dyslexic patients could 

not read out orthographically regular non-words. The develop

mental dyslexic children, like those of Seymour and Porpodas 

(1979) were markedly slower and somewhat less accurate than 

children of comparable reading age, but were by no means in

capable of such reading. The conclusion,as that of Expt. 4d, 

is that whereas phonemic dyslexic patients appear to have a 

gross defect in the operation of the grapheme-phoneme component 
in reading, the developmental dyslexic children appear to have 

some capability of using such a route, albeit more slowly and 
less efficiently than either CA or RA controls. 

Some speculations are detailed as to the nature of the 

differences between acquired and developmental dyslexics. 

Introduction 

To compare further the phonological encoding defici ency in 

acquired and developmental dyslexic subjects,a further test was 

administered to the developmental dyslexics to investigate 

their ability at reading orthographically regular non-words (c.f. 
Seymour and Porpodas, 1979) . 

One of the more striking featu res of the performance of 



phonemic dyslexic patients lies in their inability to read out 

non-words, even though these are orthographically regular and 

easily pronounceable by normal subjects. This defect was il 

lustrated very clearly by Patterson and Marcel (1977) and 

again on Dr. Baddeley's suggestion it was therefore decided to 

attempt to repeat their experimental procedur.e using exactly 

the same materi f l with the developmental dyslexic children. 

The test was run on the two groups of 15 subjects tested in 

Expt . 4d who were matched for chronological age (CA) and as 

far as possible for IQ but differed in reading age (RA) . In 

this experiment however a second RA control group was also 

t es ted. These comprised 15 boys who were normal in their 

reading development, but matched the dyslexics in reading age, 

being approximately three years younger in chronological age, 

again matched as far as possible for IQ. As in the case of 

the other two groups they were pupils at a private boarding 

school; they had a chronological age of nine years eleven 

months, a reading age of ten years and three months and were 

of average or above average intelligence. (Viv Lewis ran this 

control group down in Cambridge) . 

The materials and procedure were based on that used by 

Patterson and Marcel (1977) and involved presenting the subject 

with two sheets, each comprising 17 words and 17 non-words 
randomly arranged in two columns. The subject was instructed 

to work down the column reading each item, and the correctness 

of his response and total time per sheet were recorded. 

Results and Discussion 

The mean reading time and error rate for the three groups 

is shown in Table 4:5. There is a very clear tendency for the 

dyslexics again to be slower than either of the control groups, 

(U = 20, n1 = nz = 15, P<,001 in each case ) which do not differ 

significantly from each other (U = 74 . 5 , n1 = n2 = 15, P > .OS ) . 

Overall error rate is clearly much l owe r in the CA control than 
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TABLE 4: 5 

Speed and accuracy of reading words and non•,rords by dyslexic 

And control suoiects. 

Mean Reading Time Mean % Errors 
per item (secs) WORDS ~.ONWOP.DS 

DYSLEXIC 2 .oo 6.3 41.6 
SUBJECTS 

C.A. 0.85 c.4 6. 7 
CONTROLS 

R. A. 0.94 5.9 32 . 4 
CONTROLS 



in either of the groups of lower reading age for both words 

and non-words. The dyslexic group shows about the same error 
rate as the RA con tro 1 group for words, as one might expect 

since the groups were matched on ability to read single words 

(U = 91, n1 = nz = 15, p >.OS). In the case of non-words 

however, the dyslexics do show a significantly higher error 

rate (U = 47.5, n1 = nz = 15, p< . O2) . Even so, the RA con
trols seem much more similar in accuracy to the dyslexics than 

to the other controls who differ only in being two and a half 

years older. Using a similar task, Seymour and Porpodas (1979) 

found dyslexics to be slower but no less accurate than RA con

trols in non-word reading. Considered overall therefore, 
dyslexics do not appear to be qualitatively different from 

their RA controls in their pattern of reading errors . In all 

three groups, subjects make more errors on non-words than on 

words; this tendency is shown by all subjects in the dyslexic 

and reading age control groups, and by 13 of the 15 chronolo

gical age controls, although the latter group clearly showed 

a very much smaller overall error rate. 

Once again, the dyslexic group was substantially slower 

than controls of comparable age, and indeed were very much 

slower than even the children of a similar reading age who were 

virtually three years younger. The dyslexic group also made 

substantially more errors than controls of the same age in the 

case of non -words, although the difference between these groups 

is far from dramatic in comparison with the disproportionate 

difficulty in reading non-words displayed by phonemic dyslexic 

patients. 

It is again concluded that developmental dyslexic children, 

in contrast to phonemic dyslexic patients who appear to have a 
gross defect in the operation of the grapheme - phoneme component 
in reading) · appear to have 

some capability of using such a route, albeit more slowly and 
less efficiently than either CA or ~A controls. 



With regard to the similarities/differences between 

developmental and acquired dyslexics, while these results are 

reasonably clear-cut, some caution should be used in making 
generalizations. First, it is logically possible that the 

phonemic dyslexic patients and the dyslexic boys may have 

suffered from the defective operation of the same component in 

reading, but that the pattern of performance is changed either 

because the patient has a much more dramatic and complete im

pairment, or because an impairment during the stage of learning 

to read has a different effect from a similar impairment in a 

previously fluent reader. A further complication arises from 

the fact that the dyslexics were all attending a school which 

explicitly aimed to train them to cope with their dyslexia and 
develop normal reading . It is hence conceivable that children 
trained in some other way might show no evidence of using the 
grapheme-phoneme route. This suggests that this study should 

be replicated using dyslexic children from a range of sources 

before concluding that some utilization of the grapheme-phoneme 
route is typical of dyslexic children. It can however be 
concluded from the present group that the pattern of disabili
ties associated with dyslexia in children is not necessarily 

associated with a gross inability to use the grapheme-phoneme 

route, and in this respect it appears to differ from the phonemic 
dyslexia studied in Patterson and ~arcel's adult patients . 

At a speculative level, the difference between the acquired 
and developmental dyslexic syndromes might be explained as fol-
lows. When a child starts to read, he already has a substantial 

vocabulary of words he has heard, which can be accessed through 

the activation of an auditory input logogen (c.f. Morton, 1969, 

1978). In learning to read he is likely to be taught grapheme 
phoneme conversion rules which allow him to say the words to him

self and thus activate the necessary auditory input logogen and 

hence understand the written word. It seems likely that the 
process of learning to read, with multiple presentations of 

particular words, will create a separate set of visual input 



logogens, which will allow the meaning of the word to be 

accessed without the necessity of going through the auditory 

logogen system. 

Acquired dyslexics could read before their accident, and 

had thus presumably developed an extensive visual input logo

gen system. As a result of their accident there seems to 

be damage in the system translating the visual input into a 

phonological code via grapheme-phoneme conversion rules . It 
is this phonological code which allows activation of auditory 

input logogens, and as there is a deficiency in the system 

responsible for phonological encoding, the acquired dyslexic 

is forced to rely heavily on the direct route to meaning 

through the visual input logogen system. Hence they are able 

to produce a semantically appropriate response for words which 

they are unable to read out l oud. Such semantic errors are 

not characteristic of developmental dyslexics, who are more 

likely to make 'visual' or 'phonological' errors. It seems 

likely that developmental dyslexics are slow in operating 

and developing the grapheme-phoneme conversion route, the link 

between the written word and the auditory input logogen system . 

If the visual logogen system develops from the auditory system, 

then it seems likely that thi s will also be underdeveloped, 
and will not be available for use as an alternative to the 

phonological encoding process. Hence developmental dyslexics 

will tend to show visual or phonological rather than semantic 

errors and produce a reading performance which resembles that 

of younger children, who are still in the process of building 
up the lexical route, viz. visual input logogen system via the 

grapheme-phoneme conversion rotlte. 



General Discussion of Expts. 4a - 4e 

It has been concluded: 

a) Dyslexic children are relatively slow at naming single 

letters. This deficiency appears not to reside a t the l evel of 

pattern recognition or dealing with the visual aspects of the 

letters since the same children are as fast and as accurate in 

letter matching according to visual characteristics (00, OZ, OQ) in 

Expt . 3a . The deficiency is thus assumed to be at the trans lation 

into a phonological or lexical representation, or in articulatory 

encoding from that representation. 

b) Dyslexic children are relatively slow and inaccurate at 

naming pictures. Again this deficiency i s not thought to reside 

at the pattern recognition stage since similar poor readers perform 

normally in a non-verbal pictorial t ask (Mackworth and Mackwo rth, 

1974). This present finding, and those of Denckla and Rudel (1976), 

Spring and Capps (1976) and Audley (1976) , of slow picture and colour 

naming in dyslexic children is of interest since it contradicts 

adequate object naming for the four dyslexic children studied by 

Seymour and Porpodas (1979) who conclude that any visual or naming 

deficits of dyslexic children are specific to the graphemic system . 

c) Dyslexic children are relatively s l ow and inaccurate at naming 

words. They show l arge word length effects and are slower at naming 

words than pictures . Their reading is primarily orthographic and 

they are slow and inaccurate in using the grapheme-phoneme transla t i o 

route in reading. The l imitation may occur either in the creation of 

the phonological representation or in articulatory encoding from that 

representation . 

d) In contrast to phonemic dyslexic patients , developmental dysl ex 

children show a non-word homphone effect in lexical decision. There 

fore, whereas the phonemic dyslexic shows a gro ss deficiency in 

phonological encoding, the developmental dyslexics have some 



capatility in using the grapheme - phoneme route, but are relatively 

slow and inefficient. It is again unclear whether the phonological 

representation in question is non-articulatory or articulatory. 

e) In comparison to both CA and RA matched controls 

dyslexic children are relatively slow and inaccurate at the 

orthographic reading of non-words but do have some capability 

of using the grapheme-phoneme conversion route. 

Over a broad range of visual stimuli (letters, pictures, 

words, no:n-words) dyslexic children typically demonstrate 

capability in dealing with the visual stimulus characteristics 

but appear slow and inaccurate in either accessing phonological 

or lexical representations of these stimuli, or in articulatory 

encoding for output. 
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EXPERIMENTAL "CHAPTER 5 

In which the short- term memory span for 
verbaZ material is tested for dyslexia, CA 
control and RA aontroZ children - dyslexia 
children are demonstrated to be quite capable 
at artiaulatorily enaod.ed rehearsal strategies -
the dyslexia child appears 'normal ' in his 
under standing of spoken speech - the lexical 
system is suggested to be deficient in t he 
poor reader . 



Introduction 

The deficiency in dyslexics is not visual and is 

concerned with linguistic stimulus representation, 

manifesting itself in naming tasks, and in tasks involving 

the short - term retention of verbal material . 

It is evidence of this type that has prompted 

the present thesis and that of a number of investigators 

to suggest that the poor reader differs from the good reader 

in his capacity for phonological encoding and that it 

is this disability which underl ies both his poor reading 

and STM span (Conrad , 1972a; Baddeley , 1978; Baddeley 

and Hitch, 1978; El lis and Miles, 1978; Liberman et al . , 

1976 ) . 'Phonological' is a blanket term, however, encompassing 

all internal representation of language sounds, be they either 

'auditory images' (c . f. Conrad, 1972b; Sperling, 1967) or 

speech- motor (articulatory). It is important for clarity 

that this distinction between articulatory and non - articulatory 

linguistic representations be made. Within the context 

of the phonological deficit in dyslexia, Baddeley (1978) 

has been specific in suggesting it to be articulatory in 

nature; in contrast Ellis and Miles (1978, 1979) propose 

that it is a non-articulatory name 9r lexical code precursor 

to articulatory encoding. 

It is the aim of this chapter to test thes e alternative 

possibilities with regard to the processing :deficits underlying 

the poor memory span and poor reading found in dyslex ic children. 



Experiments Sa and Sb test the ability of these children to 

use articulatory encoded rehearsal, Experiments Sc(i) and 

Sc(ii~heir speed of articulatory encoding from an auditory 

stimulus input, and Experiment Sd their ability to understand, 

retain, and act upon spoken instructions. 

Perhaps the most easily testable interpretation of the 

relationship between memory span and dyslexia is that of Baddeley 

(1978) who has suggested that dyslexics are defective in their 

utilization of the articulatory loop. The articulatory loop 

is a concept devised by Baddeley and Hitch (1974) to account 

for the close association between memory span and speech 

coding. The loop is assumed to be one component of a composite 

short-term or working memory system. It is a system whereby 

the central component of working memory may supplement its 

limited storage capacity by subvocalization. The articulatory 

loop is assumed to be responsible for the phonemic similarity 

effect (poorer memory span for material that is phonemically 

similar), the word length effect (poorer span for longer words) 

and the .· effect of articulatory suppression (poore r span when 

the subject is prevented from rehearsing by the need to 

articulate some irrelevant item). Further evidence for the 

concept of the articulatory loop comes from the observation 

that in the case of visually presented material if the subject 

is prevented by means of articulatory suppression from using 

the articulatory l oop this abolishes both the phonemic similarity 

and word length effects. Baddeley (1978) has suggested that 

the articulatory loop i s important in learning to read since 

it allows the temporary storage of phonemic information during 



the reading process. If the articulatory loop is not used, 

Baddeley suggests that the central executive must be .used 

both for storage and for decoding subsequent graphemes in the 

word being read. When the central execut i ve becomes overloaded 

the reader must sacrifice either retention of what he has 

already decoded or his capacity for continuing to decode the 

remaining letters in the word. Such an interpretation is 

consistent with the previously cited relationship between 

speech coding, memory and dyslex i a . It is also very easy to 

test since it produces a number of straightforward .predictions. 

If dyslexic chi ldren do not use the.articulatory loop, then 

pre-empting the loop by articulatory suppression should not 

affect their memory span. Similarly, they should show ,no 

evidence of either phonemic similarity or word length effects . 

Experiments 5:1 and 5:2 test these predictions~ 



EXPERIMENT Sa 

Abstract 

To investigate the use of articulatory encoded 

rehearsal in groups of 20 dyslexic, CA and RA matched 

control children, a digit span task was administered 

with and without articulatory suppression. The short-term 

memory (STM) span of dyslexic children was less than that 

of CA matched controls but was similar to that of younger 

children of a similar reading age. This limitation in 

memory span is not attributable to an inability on the part 

of poorer readers to use rehearsal strategies involving 

the articulatory loop since the three subject groups were 

equally (proportionately) affected by articulatory suppression. 

Introduction 

Articulatory suppression is a procedure whereby the 

subject is required to repeat continuously some redundant 

but irrelevant sound such as "the" or "hiyah", it has 

frequently been used to study the role of subvocal 

articulation in cognitive tasks (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; 

Murray, 1967; Sokolov, 1972) and has typically been found 

to reduce memory span (Levy, 1971). The present experiment 

uses articulatory suppression to study the utilization ·of 

articulatory coding in performing the memory span task by 

dyslexic children and controls ~of either the same age or the 

same reading age. 



Subjects 

20 dyslexic boys, 20 chronological age (CA) matched 

control boys, and 20 reading age (RA) matched control boys 

were chosen from private schools. The dyslexic boys were 

attending a school which specialized in dyslexia and all 

met the criteria for dyslexic group membership as outlined 

before. All the subjects were of average o~ above average 

intelligence determined using a recognised intelligence test. 

The mean CA for the Dyslexic g~oup was 11 years 

11 months (s . d . 0 . 65 years), the mean RA was 9 years 1 month 

and the mean spelling age (SA) was 8 years 3 months. The 

mean CA for the CA Control group was 12 years O months 

(s.d . 0.81 years), the mean RA was 12 years 10 months and the 

mean SA was 12 years 9 months. The mean CA for the RA 

Control group was 9 years 5 months (s.d. 0 . 72 years), the 

mean RA was 9 years 5 months. 

Method 

Arrays of random digits were presented on cards. 

The first card contained 3 items . Two seconds after a 'ready' 

signal , the card was exposed manually for a period in seconds 

which was equal to the number of items on that card. Two 

seconds after the card had been removed , the word 'now' was 

spoken, at which the child was to report the digits he had 

seen in the same order as they were in the array . There were 

three trials using diff erent cards at each array si ze, after 

which the array size was incremented by one . This sequence was 



repeated until the child's responses were incorrect on three 

consecutive trials. Digit span was then calculated as being: 

2 + (number of trials correct/ 3). 

Each child was tested under the above control 

condition and under articulatory suppression, where he was 

to repeatedly recite the sequence "ab c ;d", at the fastest 

rate compatible with clarity of pronunciation, continuously 

between the 'ready' and 'now' signals. The order of presentation 

of the 2 conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. 

Results 

The mean memory spans for the three subject groups 

on the two conditions are shown in Table 5:1. 

A two factor AJ.~0VA (3 groups x 2 conditions with 

subjects nested within groups) demonstrates that t~e groups 

factor (F = 32.67; d.f. 2,38; p(.01) and the conditions factor 

( F = 111.35; d.f. 1,76; p (.01) are significant. A Newman-Keuls 

test between groups showed that the CA Controls performed 

significantly better than both the RA Controls and the Dyslexics 

(p< .01), but that the performance of these latter two groups did 

not differ s~gnificantly. The condition x group interaction 

failed to !each significance (F = 0.91; d.f. 2,76) suggesting 

that the performance of all three groups was similarly impaired 

by articulatory suppression. 



TABLE 5:1 

Tne mean i:;.emor y s~an of the ~yslexic , CA contr ol . and 
RA control ~rouns tested under the 2 conditions of 

Extit. 5g. 

CA Controls Dyslexics RA Contr ols 

CONTROL 6.70 5 .37 5 . 48 
CONDITION 

ARTICULATORY 
SUPPRESSION 5 .17 3.70 4.27 
CONDITION 

d 1.53 1.67 1.21 

x 5.94 4.54 4 .88 

AN OVA Results 

SOURCE OF VARIATION d . f . SSq t,,',Sq F 

GROUPS ( G) 2· 42 . 62 21.32 32 .67 

SUBJECTS WI TliIN G ( S) 38 24.79 0.65 

CONDITIONS ( C) 1 65 . 02 65 .02 111.35 

CG 2 1.07 0.53 0 .91 

E?.ROR 76 44 .38 0 . 58 

** P(, 01 

NS Hot Significant. 

p 

** 

** 
NS 



Discussion 

Children's memory span is reduced in this experiment 

under articulatory suppression, a finding which supports 

the claim of Levy (1971) and that of Baddeley, Thomson 

and Buchanan (1 975 ) that articulatory encoding is involved 

in performance of some memory span tasks. This interfering 

treatment does not,· however, totally prevent any stimulus 

memorisation, and this fact suggests that other non-articulatory 

codes are also used. 

The lack of a significant condition x group 

interaction suggests that all the subject groups tested in 

the experiment were using articulatory coding . This implies 

that the low memory span that is typical of dyslexic 

children is not the result of a lack of articulatory encoding 

and rehearsal. Rather, as the groups still differ markedly 

in their span under articulatory suppression, this suggests 

a limitation for the dyslexic children in this 'other coding' 

used in the span task. The possible nature of such coding 

will be discussed later. 

Although the memory span of the dyslexic group 

is significantly lower than that of their CA matched control 

group, it equates to that of younger children of similar 

reading · ability. This accords with the findings of 

Baddeley, Thomson and Buchanan (1975) that memory span correlates 

with both the speed with which the subject can read the stimulus 

material and the speed with which a given type of material 

can be r ead. This suggests that the 'other coding' us ed in 

the memory span task may also be involved in the reading process. 



EXPERIMENT Sb 

Abstract 

Expt. Sb is a further ·test of the articulatory loop 

hypothesis. Since Baddeley and Hitch (1974) attribute 

both the phonemic similarity effect and the word length effect 

to the operation of the articulatory loop, if dyslexic subjects 

fail to utilise the loop, they should show no evidence of 

either of these effects. 20 dyslexic and 20 CA ·controls 

were therefore tested for memory span of control, phonemically 

similar, and long-word-length items. The STM span of the 

dyslexic children was reliably less than that of the CA Controls, 

but the two groups showed equivalent detrimental effects of 

word length and phonemic similarity. It is concluded that the 

STM limitation of dyslexic children is not attributable to an 

inability to use rehearsal strategies involving articulatory 

encoding . 

Introduction 

Although the results of articulatory suppression eliminating 

word length and phonemic similarity effects are consistently 

found, there is some suggestion that rather than simply 

disrupting articulatory encoding, the effects of articulatory 

suppression are by no me ans simple or clear cut. For example 

Routh, Frosdick, Eddowes and Livesey (1979) demonstrate that 

a cQmponent of the interference effect of articulatory 

suppression originates in auditory feedback, and suggest that 

suppression tasks primarily generate interference by disrupti~g 

elaborative rehearsal and not by inhibiting articulatory processes 



or the formation of a phonological representation. 

Since, therefore, there is some doubt as to the 

effects of articulatory suppression upon articulatory encoding, . 
other tests of the use of articulatory encoding in dyslexic 

and control subjects should additionally be used. 

Short-term memory span has been shown to be reduced when 

the stimulus items are phonemically confusable (Baddeley , 1966; 

Conrad and Hull, 1964). As phonemic confusability and l ong 

syllabl~ length s low rehearsal rate (Chase, 1977; Clifton 

and Tash, 1973) it might be the case that the reduction in 

memory span for items of this nature is a result of this 

retarded rehearsal. Wickelgren's (1965) finding that phonemic 

similarity primarily disrupts the retention of order information, 

which is thought to be heavily dependent upon articulatory 

encoded rehearsal (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974), supports this 

notion. Baddeley, Thomson, and Buchanan (1975) , using 

articulatory suppression, have demonstrated that word-length . 

does indeed affect the rehearsal component of working memory , 

v iz. the articulatory loop, and Murray (1968) and Estes ( 1973) 

have similarly s hown this to be the level of the phonemic 

similarity effect , since there is no such effect if subjects 

are required to count during the presentation of the to-be

remembered items. 

The present study uses the findings that word-length and 

phonemic s imilarity effects operate at an articulatory encoding 

level to further investigate the respective use of articulatory 



encoded rehearsal by dyslexic and control children: if the 

dyslexic children are unable to utilize articulatory 

encoding in the memory span task they should be less or not 

affected by stimulus word length or degree of phonemic 

similarity. 

Subjects 

The 20 dyslexic boys and 20 CA Controls of expt. Sa 

also served as subjects in this experiment. 

Method 

Four pools of stimulus items were prepared. A pool of 

short words (owl, crab, snake, chick, clown, sledge, 

branch, whale) was matched for frequency with a pool of long 

words ( telephone, octopus, elephant, butterfly, parachute, 

kangaroo, envelope, crocodile). A pool of phonemically 

similar words (mat, bag, rat,~' cat, man, hat, bat) was 

matched for frequency to a pool of phonemically dissimilar 

words (hand, fish, girl, spoon, train, horse, bµs, clock). 

Lists, which varied in length from 1 to 7 items, were constructed 

from within these item pools. 

For each of the four conditions the child was instructed 

that he would hear a list of words and that, on the command 'now ' , 

which followed list presentation, he was to repeat these words 

in the order in which he had heard them. Words were read to the 

child at a rate of one per second. The first trial for any 

condition was always of list length 1 item. There were three 

trials per list length, after which the l ength was incremented 



by one item. This procedure was repeated until the child 

made three consecutive errors. His span for that condition 

was then calculated as being: (number of trials correct/3). 

Each child was teste~ under all four conditions, the order 

of condition presentation being counterbalanced. 

Results 

Table 5:2 shows the mean span on each condition 

for the dyslexic and CA Control subjects. 

A 2 factor AAOVA (2 groups x 4 conditions with subject 

nest~d within groups) showed significant group differences 

(F = 5.77; d.f. 1,38; p( .OS), and condition differences 

(F = 72.83; d.f. 3,114; p i .01). The interaction of groups 

and conditions was not significant (F = 0.88; d.f. 3,114). 

Analysis of the conditions factor using a Newman Keuls test 

shows that the phonemically dissimilar words are recalled 

significantly better than all other word types (p ( .01), the 

short words are recalled significantly better than either 

long or phonemically similar words (p < .01), and that recall 

of phonemically similar words does not differ significantly 

from that of long words. 

Discussion 

A similar patterning of results has been obtained 

to that of Experiment Sa. The Memory span of dyslexic children 
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is consistently less than that of CA matched controls. 

The detrimental effects of word length and phonemic similarity 

on memory span have again been demonstrated, and are 

present for dyslexic and control groups alike. The dyslexic 

child's smaller memory span is not, therefore, solely the 

result of an inability to use articulatory encoded rehearsal. 

Further support of this finding comes from Cohen 

and Netley (1977) who compared two groups of reading disabled 

(RD) children with controls on a modified running memory test 

which used long listi of auditory digits presented at high 

rates. Both RD groups performed significantly worse than their 

controls at this task where effective use of a rehearsal 

strategy is, if not impossible, extremely difficult. 

Given, therefore, that a rehearsal explanation is not 

valid in explaining span differences between good readers 

and poor readers (whether or not they be dyslexic), alternative 

explanations must be proposed and evaluated. Cohen and Netley 

(1977) suggest that "the RD children have an encoding deficit 

in the sense that they are slower than control children in 

identifying the incoming items", this idea will be assessed 

and expanded in the general discussion of this chapter. 



EXPERD!ENTS Sc (i and ii) 

Abstract 

Two separate experiments were performed to compare 

dyslexic and control child~en for the speed with which they 

could repeat auditorily presented words. The dyslexic 

children did not differ significantly from the controls in 

the speed or accuracy with which they made the words 

articulate. It is argued that this task involves articulatory 

encoding for output, yet by-passes the need to create non

articulatory lexical codes from visual input . It is concluded 

that dyslexic children are as efficient as controls at 

articulatory encoding single words after auditory input. 

Introduction 

The repetition of auditorily presented words must 

surely involve articulatory encoding for output. A comparison 

of dyslexic and control children on this task must therefore 

tap the articulatory encoding skills of these children. 

In this situation the need to create a non-articulatory 

name or lexical code from graphemic stimuli is by-passed, but 

the stimuli still require articulatory encoding for output. 

Davis, Moray and Treisman (1961) used this task and concluded 

from data which showed no stimulus set size effects in highly 

skilled subjects that such imitative responses are produced 

"automatically" with little attentional demands. 



EXPERIMENT 5 c(i) 

Subjects 

The subjects were 13 dyslexic boys (mean CA 11.8 years 

(range 11.0-12.9), mean RA 8.9 years and mean SA 8.0 years), 

from the same school as those of the earlier experiments, 

and 13 control boys of mean CA 11.8 years (range 10.9-13.0), 

mean RA 12.8 years and mean SA 12.8 years. The criteria 

for dyslexic and control group inclusion (average or above 

average intelligence etc.) were those detailed in Chapter 1. 

Method 

The following words were pre-recorded on a tape 

recorder: 'hot', 'big', 'cold', 'huge', 'bright', 'square', 

'high','red', 'wrong', 'regular', 'purple', 'afternoon', 

'rectangular', 'dangerous', 'transparent', 'elliptical', 

'miscellaneous', and 'professional'. The first 9 are considered 

as being 'short', the latter 9 as 'long'. 

The child was told that he was to hear some words 

on the tape recorder and that he was to repeat the words 

as quickly as he could. The onset of each word started a 

D-awes timer by means of a voice key, while the onset of 

the child's response stopped the timer by means of a second 

voice key whose microphone was positioned directly _in front 

of his mouth. Errors and response times accurate to 10 ms 

were recorded. 

It should be noted that the time taken to activate 

a voice key varies as a function of the initial phoneme of 



the word being spoken. Since the 'short' and 'long' words 

were not matched with respect to initial phoneme, comparisons 

of repetition latencies between 'short' and 'long' words 

are not strictly legitimate. 

Results 

For the dyslexic children there were S mispronunciations 

out of 234 trials, for the control children there were 3. 

The response time data were analysed as a 3-factor AN0VA: 

2 groups (dyslexics, controls) x 2 word lengths x 9 words, 

with 13 subjects nested within each group. The groups ·factor 

(F = 2.63; df = 1,24) was insignificant, the mean response times 

on the 'short' words being 820 ms for the controls and 

850 ms for the dyslexics, and on the 'long' words being 1010 ms 

for the controls and 1110 ms for the dyslexic subjects. 

The word length factor (F = 299.8; df = 1,408) ,words factor 

(F = 14.6; df = ·16,408) and subjects-within-groups factors 

(F = 9.2; df = 24,408) all reached the .01 level of significance. 



EXPERIMENT 5c(ii) 

There is some hint in the results of Expt. 5c(i ) 

that there is a trend, albeit far from significant, that the 

dyslexic children are slower on the longer words (x response 

latencies of 1010 ms for the controls and 1110 ms for the dyslexics). 

For this reason it was considered advisable to replicate the 

study. (Thanks to Rob Lenzie for running this replication) . 

Subjects 

The subjects were 11 dyslexic boys (x CA 11 yrs. 5ms., 

s.d. 0.88 yrs.; x RA 9 yrs. 10 ms., s.d. 0.99yrs.) and 11 control 

boys (x CA 11 yrs 4 ms., s.d. 0.85 yrs.; x RA 12 yrs. 3ms., 

s.d. 2.08 yrs.). All subjects were of average or above average 

intelligence, were attending preparatory schools, and fulfilled 

the criteria for group membership outlined in the introduction. 

Method 

The method was identical to that of Expt. 5cCi) 

except different stimuli were used. Three conditions of 

8 words were used: these were 5-, 3- or single-syllable words 

matched to a frequency of 1:1 million on the Thorndike and 

Lorge (1944) count. The stimuli were as follows: 

5-syllable words 

Bibliography 
Capitalistic 
Hallucination 
Geometrical 
Abbreviation 
Ecs tatically 
Scholasticism 
Versatility 

3-syllable words 

Legislate 
Juryman 
Inductive 
Election 
Bivouac 
Obdurate 
Jollity 
Hebrides 

I-syllable words 

Brusque 
Leach 
Marl 
Quirk 
Prong 
Gist 
Null 
Kurd 

The order of presentation of conditions was randomized 

for each subject. 



Results 

The group mean response latencies on each of the conditions 

can be seen in Table 5:3. These data were analy~ed as a 

3 factor AN0VA (2 groups x 3 word lengths x 8 words) with 

11 subjects nested within each group. The Groups factor 

was insignificant (F = 0.73; d.f. 1,20). The Condition factor 

was significant (F = 13.33; d.f. 2,21; p( .01). A Newman Keuls 

test on this word-length difference demonstrated the 

5-syllable words to have a longer response latency than either 

the 3-syllable words (p.( .05) or the I-syllable words (p < .01) , 

and the 3-syllable words to have a longer latency than the 

I-syllable words (p (.01). The Groups x Conditions interaction 

was not significant (F = 1.44; d.f. 2,230). 

Discussion of Expts. Sc(i and ii) 

In both of these tests of articulatory encoding for 

word repetition the Groups factor has failed to reach significance, 

there being large subject-within groups variability. In other 

words, when single words are presented auditorily the dyslexic 

children did not differ significantly from the controls in 

the speed or accuracy with which they made the words articulate. 

ivhether this articulatory encoding is the same process as that 

involved in reading is a matter of debate: in adults its 

initiation is certainly very fast, automatic, and with practice, 

apparently independent of vocabulary size for nonsense syllables 
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(Davis, Moray, and Treisman, 1961). These findings may or 

may not apply with articulatory encoding in the postulated 

grapheme to lexical code to articulatory code pathway . rhere 

is, however, no doubt that articulatory encoding is necessary 

for speech output whether the input be visual or auditory, 

and the experiment shows that when the ne ed to create a 

non - articulatory name or lexical code from graphemic stimuli is 

by- passed dyslexic children perform no differently from controls 

at articulatory encoding. 



EXPERIMENT Sd. 

Abstract 

The possibility that dyslexic subjects are defective in 

the comprehension of spoken language was tested using t he 

short form of the Token test (Warrington, Logue and Pratt, 

1971). The dyslexic children showed a smal l deficit in 

performance, but their scores resembl ed those of children of 

the same reading age. The magnitude of this deficit implies 

that it is more likely to be a secondary result of impaired 

memory span rather than being primary evidence for a crenerai 
. 0 

comprehension deficit. 

It is concluded that the dyslexic children under test 

have an adequate vocabulary development of their auditory 

input logogen system, and thus this area of possible deficiency 

is discounted as a possible cause of the dys lexic child's 

reading and verbal STM span problems. 

Introduction 

While addressing the verbal STM span deficiency in 

dyslexia, there is one possibility which remains open to 

test. This is not that the dyslexic children are deficient 

at articulatory encoding and use of the articulatory loop, 

but that the problem occurs at the s tage of "loop unloading", 

where the articulatory encoded data is fed back into the 

working memory sys t em refreshing the trace (c .f. Baddeley 

and Hitch, 1974) . In other words, it is possible that the 

reduced memory span of dyslexic children may be a result 
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of a 'receptive disorder': the children may show an impairment 

in understanding spoken speech and therefore the words, being 

less meaningful, will be less susceptible to grouping or 

chunking and thus less memorable. In formalized terminology 

this may be expressed as the dyslexic child having a less 

well developed auditory input logogen system (Morton, 1970; 

1978) . This concept might also carry explanatory power for 

other typical dyslexic symptoms such as their poor reading. 

The parallels between dyslexia and aphasia have 

often been stressed. MacMeeken (1939, p.27) states that 

with dyslexia "There can be no doubt whatever that we are 

in touch with a pattern of difficulty aphasic in type". 

Rabinovitch et al. (1954) found receptive, expressive and 

nominal types of language difficulty such as occur in adult 

aphasics to be present in some of the dyslexic cases whom they 

studied, and De Hirsch, Jansky and Langford (1966) found 

auditory perceptual and oral language deficiencies in all their 

sample of children who subsequently failed at reading. 

This point, however, appears to be in conflict with 

the anecdotal reports made by teachers who often say of 

a dyslexic child that he is one of the brightest in the form 

except when it comes to dealing with written material. Similarly 

there are many experimental studies which have failed 

to establish a relationship between impairment in the 

understanding of spoken s peech and impairment at reading. 



In reviewing 13 studies which compared good and poor readers 

on the subtests of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic 

Abilities (ITPA, McCarthy and Kirk, 1961) , Spache (1976) 

finds there to be typical group performance differences on 

the auditory sequential memory (digit span), visual sequential 

memory, grammatic closure (sentence completion according 

to actions specificed in pictures) and auditory-vocal 

association (completion of incomplete analogies) subtests . 

In contrast the auditory decoding task (where simple sentences 

have to be answered 'yes' or 'no')failed to differentiate 

between the groups in 11 of the 13 studies. Silver (1968) 

similarly failed to find backward readers deficient in the 

understanding of word meanings as measured by ability to match 

pictures to spoken words. Vernon (1971) in reviewing 

studies of the relationship between linguistic impairment 

and reading disability concludes tha t the findings depend on 

both the sample tested and the degree of backwardness, and 

such a relationship will not appear in all cases of reading 

disability. 

One aspect of comprehension which often does appear to 

be defective in dyslexic children lies in their ability 

to obey complex co~mands involving right-left discriminations. 

For example, dyslexic children often appear to make errors 

or at least hesitate in obeying an instruction such as "point 

to my left ear with your right hand" (Miles , 1978). This is 

typically attributed to problems of laterali3ation, but could 



also be attributed to a more general defect in comprehension, 

rossibly based on reduced memory span. Patients with reduced 

memory span such as the patient K.F., described by Shallice 

and Warrington (1975) also show an impairment in comprehension 

when this is measured by means of the Token test. This test, 

which was originally developed by De Renzi and Vignola (1962), 

involves presenting the subject with an array of shapes 

varying in size and colour and instructing him to perform various 

operations. These range in complexity from simple commands 

such as "Point to the green circle" up to much more complex 

instructions such as "Touch the large red circle with the small 

green triangle". While this is typically regarded as a test 

of "comprehension", patients such as K.F. may be grossly 

defective on this test and yet show no evidence of comprehension 

failure in either conversation or in processing normal prose. 

The most parsimonious interpretation of such results would 

seem to be to argue that · the Token Test is particularly 

dependent on short-term memory. It is characterised by a very 

rapid input of information which must be interpreted very 

precisely. In the case of a normal subject he/she probably 

stores the input sentence while processing the semantics, 

in contrast to normal prose, which tends to be much more 

predictable and redundant. 

What might one expect of dyslexics in a Token Test? If 

it is assumed that they are suffering primarily from a 

comprehension deficit, then one might expext a dramatic 

impairment. On the other hand, if one assumes that any 

deficit in comprehension is a result of their somewhat 



impaired memory span , then a much smaller decrement would 

be predicted. Finally i f one attributes comprehension defi cits 

s uch as those observed by Miles to l eft - right confusion 

resulting from inadequate laterali zation, t hen a tes t wh i ch 

involves no left-right discrimination mi gh t be expected t o 

produce no decrement in performance . A sample of dyslexic 

children was therefore tes ted and their performance was 

compared to that of the CA and RA control groups using the 

shortened form of the Token Test (Warrington, Logue and 

Pratt, 1971). 

Subjects 

The three groups of subjects were those used i n Expt. Sa . 

Results 

The mean number of correct responses made by the CA 

control group was 14.25 (s.d. 0 . 79). The corresponding 

figures for the dyslexic group was 12. 25 (s . d. 1 . 89) and 

for the RA control group was 1.200 (s.d . 1.86). 

A Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA perfor med on these data 

demonstrated significant group differences (H = 17 . 84; 

d.f . 2 ; p <. 001 ) . Repeated Mann-Whitney U tests at the .001 

significance l evel showed that whils t the CA controls answered 

significantly more ques tions correc tly t han bo th the RA controls 

and the dyslexics, the l at t er t wo groups did not differ 

si gnificant ly from each other (p >. 32) . 



Discussion 

On the token test there is a small but significant 

difference between the performance of the dyslexics and age 

matched controls. The mean difference in performance is however 

only in the order of two questions correctly answered and on 

a test which was originally designed to be a "sensitive tool 

to reveal slight disturbances in the understanding of speech" 

(our italics, De Renzi and Vignola, 1962, p.667), this hardly 

suggests a major comprehension difficulty. A more plausible 

interpretation is offered by the short-term memory 

hypothesis: the dyslexic groups performed at the same level 

as the RA controls, · who it will be recalled from Expt. Sa, 

have an equivalent memory span. The fact that a small but 

reliable effect was observed suggests in addition that the 

impaired ability of dyslexics to follow complex directional 

instructions may be attributable to a limitation in storage 

of the verbal instruction rather than to left-right confusion 

as such (compare Miles and Whe~ler, 1974). 

It is concluded that the dyslexic :sample under test 

shows no major difficulty in the comprehension of spoken speech, 

and it therefore appears unlikely that the dyslexic child's 

verbal STM span deficiency is attributable to an ill-developed 

auditory input logogen system. 



General Discussion 

The experiments in this chapter continue to suggest that 

there is a clear association between d~velopment a l dyslexia 

and memory performance. The results of Expts. Sa,b,c(i and ii ) 

clearly rule out the relatively peripheral articulatory loop 

as the source of the problem: the dys lexic child is quite 

c apable at articul atory encoding and the use of articulatory 

encoded rehearsal strategies. The results of Expts. Sd suggests 

adequate understanding of spoken language and normal 

development of the auditory input l ogogen system(within th.e limits 

investigated in the experiment). 

Given t hat deficiencies in articulatory encoding or 

the auditory input logogen system do not underlie the dyslexic 

child's poor reading and relatively poor STM span for 

verbal material , some other coding that is used in these 

tasks must be deficient. It is argued in Chapters 3 and 4 

to be heuristic to view verbal short-term memory as the 

inte raction between lexical and articulatory representation, 

and it is thus sugges ted (c. f. Chapters 3 and 4) that it i s 

the l exical component of the working memory system which i s 

deficient in dyslexic children. 
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Introduction 

Dyslexic children's 1 word finding ' (i.~. lexical and 

articulatory encoding) skills have been investigated with 

visual input (letters, words, non- words, pict~res , colours 

etc . ) in Experimental Chapters 2,4 and 5 and with auditory 

input in Experimental Chapter 5. There is another common 

situation of word-finding which warrants investigation, however, 

and that is spontaneous word finding in order that speech 

might reflect thought. In terms of the model (Chapters 2 and 

3) this reflects lexical and articulatory encoding from 

'cognitive 1 or 'semantic' sources . (Alan Baddeley first 

suggested that this should be investigated). 



EXPERIMENT 6 

Experiment 6 therefore examines the performance of dyslexics 

on a verbal task involving no immediate input, namely that of 

category generation in which subjects are required to produce 

as many items from a given category as they can within a one 

minute interval . This task has been studied extensively, 

typical l y using taxonomic categories such as birds or colours 

(e . g . Bousfield and Sedgwick , 1944; Indow and Togano, 1970) . 

It probably involves at least two components, one being a 

semantic search of long~term memory for instances , the other 

being the access to the appropriate name code. In order to try 

and separate t hese, three types of category were used, one in 

which the conventional procedure was used of asking for items 

from taxonomic categories (e.g . birds), a second in which the 

category was defined phonologically (e.g. words rhyming with 

dog) and a third where the category was visually defined (e.g . 

green things). Any difference between these three types of category 

would have implications for the nature of the deficit . 

Subjects 

A sample of 18 dyslexic children from the same source as 

the earlier studies was tested. Their mean chronological age was 

12 .0, their mean reading age 9 . 2 and their mean spelling age 8.3 . 

Control subjects were also boys and were taken from the same 

population as those used in the previous experiments; the 

chronological age control group had a mean age of 11.9, a mean 

reading age of 12.9 and a mean spelling age of 12.6, while the 

18 boys in the reading age control had a mean age of 9.5 and a 

reading age of 9 . 4. All children tested were of average or 



above average intelligence. 

Method 

,,..... ' 0 ::, / 

Each child was instructed to generate and call out as many 

category members as he could in one minute from the category . 

name given. Nine categories were tested in all, three 

taxonomic: "birds", "boys' names", "animals"; three phonological: 

"words rhyming with dog" , "words rhyming with may", "words 

beginning with a _g_": and three visual: "green things" , "red 

things", and "three-letter words". The order of presentation of 

the 9 categories was counterbalanced. 

Results 

The mean number of items generated for each category by the 

three subject groups are shown in Table 6:1. A two factor 

ANOVA (3 Groups x 9 categories, with subjects nested within 

groups) shows significant effects of Groups (F = 12.8; d.f. 

2 , 51; p<_.01), of Categories (F = 168.6; d.f. = 8,408; p(.01), 

and of the Groups x Categories interaction (F = 3.72; d.f~ 

= 16 ,408; p <.01). 

A Duncan's Multiple Range Test on the Groups shows that 

whilst the CA Controls reliably generate more category items 

than both the Dyslexics and the RA Controls (p .01), the 

performance of these latter two groups does not differ significantl y 

The presence of a Category effect i s of littl e theoretical 

significance since there is no reason to suppose tha t the 

various items are equa lly difficult. Of more apparent int erest 

is the Category by Groups Interaction . Unfortunately, however, 

inspection of Table 6:1 suggests no obvious pattern of behaviour; 



Categories 

Birds 

Boys' names 

Animals 

CA Control Group 

15.4 

13.9 

17.7 

X "Semantic Categories" 15.7 

'Dog' rhymes 4.9 

'May' rhymes 8. 2 

'G-' words 9.7 

X "Phonological Categories" 7 . 6 

Green things 4.6 

Red things 2 . 9 

3 letter words 12.4 

X11Visual Categories" 6.6 

10.0 
X 

Table 6:1 

-.. ' t ..,/ ' I 

.Dys le.xic Group RA Contra 1 Gro .. 

10. 5 

10.0 

14.2 

11.6 

2.9 

4.7 

7. 7 

5 .1 

4.0 

2 . 4 

9. 2 

5 • 2 

7.3 

9. 6 

12.5 

15.6 

12.6 

3 . 6 

5.6 

6. 2 

5 .1 

4 .1 

2.6 

7.4 

4.7 

7 • 5 

The mean number of items generated in one minute by each 

subject group for the 9 category names us ed 

in Experiment 6 . 



certainly there is nothing which would appear to merit drawing 

any very strong theoretical conclusions about qualitative 

differences between the various groups. 

Discussion 

The pattern of results suggests that dyslexic children 

are less fluent at category generation than normal readers of 

the same age. Their level of performance appears to be 

roughly what one would expect of younger children with 

similar reading ability. How should this be interpreted? 

One might suggest that it reflects an impoverished semantic 

memory in dyslexic children. While this is possible it seems 

to be inconsistent with reports of normal vocabulary in dyslexics, 

and might furthermore be expected to lead to a much more 

general pattern of decrement in performance. 

An alternative explanation, which is more consistent with 

the results of the other experiments reported here, is to 

attribute the slow performance of the dyslexics on category 

generation to impairment in the generation or utilization of lexica 

or name codes. One feature of all the category generation tasks, 

whether based on phonological, semantic or colour criteria is 

that ultimately the subject must generate a word. If this process 

were in some way defective, then it follows that the performance 

would be impaired. Furthermore, since the hypothetical defect is 

in a final common path shared by all the generating tasks, one 

would not expect a clear difference between impairment on 

semantic, phonological or visual tasks; such an explanation is 

therefore consistent both with the positive differences between 



dyslexics and their chronological age controls and with the 

absence of a systematic relationship between type of item 

generated and amount of impairment. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CHAPTER 7 

In which the interaction between the 
fwictions involved in visual i nformation processing 
and short-term memory are investigated - item proces
sing for short-term retention does not, but item-and
order processing optimally does, involve articulatory 
encoding - a static verbal memory preload interferes 
with the visual information processing of verbal material 
but a concurrent, running memory preload does not - it is 
suggested that digit array processing and the short-term 
memorization of verbal material compete for storage re
source at a level of lexical representations - a nonsense 
visual preload also interferes with the visual informa
tion processing of verbal material and this is consistent 
with the two tasks competing for visual storage resource -
those 'buffer processes' underlying the initial fast rate 
of acquisition for verbal material involve both post
iconic visual and lexical encoding - letter comparison by 
name in Posner type tasks involves non-articulatory name 
or lexical representations~ a view of working memory is 
adopted which includes both storage and executive capabili
ties. 

Introduction 

The interpretation of the experiments which compare dyslexic 

and control children on performance at visual information pro

cessing to some extent rests upon some assumptions of the func

tions involved in the tasks used - digit array processing and 

letter matching in Posner tasks. The primary assumptions con

cerned are that (i) neither of these tasks involve articulatory 

encoding to any great extent and (ii) that the initial rate of 

information acquisition in digit array processing may reflect 

either visual encoding or lexical encoding operation~. Although 

further experimentation with the dyslexic and control children 



~t 
results in data which are consistent with, and which further differen-

~ 
tiate between these assumptions (e.g. Experimental Chapter 5 

which shows dyslexic children to be adequate at articulatory en

coding even though their performance differs from controls on 

the digit array processing task), it is important to test these 
assumptions more thoroughly. 

Similarly, in Chapters 3· and 4 a model is developed to account 
for some of the functions involved in single fixation reading and 

short-term memory as a result of an extensive literature review. 

It would be useful to put some of the suggestions and predic-
tions of the model to the test. 

The following experiments are designed to, at least in 

part, fulfil . these aims by investigating the functions involved 

in the visual processing and short-term memory of verbal and 
visual information. 

The experiments in Experimental Chapter 7 assume that func

tion specific interference is to some extent possible. The use 

of interference tasks is one of the primary tools •in the investi

gation of cognitive functions yet, to be realistic, there is 

nothing sure in the interpretation of experiments which use inter-

ference. If there is an interference effect, is it because the 
experimental and interference tasks compete for (i) attention, 

(ii) mental mechanism or processor or (iii) mental representa
tion or code? 

Yuille and Ternes (19 75 ) in their analysis of interference 

in short-term verbal and visual retention found retention losses 
due to competing attention demands to be comparable in visual 

and verbal coding conditions regardless of the modality of an 

interpolated interference activity. In addition, however, re-

tention losses were larger when the same modality was involved 



in the processing of the memory and interpolated tasks. From 

their series of careful experiments which were designed to 

separate out attention and modality specific demands of inter

ference tasks they thus conclude that interference treatments 

cause short-term retention losses both due to (a) attention 
diversion,and (b) modality specifi c inte rference, but with atten

tion diversion accounting for the l arger part of the total reten

tion loss. The notion of attentional processing introduced by 
Yuille and Ternes (1975) appears synonymous with that of a central 

processing resource or central executive (c .f. Atkinson and 

Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley and Hitch, 1974) and as such the argu

ment becomes more specific: is the re (i) one processing resource 
capacity which is responsible for guidance of behaviour, deeper 

levels of processing (c.f. Craik and Lockhart, 19 72) , and main

tenance of information by r ehearsal , which can operate on dif
ferent modalities of stored coded data (with interference treat

ments competing for either modal ity of store and/or central 

processing resource) or (ii) modality specific processors opera

ting on data stored in one particular representation (wi th inter

ference treatments competing for modality specific processor and 

storage)? As Phillips and Christie (19 77b) state: 

"The question as to whether there are separate mental 

mechanisms for thinking in words and pictures is sometimes ap

proached by treating it as identical to the question as to whether 

words and pictures have separate forms or representation. This 

approach is attractive because there is a very large body of 
evidence for this latter distinction. The identification of 

the two issues, however, seems quite invalid. A single processor 

can operate upon different forms of representation, and many pro

cessors can operate upon one form of representation". 

(Phi l lips and Christie, 1977, p.638 : 

Certainly there are .many examples of modality specific inter
ference, i.e. situations where tasks a priori assumed to involve 

storage or functions in one modality are more affected by inter-



ference tasks involving that same modality than those tapping 
other processes. Thus: 

(i) den Heyer and Barrett (1971), Meudell (1972 ) , and 

Murray and Newman (1973) have shown that visual interference 

tasks have a greater disruptive effect upon memory for spatial 
information than memory for item or verbal information. 

(ii) Kroll, Parks, Parkinson, Bieber and Johnson (1970) 

have shown that if single target letters are presented either 

aurally or visually, with an interference task of shadowing an 

auditory message there is poorer report of the aurally-presented 
letters but not of the visually presented letters. 

(iii) Lowe (1975) and Merickle (1976) demonstrate that if 

the partial report cue in a visual array processing task is 
presented visually, performance is inferior to that when the 

cue is auditory. In other words the visual cues produce modality
specific interference which operates (demonstrated by further 

experiment) at a post-iconic visual representation. 

(iv) Segal and Fusella (1970) have shown that visual signal 

detection is more disrupted by imaging pictures than imaging 

sounds, while acoustic signal detection suffers more during audi
tory imaging. 

(v) Brooks (1968) demonstrated that a task requiring visual 

-imagery could be performed more easily while speaking than while 

pointing, whereas a verbal task could be performed more easily 
while pointing than while speaking. 

(vi) Finally there are many cases where there is a greater 
retention loss when the same modalities are involved in both 

short-term memory and interference tasks (Cohen and Granstrom, 
1970; Parks, Parkinson and Kroll, 1971; Wickelgren, 1965). 

So yes, there are many instances of modality specific inter-



ference. What is difficult to determine, however, is where 

this is interference of modality specific code or modality 
specific processor. It might be argued that a static memory 

preload would answer this question since it will result in only 
code interference, however, this will not be the case since 

the maintenance of such preloads in memory appears to involve 

active rehearsal and associated processing or executive activity 

whether the preloa4 be verbal (Pe terson and Peters on, 1959; 

Atkinson and Shiffrin, 19 71; Craik and Lockhart, 1972) or visual 

(Kelly and Martin, 1974; Tuersky, 1969; Phillips, 1974; 

Tversky and Sherman, 1975; Phillips and Christie, 19 77a; Posner 

and Konick, 1966) . It is ?nly by very careful use of instruc

tions (do not rehearse the preload/do rehearse it) or better 

still by careful manipulation of the experimental conditions 

with regard to active processing/static code retention (Yuille 

and Ternes, 1975) that such questions can be approached . 

Lest the reader conclude from the above collection of read
ings that the principal interference effects are generally moda

lity specific, there are similarly many examples of general, 

across the board effects of interference tasks whatever the 
modality. Thus: 

(i) Posner and Konick (1966) found that the ability to 

remember the location of a point on a line (a priori a short term 
visual task) was interfered with by the requirement to process 
digits i n the retention interval. The more demanding the proces 

sing, the greater the forgetting. 

(ii) A verbal interference task interferes with short -

term visual memory (Yuille and Ternes, 19 75 ; Phillips and 
Christie, 1977a, b; Kelly and Martin, 1977) although there is a 

suggestion from the Kelly and Martin work that this occurs pri 

marily with to - be-remembered shapes which were verbally codable . 



Those experiments which specifically address the nature of 

interference (Yuille and Ternes, 1975; Phillips and Christie, 

1977b) conclude that there is some modality specific interference 
(typically attributed to the modality coded data store) but 

that the major interference effect occurs through competition for 

central processing capacity ("Hence, STM phenomena can be inter

preted as reflecting the results of the central processing capa

city utilizing modality. specific coding process to maintain in

formation" ... " It is proposed that the maintence of informa
tion for short intervals relies on the availability of central 

attentional processes, with modality specific coding processes 

determining the most appropriate coding mode for a given stimu

lus situation" Yuille and Ternes, 1975, pp.372 and 360; "It 

is concluded that visualization requires general purpose resources''; 

" The kind of resources for which visualization and "(visual)" ... 

perception are in competition is not yet clear, bu t is seems pos

sible that they are in competition for genera l purpose rather 

than special purpose resources". Phillips and Christie , 1977b, 
pp.637 and 649). 

In the present chapter, we are to investigate functions 

underlying the visual perception of verbal material. One of 

the primary tools of investigation i s the use of 'specific inter

ference tasks'. The underlying hypothesis is that the cogni 
tive apparatus of man can be subdivided with each subsystem devo

ted to a particular type of mental operation; these subsystems 
can operate without conflict and independently of each other 

(see e . g. Coltheart, 1978). It has been demonstrated that this 
is not entire ly true, there appears often to be competition for 

attention and central processing resource between apparently dis

parate tasks, but it is typically the case that the more the a 



priori similarity of process or code involved in the primary 

and interference task, the more the interference effect. As 

such, therefore, the use of interference tasks can be considered 
a useful tool when the effects of different interference tasks are 

compared, but the use of one i n terference task alone is considered 

relatively useless since any effect cannot be definitely attribu

ted to modality specific effects or general resource competition. 

Those experiments in this vein which have been relatively 

successful (e.g . Phillips and Christie, 197 7b ; Yuille and Ternes, 

1975; den Heyer and Barret, 1971; Allport, Antonio and Reynolds, 

19 72) have all, therefore, compared the effects of interference 

treatments which tap different functions . Even when this is 

the case, it is extremely difficult if not impossible to a 
priori equate the attentional demands of disparate interference 

treatments, and the general resource /general resource plus 

specific resource distinction is thus only approximated to a t 

best. 

Making the best of a bad job therefore, the visual informa

tion processing of di git arrays will be compa~ed under articula
tory suppression (Expt . 7a), static and running 6 consonant pre

loads (Expts. 7b and 7c ), and visual preloads (Expt. 7d) to in

vestigate the roles of articulatory, lexical and visual encoding 

functions in visual information processing_. The na ture of 

visual and name encoding in Posner type tasks will be investigated 

using articulatory suppression (Expt. 7e) . Even with this 

design which compares interference effects,there arise problems in 
differentiating be tween general and modality specific interference 

effects, this being especially the case in Expt. ?d, but some 

speculative conclusions are eventually reached. 



Experiment 7a 

The Effect of Articulatory Suppression on digit processing 

Abstract 

The possible role of articulatory encoding in the visual 
information processing of verbal material is investigated by 

comparing digit array processing under backwards masking under 

a control condition and a condition involving articulatory 

suppression. The processing of items from the visual array is 

unaffected by the subject having to articulate concurrently a 

redundant message, but there is a detrimental effect of articula

tory suppression· on the processing of item-and-order informa-
tion. Other evidence is reviewed which suggests a view of 

partially non-contingent short-term processing and memorization 

of item and order information, with item information accurately 

performed using lexical and visual representations whereas item

and- order retention additionally calls for articulatory encoding. 

Introduction 

Articulatory suppression (A.S.) (see Experimental Chapter 5) 

requires the subject to vocalize overlearned sequences e . g. "the, 

the , the . . . '' or '' a b c d e f g a b c d . . . '' . Levy ( 19 7 1 ) 

found that subjects in a probed recall task which used visually 

presented lists as stimlus showed reduced accuracy of performance 

under A.S. , such that they were performing almost at chance level . 
This did not occur with auditory stimulus presentation. 

This pattern of results is a common one: 
if 

A.S.,~effective 
with visual presentation, has much less effect with auditory pre 

sentation (see e.g. Baddeley, Thomson and Buchanan (1975) on 

A.S. and memory span; Richardson and Baddeley (1975) on A.S. 



and Free Reca ll; and Baddeley and Hitch (1974). 

Baddeley, Thomson and Buchanan (1975) therefore suggest 

that A.S. prevents usage of the speech-motor component of work 

ing memory, the articulatory loop. It is thought to do this 

by preventing the articulatory encoding of visual stimulus in

formation in the central ex'ecutive . This articulatory encod

ing is a necessary precursor to articulatory loop loading for 

visual stimuli; with auditory stimulus presentation, however, 

this articulatory encoding step appears. not to be necessary. 

Be this the case, the use of A. S. as an interference 

task whilst the subject is to process from 7 digit arrays at 

short exposure times should provide data which would allow in
terpretation of the role of the articulatory loop in the visual 

information processing involved in this task. 

It is interesting that the data which lead Baddeley, 

Thomson and Buchanan (1975), to tentatively suggest that the 

articulatory rehearsal loop has "a capacity of about 3 items" 

are derived from span tasks which involve both the retent ion of 

item and order information. As Baddeley (1976) stressesthe 

involvement of the articulatory loop in retention of order of 

verbal stimuli, the role of the loop in item retention alone i s 

less clear. Richardson and Baddeley (1975) did find a decri

mental effect of A.S. upon Free Recall performance where scoring 

is for item information only, however these experiments involve 

list presentation times ranging from 8 to 20 sec. thus involving 
considerable retention intervals. Therefore these findings 

may well not apply to the situation of visual information pro

cessing where retention intervals are to be minimized. 

The role of articulatory coding in situations of v isual in
formation processing where arrays of items are presented simul

t aneous ly, processed from a single fixation, and reported im-

mediately is thus less clear and warrants investigation . Some 



investigations into the role of implicit speech in visual in

formation processing have been performed (Scarborough, 1972; 

Henderson, 1972; Scarborough and Scarborough, 1975) which 

suggests that generally it is not involved. The most thorough 

investigation, that of Scarborough (1972), is difficult to 

interpret, however, since shadowing constituted the implicit 

speech interference · treatment and this task may well involve 

considerable 'processing' in addition to an articulatory sup

pression effect (see Baddeley and Hitch, 1975, where the less 

redundant the string used for suppression, the more the inter

fering effect). Similarly this study fails to investigate 

memory for order of visual stimuli, concentrating solely on 
item retention . 

There is, however, general agreement that in verbal symbol 

array processing under backwards masking the steep first 

limb obtained in the items correct/exposure time function cannot 

reflect implicit speech since its rate is much too fast (see 

discussion Experimental Chapter 2; Sperling, 1967; Colt 

heart, 1972; Allport, 1973). In contrast, since the rate of 
the second limb above the dogleg point approximates to that of 

implicit speech at 150 ms/monosyllabic item (Landauer, 1962), 

there is a similar agreement that articulatory encoding may well 
be involved in this function (Coltheart, 1972; Scarborough, 
1972). 

In an attempt, therefore, to untangle these conflicting views, 

the role of articulatory encoding in single fixation array pro

cessing is investigated using A.S. as the interference treat-

ment. Both 'limbs' are studied using a backwards masking para-

digm at exposure times from 40- 400 ms., and item and order re 

tention subjected to independent scrutiny. 



Method 

?-quasi-randomly generated digits (no digit could appear 

more than once) constituted the test stimuli (T.S.) for any 

trial. These were printed on white card using 28 pt. Hel
vetia light letraset and were presented in an Electronic 

Developments 3 field tachistoscope at a distance of 508 mm. 

from the S's eyes giving an illumination at the eye of approxi-
mately 1 lux. Each condition i'f\vo/11t.tf 6 practice trials 

followed by 32 test trials. For the control condition a trial 

consisted of: the warning signal 'ready' followed after ap

proximately 2 sec. by the fixation cross (1000 ms., 0.15 lux. 
subjective intensity), seven digit T.S. (exposure time eithe~ 

40, 60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 300, or 400 ms., 0.6 lux. subjec

tive intensity), pattern mask stimulus (M.S.) (1000 ms., 2.4 
lux. subjective intensity). The M.S. was made up of randomly 
spaced and overlapping digit segments with a black: white 

ratio of approximately 50% which occupied the same spatial 

position as the previous T.S. It was known to be effective 

as when both M.S. and T.S. were presented simultaneously for 

1 sec.~ no digits could be reported by the subject. Each con

dition used 4 trials at each exposure time presented in a ran
domized order. 

In order to investigate the role of the articulatory loop 

in 1) item and 2) order processing the experiment must allow 

the subject to report items he has seen even though he is unsure 

of the order of those items. For this reason, subjects were 

required to report as many digits as they were sure they saw, 

in the correct order if possible, upon mask offset. It was 

stressed that if they knew they had seen an item but were un

sure of its position they were to report it anyway. Excessive 
guessing was discouraged if necessary in the practice trials. 

For the control condition the subjects were silent during 
the trial sequence . In the experimental condition, however, 



they were asked to say aloud the sequence "ab c def g" 

at a fast rate starting upon the ready signal and to continue 

11H:~n'r.j this sequence until M.S. offset when they were 

then to report the digits. Six first year undergraduates were 

the subjects, three were run: control condition then experimental 

condition, and three: experimental condition then control con

dition. The two conditions were separated by a rest-period 

of 5 minutes. 

The subjects' verbal responses were recorded for each 

trial and scored under two different procedures viz. 1) Iden

tity scoring: the number of digits correctly reported was 

calculated for each trial: no account was taken of the order 

of items in the response. 2) Order scoring: a simple scoring 

system was used: starting at the beginning of any trial res

ponse one point was given if the first response item was the 

first test item, and additional points were added s coring 

through the response until the first error either of identity 

or of order. 

Thus, for example, the response 7 6 2 0 4 9 1 given to 

the stimuli 7 6 2 4 0 8 1 would score 6 points under identity 

scoring and 3 points mder order scoring. 

Results and Discussion 

1) Identity Scoring. The results were analysed as a 

three factor ANOVA (6 subjects x 8 exposure times x 2 condition 

with 4 blocks of replication). The subjects factor (F = 80.1, 
d.f. 5,288 p<.01), time factor (F = 62.8, d.f. 7,288 p<.01) 

and S x T interaction (F = 4.39, d.f. 35,288 p.:: . 01) were 
significant. No other factor or interaction was significant. 

There was a possibility of non-normality of the data, thus a 

similar analysis was performed on the angular transformations. 



This analysis, however, leads to the same patterns of signifi

cance. 

Thus the condition factor (F = 0. 12, d.f. 1,288) failed to 

reach significance - articulatory suppression has no effect on 

the processing of digit identity, as can be seen in fig . 7 :1. 

2) Orde~ Scoring. The order-scored results were analysed 

in the same fashion as the identity scored results. The sub

jects factor (F = 29 . 8, d.f. 5, 288, p<..01), time factor (F = 

32.4, d.f. 7,288, p L.01 and condition factor (F = 6.44, d.f. 

1,288, p<.05) were significant. No other factor or interac-

tion was significant except the S x T interaction in the angular 

transformation analysis (F = 1. 68, d. f. 35,288 p .c:: .05) . 

Thus while articulatory suppression has no effect on the 
7 

processing of digits for identity, it can be seen from fig. 7 :2 

that the memory for order of the items in the stimulus array 

is 'dis·rupted by this procedure. 

Discussion 

It appears that with immediate response, articulatory en

coding is not involved in the processing of visual item informa

tion. In the terminology of Baddeley and Hitch (1974), one 
would say that the'central executive' of working memory was thus 

involved in item processing. If, more speculatively but also 

in more detail, we grasp the nettle and interpre t in terms of 

the heuristic developed for short-term memory and reading de
tailed in Chapter 4, it would be concluded that either the 

information can be held in the non-maskable visual code prior 
to output, or that as a result of a scan process lexical codes 

for the items can be activated, and these representations can 

remain active and true over the short-term retention intervals 

involved without rapid decay and the need for refreshing by use 
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of the articulatory loop for rehearsal. 

In contrast to processing items, the visual processing 

of item- and-order information does appear to involve articu

latory encoding: if the use of implicit speech (presumably 

as articulatory loop rehearsal) is prevented by A.S., so 

processing and retention of item-and-order information de

ter~ates. Baddeley (1976) has suggested that the articu

latory loop appears to be particularly useful in remembering 

sequences-of-items in memory span tasks which use sequential 

stimulus - item presentations, and from the present data it 

appears also to be a useful strategy in visual information 
processing of arrays of verbal stimuli. 

This is especially interesting since it might have been 
expected that with visual arrays of symbols, order informa-

. tion would optimally be visually encoded . 

A number of studd.es (e.g. den Heyer and Barrett; 1971; 

Meudell, 1972) have been carried out in which subjects are 

asked to report items (which letters or digits did you see?) 

and positions (in which locations did they occur?) from a two

dimensional matrix array. During a retention interval fol

lowing exposure,subjects were given alternative 'load' tasks. 

In the den Heyer and Barrett study, for example, they either 

had to add up five digits (veTbal task) or match dot-matrix 

patterns (visual task). Differential report deficits were 

found; the verbal task disrupted the report of items more than 

it did the report of positions; the visual task disrupted 

position report more than item report. These data suggest that 

items and positions are stored separately in memory, and so 
are open to interference from different kinds of competing 
material. 

These results are in direct contradiction to those obtained 

in an earlier experiment by Cumming and Coltheart (1969) on the 

visual information processing of items and positions. They also 



used a matrix array. This was exposed for only a short time 

(70 and 80 m.sec.) and was followed by a mask. Subsequently 

subjects were shown a cue array and were asked to decide 

which of two cued digits occurred in the stimulus, and in 
which of two marked positions that digit had been located. 

Cumming and Coltheart examined response frequencies of 

items correct irrespective of position, positions reported 

correctly irrespective of item, and items correctly reported 

in the correct position, and their analysis of these data led 

them to conclude that item and position information is stored 

in an entirely contingent manner. 

A study which pulls these findings together was per

formed by Stainton Rogers (1978). Subjects were asked to 
report item and position information from a visually displayed 

matrix array. The pattern of results obtained rejected both 

the model of full contingency and the model of full indepen

dence of item and position encoding. Instead, subjects seem
ed to alter their encoding strategies according to the res

ponse demands of separate and simultaneous report. Item and 

position are encoded together in acoustic-verbal form via the 

recognition buffer, but additional position reports can be 

derived from a post-VIS visual store. In other words it 

seems that position of items in an array (order information) 

can be represented either in a visually coded form and/or in 

a verbal form. 

From the present results it can be seen that this verbal 

strategy for order retention is used in the digit processing 

task, and that, in terms of the model proposed in Chapter 4, 
it constitutes a lexical code/articulatory code interaction 

since A.S. decreases its effectiveness. 

The retention of item information was discussed in terms 

of the activation of lexical representations and as such selec

tion of remembered items might (in the traditional cognitive 



psychology format) be seen as a decision process of trace 

strength against a criterion threshold value. In memory 

span tasks the articulatory loop is involved in either re

freshing the trace strength or in the maintenance of order 

retention, these processes are confounded . In Free Recall 

tasks the articulatory loop is involved in trace strength re

freshment OV;er relatively long retention intervals. The 

item scoring results of the present experiment demonstrates 

that decision of which items were seen is unaffected by pre

vention of articulatory encoding, in other words the trace 

strength of visual or lexical representations of seen items 
remain sufficiently strong without articulatory loop re 

freshment for accurate memorization over short time intervals. 

For item retention the seen/not seen decision process is 

relatively simple - is the trace strength above a criterion 

valu€? The same mechanism would become much more complex, 

however, if order information were coded in this lexical 

fashion - one possibility, for example, is that in this 

case relative between-item lexical representation trace 

strengths would have to be assessed, and response output 

order ranked accordingly. Such considerations are highly 

speculative, however, and further discussion of the options 

for order retention is located in Chapter 4. 

Certainly it is the case that item-and-order retention is 

more difficult than item retention alone. Certainly whereas 
visual or lexical representations are sufficient in short term 

retention of item information, they are relatively inaccurate 

in item-and-order retention and are supplementarily represented 
in articulatory form. 

There is a vast amount of research into separation of 
item and order information in short -term memory and often the 

findings are at best equivocal, however it shall now be argued 
that the (short-term item retention= lexical representation, 

short-term item-and-order retention= lexical and articulatory 



representation interactions) view carries explanatory power 
for many of these findings: 

1) It is argued· in · Experimental Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 
that lexical encoding is fast (= rate of 1st limb in the 

masking experiments), articulatory encoding is slow (150 ms./ 
monosyllabic item). As presentation rate is increased in 

memory span tasks both item and order errors increase, but 

the rate of increase in order errors is much faster than that 
of item errors (see Mathews and Henderson, 1970). Articula-
tory encoding for order retention is slow and so is greatly 

affected by fast presentation rates; lexical encoding for 
item retention is fast and thus less affected. 

Similarly Kc1er:s and Katzman (1966) and Scarborough and 

Sternberg (1967) both report that if 6 digits are presented 

sequentially, at the same spatial locus of the visual field, 
at rates much higher than the estimated rates of implicit 

speech, subjects can report most of the symbols but are in

accurate in reporting the order in which the symbols were 
presented. 

2) phonemic similarity effects are thought to 
operate at an articulatory encoded level (see Experimental 

Chapter S, expts. Sa, 5b) since they are reduced by A.S. 

Wickelgren (1965) demonstrated that acoustic similarity between 

to-be-remembered items in a short-term-memory task severely 
disrupted serial (order) recall but, if anything, improved 

item recall. In other words short,term item retention is 

not affected by a treatment which operates at an articulatory 

encoded level but short-term item-and- order retention is. 

3) Hitch and Baddeley (1977) and Baddeley (1978) 
view the processes of chunking, grouping and sound blending 

to involve the articulatory loop. In contrast the view pro-
posed in Chapters 3 and 4 is that the primary unit of lexical re

presentation is the word. Wickelgren (1967) had subjects 



rehearse in.non-overlapping groups of various sizes and found 

that group size significantly influenced order errors (groups of 

3 being the optimum size) while item errors were unaffected. 

Similarly, Ryan (1969) presented lists interrupted by pauses 

splitting the list into groups. This would presumably not 

greatly affect lexical code trace strength, but would affect 

the initiation of a fluent articulatory rehearsal strategy. 

Grouping improved performance compared to ungrouped lists, but 

the difference showed only in the order errors. 

4) While it is difficult to come up with a plausible explana

tion of the findings, order and item errors are clearly differen

tiated in their serial position (SP) curves, the typically bowed SP 

curve ·appears to be , typical only of order errors, the item errors 
showing little variation with SP (see Fuchs, 1969; McNicol, 

1971; Aaronson, 1968). 

All these findings support a view of non-contingent ST 

memorization of item and order retention, and 'fit' the sugges
tion that the short-term item retention involved in visual 

information processing can be accurately performed using lexical 

and visual representations, whereas item-and-order retention 

typically involves visual, lexical and articulatory rep~esenta-. 

tion. Al though for completeness this discussion has included both 1h 

lexical and visual representation_ options for i tern recall, since 
short-term memory span is greater the more easily nameable the 

stimuli (Chi, 1976), it is considered that the major contribution 

of verb a l item ST retention comes from lexical rather than visual 

representations. 

To rec a pi tula te: (i) I tern- and-order processing and very 

short term retention is more difficult than that for items 

alone. (ii) The very short term item retention involved in 

this visual information processing task does not involve articu
latory encoding and is considered to involve lexica l representa-



tion. In the traditional short-term memory task where 

longer retention intervals are used and there would be considerable 

lexical trace decay, there is reason to believe that articula-

tory encoded lexica l trace refreshment is involved, but this is 

difficulty to ascertain since item and order retention are 

confounded (Baddeley, Thomson and Buchanan, 1975 ) . ( iii) The 

item-and-order processing and retention involved in this task 

involves articulatory encoding in addition to those represen

tations involved in item retention alone. 



Experiment 7b 

Effects of a 6 consonant static memory preload on digit processing 

Abstract 

The interaction between the visual information processing 

of verbal material and short-term working memory is investiga

ted by comparing digit array processing under backwards masking 

under a control condition and under a static memory preload 

condition where subjects were to remember a 6 consonant, audi

torily presented, preload whilst processing the digit arrays. 

Fewer digits are consistently reported in the consonant preload 
condition. The need for consonant preload storage .also re-

duces the number of digits remembered in the correct order. 

The results are interpreted in term~ of the two tasks compet

ing for lexical representations. 

Introduction 

If interested in the interrelations between the visual per

ception and processing of verbal material and verbal STM, one 

method of investigation is to pre-empt some STM 'capacity' and 

see how visual processing is affected. STM, or more specifi

cally, the short-term store (STS), has often been viewed as a 

working memory, an executive system controlling many subroutines 

of information processing involved in tasks such as problem 

solving, language comprehension and long term learning (Hunter, 

1964; Rumelhart, Lindsay, and Norman, 1972; Atkinson and 

Shiffrin, 1968, 1971). With such a view the speculation of its 
role in the control of the visual information processing of 

verbal material follows naturally. To test this hypothesis, 
the most obvious approach is to limit available STS. 



Baddeley and Hitch (1974) performed a number of experi

ments investigating the role of the STS in reasoning, free 

recall, memory span, and comprehension. To interfere with 

the STS they used a variety of interference treatments based 

on a definition of the STS which included the statements that 

the STS can hold material in memory span tasks, is limited in 

capacity, is concerned with the retention of order information, 
and is closely associated with the processing of speech. To 

pre - empt STS capacity they had subjects retain a concurrent 

memory preload while performing tasks under investigation such 

as reasoning, language comprehension or learning. The con

current memory load ranged from one to 6 verbal items (letters 

or digits), and they found a consistent pattern of additional 

memory load effects on all the tasks, thus inferring that each 

of these tasks involves a span-like component which they refer 

to as working memory. These interference techniques have a 

sound theoretical basis and have been shown to be a useful tool 

in the investigation of the role of the STS in information pro 

cessing tasks, and thus seem suitable for use in the present 

investigation which questions the role of the STS in the visual 

information processing of verbal material. Digit array pro

cessing under backwards masking will thus be compared with and 

without the subject having to hold a six consonant memory preload. 

Baddeley and Hitch (1974) note that subjects can use dif

ferent strategies in remembering the auditorily presented pre

load . One possibility was that "Ss dealt with the memory pre

load by quickly rehearsing the items, to "consolidate" them in 

memory before starting the reasoning problem" (Baddeley and 
Hitch, 1974, p . 53) in which case there appears to be initial 

rehearsal followed by non-rehearsal of the preload during the 

reasoning task, there being static preload retention: this will 

be called the static preload condition. An alternative is that 

the subjects continuously rehearse the preload throughout the 

reasoning task: this will be called the concurrent or running 

preload condition. In the stati c condition, with subjects not 



rehearsing while reasoning, the preload must be held as a non

articulatory representation, and in terms of the model proposed 

in Chapter 4, this representation can be seen to be primarily 

lexical. In the concurrent preload condition the preload can 

be seen to be held as lexical/articulatory code interactions. 

Baddeley and Hitch explicitly investigated the effects of a 

concurrent preload by comparing reasoning under no interference, 

simple articulatory suppression (articulation of overlearned 

and simple sequences such as 'the, the, the ... ' 'one, two, 
three ... ') and concurrent preload (articulation of a random 

6-digit number). They found an effect of articulatory suppres

sion, and this effect was much greater in the concurrent pre
load condition. They conclude that interference in verbal 

reasoning is not entirely to be explained in terms of competi

tion for the articulatory system, rather there is a much more 

important factor: the availability of spare short-term storage 

capacity determines the rate at which verbal reasoning processes 

are carried out. Again to rephrase in terms of the Chapter 4 
model, it would be concluded that the more the retention of 

lexical code representations, the greater the interference 
effect. If, as the models of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) and 

Chapter 4 suggest, the articulatory loop can be used to store some 

short-term memory span items and to refresh their non-articulatory 

(lexical) representations, the static holding strategy, with no 

articulatory loop rehearsal, will necessitate a greater involve

ment of lexical code representations than will the concurrent or 

running strategy where some span items are held as articulatory 

representations (Baddeley and Hitch suggest that approximately 

three items can so be held) and the use of this articulatory 

"slave" system for rehearsal will cause refreshment of those 
lexical representations used (in contrast to the static strategy 

where the activated lexical codes are not refreshed and are 

thus subject to passive trace de cay ) . 

Since there are, at least, these two available strategies 

for pre load retention, and since they appea r to be tapping dif
ferent functions, they will be independently investi gated: digit 



array processing will be studied under a static preload in 

Expt . 7b and under a running preload in Expt . 7c. 

It should b~ noted that, although this introduction started 

with the notion of interfering with central processing or cen 
tral executive resource, this idea has been refined and the 

discussion is now phrased in terms of specific interference of 

code and functio~: the memory preload is not viewed as inter

fering with central executive resource in working memory but 

rather as interfering with the functions involved in the main

tenance of lexical and/or articulatory representations depend

ing upon whether the preload is static or concurrent. 

Procedure and Subjects 

The method was identical to that of experiment 7a for the 

control condition. For the experimental condition, however, 

the warning signal 'ready' was replaced by the experimenter 

reading aloud six randomly chosen consonants at a rate of one 

consonant per sec ... 2 sec. after the last letter the fixation 

cross, the test stimulus-mask sequence was started.The subjects 
(siX undergraduates different from those used in Expt. 7a) had 

been instructed to remember the consonant sequence throughout 

the trial and to report them, in the correct order, upon mask 

offset . Having reported the consonants they were then required 

to report what digits from the T.S. they had seen, again in 

the correct order if possible . Different 6 consonant sequences 

were used on each trial . Three of the subjects were first tested 

on the control condition and then the experimental condition; 

the other three subjects were run under the reverse order of 

condition presentation. 

Upon conclusion of the experimental condition the subjects 
were asked their strategies in this part of the experiment. All 



the subjects reported memorizing the letters by subvocal naming. 

They all used chunking procedure; these, however, were not 
constant across S's - the most popular chunkings of the six 

letters being 3:3 or 2:2:2 or 4:2. When questioned further 

about their strategies they all reported that, upon the experi

mental reading the last consonant, they would cycle the six 

consonants either one or two times (depending on subject) AND 

THEN 'SHELVE' THEM whilst the T.S. appeared. Upon T.S. offset 

the consonants were then retrieved and reported before T.S. 

digits were similarly produced. In no case did the subjects, 

using a remembering strategy which they had chosen themselves, 

articulate the consonants right through the T.S. exposure to 
remember them. Thus the reported introspective sequence appear

ed to consist of the switching strategy of storage as previously 

reported for static preloads by Baddeley and Hitch (1974). 

This was: 

Exptal. 
sequence 

Subject's 
strategy 

consonants 
presented 

- 2 sec - fixation - T.S. - M.S. 
cross var. e . t. 1 sec. 

2 sec. 

cycle the 6 conson
ants subvocally once 
or twice. Then allow 
consonants into a 
storage mechanism 
which requires no 
active subvocal 
processing 

"look at" 
the 7 digit 
T.S . Then 
allow digits 
into storage 
mechanism 
which re
quires no ac
tive subvocal 
processing 

retrieve 
conson
ants from 
storage 
and report 

retrieve 
digits 
from 
storage 
and report 

The subjec ts'responses were aga in scored under both the 

identity and the order scoring procedures described in Expt. 7a. 



Results 

1) Identity scoring 

Results were analysed as in Expt . 7a. The Subjects 

factor ( F = 60.9, d.f . 5,288, p~ .01), Time factor (F = 67.2, 

d.f. 7,288, p<:::.01) and Condition factor (F = 65 . 7, d.f. 1,288, 

p~.01) were ail significant, as were the S x T interaction 

(F = 1.8 , d.f. 35,288, p, .01) and the S x C interaction (F = 
3 . 5 d . f . 5,288 , p ~.01). No other interaction was significant. 

Again, due to the possibility of non-normality of the data, an 

angular transform of the data was also used. This yielded the 

identical pattern of significance to the raw data ANOVA and 

thus wi ll not be discussed. 

Thus the condition factor is highly significant. It can 

be seen in fig. 7:3 that fewer digits are consistently report ed · 

in the consonant preload condition than in the control condi~ 

tion. 

2) Order scoring 

The same ANOVA design was used for the order scored data. 

The Subjects factor (F = 18.7, d.f . 5,288, p<:::01), Time factor 

(F = 25.5, d . f. 7,288, p< . 01) and Condition factor (F = 30.1, 

d.f. 1,2 88 , p 4.01) were again si~nificant. The only signifi 

cant interaction was the T x Cone (F = 3 . 0, d.f. 7,2§8, p<:O.l) . 

The ana l ysis of the angular transformation of the data again 

produced the identical patterning of significance. 

Thus the storage of a consonant preload also reduces the 
number of T .S. items remembered i n the correct order, as is seen 

in fig. 7:4. 

3) Error rates on consonant sequences 

The experiment al condition consiste<l of 32 tri als. The 
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subject scores for correct consonant sequences using this 

storage switching strategy were (out of 32): 31, 27, 27, 25, 

15, 21. This yields an error rate of 24%. Thus this switch

ing strategy, which it must be stressed the subjects chose for 

themselves as optimal, not only leads to a decriment in recall 

performance of the digit T.S. but also is a relatively ineffi

cient means of remembering the consonant preload. 

Discussion 

In order to store the preload the subjects have adopted 
. ~-what is presumably the most natural strategy4 adopted by the 

subjects of Hitch and Baddeley (1974). 

In terms of the model developed in Chapter 4, the consonant 

preload is held initially (in the rehearsal ·stage) primarily 

in terms of a lexical code/articulatory code representation 

interaction. The subj"ects then stop rehearsal with the stimu

li being held primarily as activated lexical representations 

(with presumably some contribution from the PAS, Crowder and 

Morton, 1969). The level of activation of these lexical re

presentations is presumably subject to trace decay. 

The subject is then required to process as many digits as 

he can from 7-digit arrays presented at short exposure times 
under backwards masking. The fact that he/she is already hold

ing in short-term memory the representations of 6 consonants, 

presumably as lexical codes, results in a significant reduction 

in the number of digits processed at all exposure times. It 

is concluded that the maintenance of activated lexical represen

tations in short-term memory interferes with digit processing, 

and this may either be a result either of the two tasks compet
ing for central processing resource, or a result of both tasks 

requiring a number of independent lexical representations to be 



activated, with a 'capacity limitation' of the number of such 

representations available at any one time, and thus the two 

tasks compete for lexical code representation. 

If it is speculated that the only way in which a lexical 

representation can be rehearsed or maintained activated is by 

refreshment by cycling through the articulatory loop, it follows 

that in this situation there is no active processing involved 

in the maintenance of the lexical representations of the preload 

stimuli, and thus the tasks · compete for lexical code represen

tation. If we further speculate quantitatively with a simple 

version of this notion, it follows that the maintenance of 

(primarily) lexical representations for the 6 preload stimuli 

causes a reduction in the number -of digits processed at 400 ms. 

from (roughly) 5 items to 4 items. 6 consonants stored at a 

cost of one digit certainly doesn't tally at a 1:1 correspondence. 

Whilst, at this extreme level of speculation, it is possible 

to construct many possible explanations for this lack of quanti

tative correspondence, one possibility is that the digit stimu

li can be held in a post iconic, pre-lexical, visual or graphe

mic buffer representation, and there is some support for this 
to be found in Expt. 7d. 

The processing of item and order information is also re
duced by the static preload treatment. ·It is unclear whether 

this represents loss of order information, or . simple loss of 

item information with concomitantly fewer items to be recalled 
in their correct order. 

The levels of speculation in this discussion h9ve become too ex

treme fo± comfort. In Exp t. 7c, which follows , the effect of a concur 
rent, running memory preload is investigated. 



Experiment 7c 

The effect of a concurrent memory preload on digit processing 

Abstract 

The interaction between the visual information process i ng 

of verbal material and short-term working memory is investiga

ted by comparing digit array processing under backwards masking 
under a control condition and under a concurrent memory preload 

condition when subjects had to cyclically utter a randomly 

chosen, 6 consonant, auditorily presented, preload whilst pro

cessing the digit arrays. There was no detrimental effect 

of preload on the processing of items. The results are 3imilar 
~"'~( to those found with articulation of a redundant m-etfrO"t.1 and 

suggest that the processing demands and functions involved in 
lexical code/articulatory code rehearsal of the preload do 

not compete with the functions involved in digit array proces 

sing. 

Introduction 

To compare static and running preload effects upon the 

visual processing of verbal material, digit array precessing 

was investigated under a control condition and under a running 
memory preload condition where the subject was to repeatedly 

whisper a randomly chosen 6 consonant sequence throughout the 

digit array exposure . 

Procedure and Subjects 

The control condition was again that of Expt. 7a. The ex-



perimental condition used the same consonant sequences and 

T.S. as that of Expt . 7b. However, a prqcessing strategy was pre 

determined far the subjects in order to · prevent the storage switching 
behaviour wh i ch was chosen by the subjects in Expt. 7b . Thus 

as soon as the expe rimenter had finished reading the consonant 

sequence the subjects articulated the sequence in a whisper and 

continued this art icul at i on cyclically . After t wo cycles of 

arti culation the fixation cross, T. S ., M.S. sequence was started . 

Upon M.S. offset the subjects finished articulati on, their final 

cycle of consonants being recorded, and then the subjects re-

ported what digits they saw in the T. S . , in the correct order 

if possible. Six new undergraduates were the subject who were 

run under this procedure which is otherwise identical to that 
of Expt. 7b. 

Results 

1) Identity scoring 

The data were analysed as in Expt . 7b. The subjects factor 

(F = 114.9, d.f. 5,288, p ~.01), Time factor (F = 101.1, d . f . 

7,288, p~.01) and Condition factor (F = 14.7, d.f. 1,288; p.::::-.01) 
were all significant. The only significant interactions were 

S x T (F = 2.4; d .f. 35,288; p~.01) and S x C (F = 2 . 7; 

d.f. 5,288; p~ .05). Analysis of the angular transformation of 

the raw da t a yields the same patterning of significance. 

The Condition factor is significant . However, it can be 

seen in fig. 7:5 that the condition means differ in the opposite 
direction to that expected. Concurrent articulation of the 6 
consonant preload certainly does not impair performance en the 

digit processing task (c.f. results of Expt. 7b ) . Whereas in 
Expt. 7b the subjects remembered more T.S. items in the control 
condition (mean = 3 . 90 items over all trials, exposure times and 

subjects) than in the static preload condition (mean= 3.14 



items), in Expt. 7c the subject remembered more T.S. items in 

the concurrent preload condition (mean= 4.31 items) than in the 

control condition (mean= 3.96 items). 

2) Order scoring 

The same ANOVA design was used for the order scored data. 
The Subjects factor (F = 23.6; d.f. 5,288, P' .01), Time factor 

(F = 46.6, d.f. 7,288, p~ .01) and S x T interaction (F = 2.26, 

d.f. 35,288, p<:.01) were the only significant sources of 

variance. This pattern of results is also found with the 

angular transformed data. The order scoring results can be 
seen in fig. 7:6. 

Thus there is no significant difference between the number 

of items in the correct order reported in the control condition 

(mean= 2.08) and that in the experimental condition (mean= 

1.97). However, when it is noted that there was a significant 
difference between item 

condition (mean= 4.31) 
3.96). It can be seen 

information reported in the experimental 

and that in the control condition (mean= 

that there is indeed a loss of order 
information relative ·to the number of items reported in the 
experimental condition. 

3) Error rates on consonant sequences 

The subject scores for correct consonant sequences in the 

concurrent articulation of the memory preload were (out of 32): 

22, 27, 32, 28, 29, 31. This yields an error rate of only 

12%. Thus the concurrent articulation strategy appears more 

accurate as far as remembering the consonants than the strategy 

adopted by the subjects with the static preload in Expt. 7b (error 
rate 24%), although this difference fails to reach significance 

(Mann Whitney U test, n1 = n 2 = 6, U = 8.5, p = .07). 
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Discussion 

The patterning of results with respect of effect of inter
ference treatment is much more similar to those found with 

articulatory suppression (Expt . 7a) than those found with a 

static memory preload (Expt. 7b). There is no detrimental 

effect of a constantly rehearsed 6 consonant concurrent memory 

preload on item processing from digit arrays but th~re is some 
reason to believe that the articulation of the preload reduces· 

item-and-order processing from the digit arrays. 

In terms of the Chapter 4 model, the difference between 

the static memory preload and the concurrent memory preload 
in terms of retention function is that the former is held 

primarily statically in terms of lexical representations whilst 

the latter is held actively as lexical code/articulatory code 
interactions. As such it may be suggested that the static 

preload results in greater competition for lexical representa-
tions than does a concurrent preload. Since the concurrent 
preload incurs less competition for lexical representations, 

and since it has no detrimental effect upon item processing 
from digit arrays, this strengthens the argument that at some 
stage the visual information processing of verbal material 

makes use of l exical representations. Since the concurrent 

preload incurs competition for articulatory representation, 

and since it has a detrimental effect upon item-and-order pro

cessing from digit arrays, this strengthens the notion that 
the articulatory loop is involved in the maintenance of the 

order of representations of otherwise discrete verbal stimuli . 

Hitch and Baddeley (1974) tested verbal reasoning abili ty 

(speed of sentence verification e.g. A is not followed by s;A . B . ➔ 

'Fa~' response) under a control condition and under experimental 

conditions where the subject had t o remember a six item memory 
preload. When the subjects were instructed to give equal stress 



to the span and verification tasks there was no effect of pre 

load; in contrast those subjects instructed that their sentence 

verification performance could only be considered if they re

called all six letters of the preload correctly (memory stress 

group) showed a large effect of preload on verification speed. 

The subjects under the memory stress instruction all reported 

that they quickly rehearsed the memory items before attempting 

the verification trials, presumably not rehearsing during veri -

fication. In contrast none of the'equal stress' subjects re -

ported tackling one task before the other. It is unclear 

whether these subjects continuously rehearsed the preload during 

reasoning. In order to test the effects of static/running 

preload retention strategies in Expt . III verification perfor

mance was investigated under control, simple articulatory sup

pression, and concurrent articulation of a 6 digit preload, con

ditions. Rapid articulation of wel l - l earned or simple mes

sages have little effect on verification speed. However, the 

6 digit running memory preload slowed verification considerably. 

This result contrasts with the 'equal stress' performances in 

Expt. II where perfect recall of a 6 item preload was not asso 

ciated with any slowing of verification. Since one important 

difference between the two procedures is that the static pre

load technique does not force the subject to process the pre 

load and verification tasks simultaneously, Hitch and Baddeley 

conclude that the ''processing oeprations associated with STM 

storage rather than storage per se are critical in producing 

interference" in the verification task (Hitch and Baddeley, 1974, 

p.616). Since memory ~pan for letters is between six and 

seven items (Cavanagh, 1972), it would appear that the short

term storage requirement of the verification task is minimal . 

Since the preload only had an effect on verification when it 
was actively processed, Hitch and Baddeley conclude that the 

storage demands of the verification task are much less important 

than its processing demands, and in this context working memory 

is seen as a limited capacity executive processing system rather 

than a scratch-pad store. 



In contrast to these findings the opposite pattern of 

results of effects of different preload condition has been 

found here: the static memory preload had a consistent 

detrimental effect on digit processing whereas the concurrent 

memory preload (which required active processing but less 

lexically represented scratch-pad store) had none . It should 
be remembered, however, that the main experimental tasks dif

fered: whereas the verbal reasoning task made little storage 

demands but large processing demands, the digit processing 

task is, from introspection, highly automatic and as such may 
be considered low in cognitive processing demand, but does 

involve considerable short-term storage. It appears, there-

fore, that a processing demand task (sentence verification) 

is being interfered with by a processing demand interference 

treatment (concurrent preload), whereas a storage demand task 

(digit processing) is being interfered with by a storage de

mand interference treatment (static preload). 

To view working memory as either a scratch-pad store in

volved in memory span tasks ·or a central executive processing 

system involved in practically all else appears misguided. 
The older views of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) of working memory 

as a highly flexible limited-capacity system having both 

storage and executive capabilities is here favoured over the 

updated Hitch and Baddeley (1976) analysis which favours work

ing memory as a limited capacity central executive system . 

Support for the generality of the present findings can be 

drawn from Scarborough (19 72). Performance on an auditory 

retention task (mean sequence length 7 . 5 numbers) and on a 

tachistoscopic report task (6 letters or digits presented under 



backwards pattern masking for 250 ms.) when administered 

separately, was compared with performance when the two tasks 

were combined. In the combined task the subject first heard 

a sequence of numbers (auditory load). Shortly after the 
last number, a visual display was presented (visual load), and 

this was followed by an auditory signal (cue) that designated 

either the auditory load or the visual load for report. 

When the report cue immediately followed the visual display 

there was no interaction between the two visual modalities: 

report of either the visual input or the auditory input was 

about as accurate as report of either input when presented 
alone. 

When the report cue was presented 2 sec. after the visual 
display offset, report of the auditory symbols was still un

affected although report of the visual display dropped by 
20%. 

Scarborough assumes that the auditory load is stored as 

implicit speech and thus concludes that since about four visual

display symbols could be reported after a 2 sec. delay without 

affecting auditory report visual symbolic material can be re

tained without recoding the visual display symbols into im

plicit speech (articulatory representations). Besides con
c luding that the visual display symbols are not retained 

iconically in his experiments, Scarborough does not address 

the question whether these symbols are stored as visual code 

representations or as abstract, non-articulatory name code 

rperesentations (lexical referents or ' programs of motor
instruction'). It cannot be determined from his article 

whether the subjects in these experiments were consistently 

cycling the auditory preload in implicit speech, or whether 
they were'shelving' them as in Expt. 7b, but since Scarborough 

gives evidence of implicit speech coding of the auditory load, 
and since there is little or no interaction between retention 



of the auditory and visual loads, a repeated implicit speech 

rehearsal strategy seems more likely, as in Expt. 7c here. 

Chow and Murd6ck (1976) again asked the question ''does 

memory load affect the rate of readout from iconic memory?". 

The subjects were presented with a string of alphanumeric 

items immediately followed by pattern masks, and had to re

call as many items as they could under different memory pre

load conditions . Memory preloads affected rate of readout 

from iconic memory in a systematic manner, with pictorial 

(nonsense geometric forms) and verbal memory items producing 
the same effect. The preloads were presented visually prior 

to the alphanumeric arrays. The method of recall of the 

preload stimuli was to verbalize the verbal stimuli or to 

draw the geometric patterns. There was no overt rehearsal 

of the preload stimuli during the array processing task, and 
it appears, since the verbal and non-verbal preloads both pro

duced an effect, with these effects being quantitatively simi

lar, that the preload stimuli were held using the 'switch and 

shelve' strategy of Expt. Th . Since verbal and non-verbal 

preloads produced essentially ~he same effect, it follows that 

the preload effect is not necessarily language specific (lexi

cal or articulatory) and suggests in this case either (i) the 

interference is due to the preloads being held as their visually 
encoded representations or (ii) the effect of a verbal pre-

load is due to interference at a lexical level, that of a non

verbal preload is due to interference at a visual level, with 

the two treatments causing a similar amount of competition for 

central processing capacity resource. 

Since, however, similar levels of interference are found 
in Expt. 7b where the preload is presented auditorily, it can 



be concluded that the interference does not solely reside 

at a visual level, and the maintenance of non-articulatory 

linguistic stimulus representations also reduce the rate 
of readout from iconic memory. 

The post hoc conclusion which is most consistent 

with these findings appears to be that memory preloads 

which have large storage demands interfere with digit 

array processing, those which incur little non-articulatory 
storage demands but high processing demands have no 

effect. The interference effect can operate due to 

competition for visually encoded storage (Chow and Murdock, 

1976 and Expt. d following) or lexically encoded storage 

(Expt. 7b), but, unless the alphanumeric stimuli are to 

be remembered in order, not articulatory encoded storage 
(Expts. 7a, 7c, and Scarborough, 1972). 



E'xperimen t 7d 

The role of the visual ~ode in the initial acquisition of 

stimulus information 

Abstract 

The effect of a visual code interference treatment upon 

digit processing is investigated. In conjunction with a re

view of pertinent literature it is concluded that there is 

considerable reason to believe that visual encoding is one 
of the functions involved in 'buffer processing' . 

Introduction 

To repeat in synopsis some of the arguments already out

lined (see especially Chapter 4 and Experimental Chapter 2) . 

In the development~of cognitive models with an aim to represent 

the functions involved in the initial information acquisition 

for visually presented verbal stimuli the debate has primarily 

concentrated upon the nature of the 'buffer'. It is widely 

agreed that there is a precategorical visual information store 

which is of short duration (of the order of½ sec . ), which is 
subject to masking, and from which the subject can choose to 

preferentially process items on the basis of simple physical 

characteristics such as physical location, colour, size or 

shape (Sperling, 1960, 1963; Clark, 1969; Turvey and Kravetz, 

19 70 ; von Wright, 1968, 1970). This is the starting point of 
the functional pathway. As an end-process it is commonly as-
sumed that the stimulus information is represented in an articu

latory form in "short-term memory". But the initial rate of 



acquisition of stimulus information is considerably faster 

than the rate of implicit speech and this it is argued (Sper

ling, 1963, 1967; Coltheart, 1972; Allport, 1973) that 

there is some intervening process or store of information: 

the buffer store. 

Since there appears to be a visual short - term memory 

system, the visual code,which is of longer duration than the 

iconic store and which is not subject to masking (Posner, 1969; 

Mitchell, 1972, Phillips, 1974; Phillips and Baddeley, 1971; 

Phillips and Christie, 1977), theorists such as Coltheart (1972) 

and Mitchell (1976) have argued that the visual code, a rep

resentation of the visual features of the stimulus, may act 

as this buffer store, with articulatory· encoding eventually 

acting directly upon this data base . In contrast Sperling 

(1967) has suggested that the 'recognition buffer' might hold 

representations of the stimuli in terms of 'programs of motor 

instructions' for later articulation - a sort of non-motor 

or abstract name code, and in a somewhat similar vein Allport 

(1973, 1977) discusses an abstract name code buffer of lexi
cal representations. 

There is no denying that the naming process must make use 

of the visual features at some stage, but the following alterna

tives must be evaluated: 

(i) The only language representation involved is motor 

articulatory and occurs from a visual code repres entation. 

It is these processes: fast visual coding followed by rela

tively slow speech motor encoding from this visual representa
tion which underlies the rate of initial stimulus information 

acquisition . 

(ii) The stimuli are encoded in an abstract linguistic or 

lexical form prior to speech-motor encoding. Lexical encoding 

operates directly upon iconic information. 



(iii) Stimuli are represented lexically prior to articu

latory encoding but lexical encoding operates on visually en
coded information. This alternative is, in effect, a merger 

of the different views whereby visual encoding and lexical 

encoding both underly the properties of the 'buffer'; viz. 
iconic information-,. visual code ➔ lexical code~ articulatory 

code. Such a conceptualization has previously been suggested 

by, for example, Seymour and Porpodas (1979), who envisage 

a post iconic visual code for graphemic information, the gra

pheme register, prior to semantic or phonolcgical encoding. 

How might these alternatives be investigated or evaluated? 

Since tasks involving short -term memory (i) typically result 

in better performance for verbal items than for non-verbal visual 

forms, (ii) result in performance which is superior the more 
nameable the stimuli are, (iii) result in considerable memoriza

tion performance even under articulatory suppression and, 

this being the case also from auditory stimulus presentation 
where, presumably, visual encoding is not involved (or if it 

is, is involved to a l esser degree than when following visual 

stimulus presentation), we can be fairly sure that there is a 

non-articulatory linguistic representation. But does the pro
duction of this l exical code occur direct from an iconic rep

resentation or from a visual representation? Perhaps it is 

possible to test this by interfering with the visual code whilst 

asking the subject to process visually presented verbal material. 

"If remembering in visual imagery utilizes somewhat the same 

central mechanisms as are used in visual perception, competition 

for this limited capacity will result when the person must 

both visually guide his hand (to indicate answers to various 
questions about the memorized diagram) and simultaneously re

member the spatial diagram in v i sual imagery. The general idea, 

therefore, is that two activities in the same modality will 

compete for a limited analyzer or processing capacity, whereas 
t wo activities in different modalities will tend to be less 



competitive, less disruptive and less interfering. 11 (Bower, 

1970, my italics). Following this line of reasoning, just 

as digit processing has been investigated under articulatory 

suppression (to investigate the role of articulatory encod-
ing in this task) in Expt. 7a, and just as it has been investi

gated with static and cycled memory preloads (to investigate 

the role of the CPU and lexical representations) so digit pro

cessing can be studied under a visual interference treatment 

to investigate the use of visual encoding. 

What sort of task should be used to interfere with the 

visual code? Brooks (1967, 1968) performed a series of ex
periments investigating the interference between visual imagery 

and visual perception, demonstrating, for example, that a task 

requiring visual imagery could be performed more easily while 

speaking than wile pointing, whereas a verbal task could be 

performed more easily while pointing than while speaking. 

His tasks have since been used as standard visualization 

interference tasks (see e.g. Baddeley, Grant, Wight and Thomson, 

1975), and include presenting the subject with a block capital 

letter, removing it, and the subject visualizing it whilst 

working in a clockwise direction classifying the c~rners into 

'corning from top or bottom of the figure' or otherwise. It 

would be neater and clearer cut, however, if a standard 'visual 

code' task were used itself as a visual code interference 

treatment. For this reason the paradigm of Phillips and Badde

ley (1971) and Phillips (1974) was initially chosen: a random 
chessboard (4 x 4 cells with half the cells filled in at random) 

was to be shown at the top of the tachistoscope field for a 

short exposure duration (1000 ms.) so as to allow no time for 

verbal encoding, this was followed by the digits array midscreen, 

and then a third card was presented which had a pattern mask mid
screen occupying the spatial location previously filled by the 

digits, and a second matrix was shown bottom-screen. A visual 

c ode representation had thus to be created for the first ma trix, 
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held whilst the digits were presented, and then compared with 

that of the second matrix. When, and only when this judge-
ment had been performed could the digits be reported. It 

seemed like a good interference task since it was certain 

that the visual code was preloaded throughout digit presenta-

tion. This technique was 

the flaws became apparent. 

report any digits at all. 

thus piloted on six subjects and 

Only three of the subjects could 

In addition this result may have 

been a result of overt inattention since eye-movements were 

involved - subjective reports were that they looked high for 

the first stimulus then low for the second matrix. There 
were reports of non-fixation of the digits since the visual 

code task was stressed as the first priority. 

The technique was promising, but irr need of modification, 

simplification
1

and elimination of eye movements. The pro

cedure outlined in the method section was the replacement. 

This involved the midscr een presentation of two nonsense forms 

which were difficult to name. This was followed by the digit 

arrays (also midscreen) which were in turn replaced by a central 

pattern masking stimulus which was surrounded by eight nonsense 

forms . The visual code task was to judge whether the two 
nonsense forms of card 1 occurred adjacently anywhere in the 

array of 8 such forms on card 3. The advantages of the modi

fied Phillips procedure still hold, the forms of card 1 had to 

be visually encoded and this representation had to be held 

throughout digit presentation. The new procedure had the addi-

tional advantage: of no eye movements being necessitated. This 

unfortunately carried the disadvantage of considerable masking: 

backwards masking of card 1 by card 2 (the digits); forwards 

masking of the digits by the card 1 forms; lateral masking of 
the nonsense-forms arrays on card 3 by the central pattern mask 

(Visual Noise Causes Tunnel Vision; Mackworth, 1965). How
ever, if the trials remain the same over the three conditions 

to be used (visual code matching only (VC Ma tch)~ - Report digits 

only (Digits alone), and Visual code matching and digit pro-



cessing (VC Match and Digits)) the amount of masking will 

remain the same across the three conditions, and the effects 

of task demands can be compared directly, uncontaminated by 

potential masking independent variable . 

Subjects 

Six first year undergraduates acted as subjects. 

subject served under all three conditions. 

Method 

Each 

There were three conditions to the experiment, each condi 

tion constituted 6 practice trials followed by 30 test trials. 

Each trial followed the following sequence: verbal warning 

signal 'ready ' : 2 sec. delay: card 1 presented on Elec

tronic Deve l opments 3 field tachistoscope at 508 mm. from the 

subject's eye, 0.9 lux intensity, 1000 ms.: card 2 presented 
on the tachistoscope, 0.9 lux intensity, variable exposure 

time (either SO, 100, 150, 200, 400 or 600 ms.): card 3 pre

sented on the tachistoscope, 2 . 7 lux. intensity, 2000 ms.: 

subject's report . 

Examples of cards 1, 2 and 3 can be seen in fig. 7:z. 
Card 1 always contained two nonsense forms printed centrally 

in blue ink. These forms were of the size shown in fig. 7:2 
and each form subtended approximately 0.750 visual angle. 
Card 2 always contained an array of 7 quasi-randomly generated 

digits. These were printed in black 28 pt. Helvetica light 
letraset with the whole array subtending approximately 4 .10 

visual angle. The digit array replaced and overspread that 
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visual space previously occupied by the nonsense forms on card 

1. Card 3 constituted a central masking stimulus: a jumble 

of digit parts generated from that same letraset used on 

card 2. This mask occup i ed the spatial location previously 

containing the digit array of card 2 . Above and below 

the mask were arranged an array of four visual nonsense forms 

printed in blue ink. The pool of nonsense forms can be 

seen in fig . 7: 7. 

Throughout the condition the stimulus cards varied. The 

only otehr variable was card 2 exposure time, there being 5 

trials at each exposure time, these being presented in a 

randomized block design . 

The three conditions were identical with respect to the 

stimuli and stimuli presentations. They differed only in 

respect to the instructions given to the subjects. 

In the VC Match condition the subject was instructed to 

concentrate on the nonsense forms. At the end of the trial 

he was to report 'yes' if the array on card 3 contained in 
adjacent positions the t wo stimuli shown on card 1. Other

wise he was to report 'no'. 

In the Digits Alone condition the subject was told to 

concentrate on the digits. At the end of the trial he was to 

report as many of the digits as he was sure he saw in the cor

rect order if possible . 

In the VC Match+ Digits condition the subject was instruc

ted to report f irstly whether the array on card 3 contained in 

adjacent·positions the two nonsense forms of card 1 (VC Match 

instructions). This was his first priority . Then he was 

to report as many of the digits as he was sure he saw on card 
2. • (Digits Alone instructions). 

Three subjects were run under the following condition 



presentation order: VC Match, VC Match+ Digits, Digits 

Alone. The remaining 3 subjects were run Digits Alone, VC 
Match, VC Match+ Digits 

Results 

The VC Match error rate was 7.8% under VC Match instruc

tions and 19.4% under VC Match+ Digits instructions. These 

means differ significantly if rates are compared across sub
j e ct s ( T = 6 , L = 0 , p 4'. • 0 5 , Sign test) . 

The digits data were scored as number of digits correctly 

reported regardless of order. The average number of digits 

correctly reported at each exposure time under Digits Alone 

and VC Match+ Digits instructions can be seen in Table 7:1 

and Fig. 7:~. These data were analysed as a 3 factor AN0VA 

(2 Conditions (Digits Alone, VC Match+ Digits) x 6 Exposure 

times x 6 Subjects) with 5 blocks of replications. The AN0VA 

data can also be seen in Table 7:1. The conditions factor 

was highly significant (F = 524.0; d.f. 1,288; p<.001), 

the average number of digits correctly reported under Digits 

Alone and VC Match+ Digits instructions being 4.34 and 2.27 

respectively. The Time factor was highly significant (F = 

119.2; d.f. 5,288; p~ .001). The Conditions by Time two
way interaction was insignificant (F = 0.99; d.f. 5,288) . 

The subjects factor, subject x condition and subject x time 

interactions were all significant at the 1% level. 

The digits data were also subjected to a serial position 
analysis: they were · scored as the proportion of the 5 trials 

correct at each serial position for each exposure time/subject. 

The mean proportions correct for each serial position under the 

Digits Alone and VC Match+ Digits instructions are shown in 

Fig. 7: 9. These data were analysed as a 4 factor AN0VA ( 7 
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TABLE 7: l 

MEAN NUMBER OF DIGITS CORRECTLY REPORTED LulDER THE 
DIGIT3 ALOHE AND vc MATCH + DIGITS crn;DITIOHS OF 

EXPERIMEi:lT 7d , 

EXPOSURE TIME (ms . ) DI GI TS ALONE 

2 , 30 

VC MATCH + DIGITS 

0 . 63 50 
100 
150 
200 
400 
600 

. SOURCE OF VARIATI ON 

Condition ( C) 
Time ( T) 
CT 
Subjects (S) 
cs 
TS 
CTS 
ERROR 

3,57 1,37 
4 ,37 2 ,17 
4. 63 2.17 
5 ,57 3,40 
5,63 3. 67 

ANOVA DATA FOR THE DIGITS CORRECT DATA OF 
EXPERIMENT 7d. 

SSq • df M3q. F 

386 ,47 1 386 .47 524 .o 
439 ,55 5 87 ,91 119 .2 
3.65 5 0.73 0 .99 
254.63 5 50.93 69 .05 
44 . 65 5 8 ,93 12 .11 
47 .09 25 1.88 2.55 
26 . 34 25 1.05 1.43 
212 .40 288 0 .74 

** p~.01 
NS Not Significant 

5 

p 

** 
** 
NS 
** 
** 
** 
NS 



Serial Positions x 2 Conditions x 6 Exposure times x 6 

Subjects). All the main factors were significant at the 1% 

level. The Serial Position x Condition two way interaction 
was insignificant as were the Serial Positon x Time and 

Condition x Time interactions. The ANOVA Table and Serial 
Position Data can be seen in Table 7:2. 

Dis~ussion 

From the visual code matching results it can be seen that 

instructions to process the digits causes a reduction in visual 

code matching accuracy: there is competition between the two 

tasks. In a similar experiment which concentrated upon inter

ference with visualization by the processing of visually pre

sented verbal material (rather than as here the interference 

of visualization upon visual processing) Phillips and Christie 

(1977b) had subjects compare two successively presented 4 x 4 

'random chessboard' separated by ISis up to 4s. If 5 single 

digits were visually presented successively during the reten

tion interval with the subjects reading them aloud, there was 

a non-significant performance decrement on the visual matching 

task. If, however, the digits had to be held and summed, 

with the subject stating the result of this addition, the per
formance decrement on the visual matching task was significant. 

There was no difference between the decrement caused by adding 

visually presented digits and that resultant from adding audi-
torily presented digits. If, however, the ISI between the 
1st and 2nd matrices was filled by the presentation of two 

more to-be-compared matrices, there was a large and significant 

performance decrement, this being especially the case if the 

two intervening matrices were separated by an interval (750 

ms.) greater than iconic storage duration, in which case these 
intervening matrices themselves required visual code comparison. 

From these results Phillips and Christie conclude "Visualiza

tion was greatly interfered with by adding five digits but not 



'!'ABLE 7 :2 

M~Al~ PROPORTI ON OF TRIALS C0;1RZCT ON EACH SERIAL 
POSITION OVER T'riE 6 EXPOSURE TIMES lu~D 6 SU?JEC'l'S 
OF EXPERIMENT 2d. DI'.}ITS ALONE AllD VC ~~TCH+DIGITS 

~ 

SERIAL POSITION DIGITS ALONE VC HATCH+DIGITS ·1 

1 O ,96 0 ,63 

2 0 . 70 o. 38 

3 0.70 0.38 

4 o.64 0.29 

5 0.39 0.23 

6 o.4o 0 .17 

7 0.54 0.20 

AliOVA TABLE FOR T'.rlE SERIAL POSITION DATA OF 
EXPERIMENT 7d. 

SOURCE OF VARIATIOU SSq. df MSq. F 

SERIAL POSITION ( P) 13.23 6 2.20 43.1 
cmrnITION (C) 10.98 1 10.98 215.2 
PC 0.54 6 0 . 09 1.7 
SiJBJECTS (S) 7 . 23 5 1.45 28 . 4 
TIME ( T) 12 . 51 5 2 . 50 49.0 
PT 2 . 56 30 0 , 09 1.7 
CT 0 .10 5 0.02 o .4 
?CT 3 ,06 30 0.10 2.0 
:C:rrcr 21.18 415 0.05 

** p( . 01 
NS Not Significant 

d 

0 .33 

0 .32 

0 .32 

0 . 36 

0 . 17 

0 . 23 

o.34 

p 

** 
** 
NS 

** 
** 
NS 
NS 
*ii' 



by reading them. Presentation modality of the digits did 

not affect the interference they caused. Where the inter-

vening activity involved processing patterns similar to those 

being visualized, the amount of interference depended upon 

whether the subject had to form and use representations that 

outlined the icon. Perception caused interference when it 

involved formation of a maintainable representation, but not 

when it required only sensory storage. 

It is concluded that, visualization requires general 

purpose resources, and that interference between visualization 
ll 

and perception could be due to competition for these resources. 

(Phillips and Christie, 1977b; my italics). 

They interpret the findings almost entirely in terms of 

competition for general purpose, central-executive-type re

sources~ and these would apply to the current findings. 

However, so would the proposals outlined in the short-term 

memory heuristic developed in Chapter 4. Simple reading 

of single digits (one at a time) in their experiment caused no 
significant visual code performance decrement, but holding of 

those S digits and addition which must presumably involve the 

manipulation of lexical and articulatory representations (see 

Hitch, 1978; Ellis and Hennelly, 1979; Ellis and Kettle, in 

preparation) did interfere. Since this occurred with auditory 

digit presentation as well, the competition for CPU resources 

does seem the most obvious conclusion. In the present ex-

periment, however, it is shown that processing as many digits 
as possible while visualizing does result in a visualization 

performance decrement. Is this a result of the digits being 
held as lexical/articulatory representations (the lexical 

buffer notion) with CPU resource competition similar to that 
found with the cognitive task of mental addition in the Phillips 

and Christie experimen t ? Or is it a result of the digits 

being held as visually encoded representations (the visual 

code notion)? The nonsense form stimuli are of similar size 



and feature complexity and the digits, and the digit processing 

intervening activity thus fits with Phillips and Christie's 

v isual code interpretation, "when the intervening activity 

involve d processing patterns" (digits) "similar to those being 

visualized" (nonsense forms) "the amount of interference 

depends upon whether the subject had to form and use represen

tations that outlined the icon". 

So the present findings fit those of former studies . 

Unfortunately they fit too well ( ! ) in that they are compatible 

with both the notions of a lexical code buffer and that of 

a visual code buffer and the main purpose of the present ex

periment was to differentiate between these options . 

If, however, attention is turned to the effect of visual 

matching task upon digit processing the picture becomes clearer, 

since, in contrast t o the digits which can be both visually 

and lexically encoded, the visual nonsense forms can only, 

presumably, be represented according to their visual represen

tations. 

From the ANOVA on the. digit processing data (Tab le 7 : _!_) 

it can be seen that there is a severe decrement in digit pro

cessing caused by having to perform the visual coding of non-

sense_forms task. It is also apparent (see Table 7:1 and 

Fig. 7:8) that the condition x time interaction is insignifi

cant - having to do the visual coding task causes an 'across 

the board' of exposure times digit report decrement of roughly 

two items (yes, two items: the number of visual ~ons~ns~ forms ) . 
to be visually encoded; but surely this must be a co1nc1dence). 

Storing the nonsense forms in the visual code thus interferes 

with processing of visual digits the lack of treatment x time 



interaction is consistent with the idea that, in the digit proces

sing task, the digits are held at some early stage as their visually 

encoded representations: if the visual code is preloaded with two 

i terns (nonsense forms) there is then a decr~;.nt in visual code 
re~ource available to the digit processing. Arguments concerning 

treatment x time interactions have been formalized in Chow and Mur

dock (1976): "The Baxt paradigm could be helpful in determining 

how memory load affects the rate of readout from iconic memory. 

Four alternative ways can be anticipated and they are diagrammati

cally represented in Fig.l. If visually presented memory load taxes 

the visual system or the central processor in a way analogous to 

using visual noise in the preexposure field, one would expect that 

the onset of the readout process would be delayed when there is 

memory load (See Figure l(a)). If memory load reduces the number of 

items which can be read into short-term memory, one would expect that 

the recall function would have a lower asymptote when there is memory 

load (see Figure l(b)). If memory load reduces the rate of readout, 

one would expect a shallower slope for the recall function when there 

is memory load (see Figure l(c)). Finally, if memory load affects 

both the number of items that can be transferred into a short-term 

memory store and the rate of readout, one would expect a recall func

tion like the one in Figure l(d). To test these four alternatives, 

various amounts of memory load were imposed upon the subjects when 

they were given the Baxt-type task". 
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In a similar fashion, but interpreting .accotding to Xhe 

heuristic developed in Chapter 4, the argument runs as fol

lows: consider interference in memory storage, rather than 
'central executive resource', with the following available 

storage functions: iconic visual code (lexical code 
articulatory code). The lexical and articulatory encoded 

representations are bracketed together since, as in Chapter 4, 

the intera~tion between these two representations is considered 

to be a useful way of considering verbal short-term memory. 

If an interfering treatment affects a stage in the functional 

process which is after the preferential 'buffer' functions, it 

is to be expected that the initial rate of processing which is 
a result of the 'buffer' functions will be relatively unaffec

ted (see e.g. the effects of articulatory suppression on item 

and order processing, Expt. 7a). If, however, the interference 

treatment affects a function at a stage early in the processing 

chain then the limitation in resource should be found at all 
exposure times since the treatment interferes with one of the 

buffer functions as well. It is this latter result that is 

found in the present experiment, and this lends support to the 

notion that visual encoding is one function underlying prefer

ential buffer performance. 

Can we be sure, however, that the nonsense form interference 

treatment is a result of visual code preload rather than a 

more general central executive resource limitation which is a 

result of having to visualize, with the nonsense form visualiza

tion using a system independent of that used in digit processing 

(itself perhaps iconic - (lexical code - articulatory code))? 

There is certainly abundant evidence to support the idea that 

a visual interference treatment has a greater effect upon visual 

information processing than interference treatments which in
volve, presumably, auditory and lexical-articulatory proces s es. 

Thus Merickle (1976) tested probed report of single letters from 



centrally 

100 ms. 

presented 

fixated, seven letter, target rows presented for 

The probe cue was either a visually or an auditorily 

digit which indicated the spatial location of the 
to-be-reported letter. Over a series of experiments, report 

was always better with the auditory cues . He concludes that 

the visual cues produce modality-specific interference which 
operates at a level of processing beyond iconic representation. 

In the heuristic developed in Chapter 4 the only verbal short 

term memory system which is specific to the visual modality and 
which is post iconic is the visual code. It appears, there

fore,from Merickle's experiments that the analysis of visual 

probes requires at least part of the limited information

processing capacity underlying the storage of information in 
the visual code. 

In addition to these conclusions Chow and .Murdock (1976) 

found that memory preloads of either S non-verbalizable geo 

metric patterns or 5 alphanumeric stimuli equally affected 

alphanumeric processing under masking: the two types of memory 

items had the same effect quantitatively as well as qualitative

ly on slowing the rate of readout from iconic memory. To 

rephrase, this suggests that the visually encoded preload for 

the geometric patterns has the same effect as the alphanumeric 

preload: is this because the alphanumeric preload is similarly 

visually encoded? Again the results are consistent with the 

notion that visual encoding is a function involved in the 

'buffer processes' underlying the fast initial rate of informa
tion acquisition . 

Relevant also are the experiments which investigate item 

and position information processing from visual array s (den 

Heyer and Barrett, 1971; Meudell, 1972; Cumming and Coltheart, 
1969; Stainton-Rogers, 19 78; see review tn discus sion of 

Expt. 7a) . In her series of experiments investigating the 



item and position processing contingent/non-contingent debate, 

Stainton-Rogers concludes that "item and position are encoded 

together in acoustic-verbal form via the recognition buffer" 

(lexical representation in the present terminology)"but 

additional position repo'rts· can be de_ri ved fro·m a post-VIS 

visual ·store" (the visual code) (Stainton-Rogers, 1978; my 

italics). Whether, however, this post-iconic visual store 
can act as a data base for either lexical or articulatory 

encoding is unclear from Stainton-Rogers' results - in her 

model of STM (Fig.4) whereas VIS (iconic ·store) and scan/ 

recognition buffer processes (lexical encoding) are linked _ by 

thick, firm arrows, as are the VIS and post-iconic visual 
store (visual code)~ the links between post-iconic visual store 

and scan and between post-iconic visual store and translator 

(articulatory encoding) are more tentative arrows bisected by 

question marks. Such, I fear, is the nature of conclusions 

from experiments such as these. The _present experiment 

similarly stigge~ts that visual coding is one of the buffer 
processes, but the possibility of visualization competing 

for pcentral executive resources' and thus interfering with 

digit processing which doesnot use this visual code system 

cannot be totally disproved. 

To address the visual code buffer model of Coltheart (1972) 

more directly, the serial position effects will be considered. 

When a row of eight letters is presented for 100 ms., followed 

either by a pattern mask or a blank white field, and subjects 

are asked to report as many letters from the row as possible, 

performance is worse in the mask condition than in the no-
mask condition. However, Merickle, Coltheart and Lowe (1971) 

showed this to be true only for letters near the centre of 

the row; the report of the letters at either end of the row 

is unaffected by the mask. Merickle et~- (1971), and 

Coltheart (1972) suggest thatthis is a result of the ends-of-

the-row items being visually encoded. Further support for 



his idea comes from Merickle and Coltheart (1 9 72) who demonstr ate 

that the end-items are selectively more affected by forwards 

masking: the first, preferentially fast rate of information 

acquisition is assumed to reflect visual encoding, forwards 

masking is assumed to affect more the early processing 

fu~ctions, the end serial pos·itions are assumed to be selec

tively processed by the preferential early processing func-

tions. This is certainly evidence that the ends-of-the-row-

items are first processed, but does not prove that this first 

process is visual encoding. If, however, the results cf the 

present experiment are scored for serial position we can go 
some way in evaluating whether the end-items are indeed visu

ally encoded. Does the visual code preload (the nonsense 

forms) selectively affect the processing of the ends-of-the

array digits, as would be predicted by Coltheart's hypothesis? 

The ANOVA (Table 7:2) for the serial position data shows a 

significant effect of visual preload (F = 215.2; d . f. 1,415; 

p~.001), a significant serial position effect (F = 43 . 1; 

d.f. 6,415; p.:::..001), but an insignificant serial position by 

treatment and interaction which suggests that over all ex
posure times the visual preload affects the processing of all 

digit serial position equally (even so, inspection of the d 

scores in Table 7:i does suggest a trend which accords with the 

prediction with the Coltheart (19 72) model whereby mid serial 

positions Sand 6 seem less affected by the visual code inter

ference than are end serial positions). The hypothesis of 

Coltheart (1972), however, leads to the mo·re . 

specific prediction that it is the end serial positions that 

will be more affected at short exposure times when 'visual 
encoding' is supposed to be occurring. The three way inter

action of treatment by serial position by time is relevant, 

therefore, and this is indeed significant (F = 2.0; d.f., 

30,415; p<.01). If Figure 7:10 is considered there is some 

tentative support for this prediction: certainly in comparison 

with the other serial positions, serial position 1 is drasti
cally affected by the visual code interference treatment at 
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at the two shortest exposure times. This is shown more 

clearly in Figure 7:11 where the proportion correct decrement 
as a result of the interference treatment is shown over the 

7 serial positions at the shortest exposure times where visual 

encoding is speculated to be occurring and the effect at the 

200 ms. exposure time is also shown. Some tentative support 

for serial position 1, but no support from the other end, 
serial position 7. No firm theoretical conclusions can be drawn, 

) 

however, from the serial position effects. 

Overall therefore, the results of Expt. 7d lend some 

support to the role of visual coding - functions in the 'buffer 

processes'. This support is at best tentative, but in the 

light of evidence (Phillips and Christie (1977, Chow and 
Murdock (1977), Merickle (1976) and Stainton-Rogers (1978) 

which is reviewed here, it can certainly be concluded that 

the possibility of visual encoding being involved in the 

initial assimilation of visual information cannot be discounted. 

Finally, with regard to the digit processing data for 

the dyslexic and control children of Experimental Chapter 2, 
it can be seen that the functions with and without visual 

code interference closely mimic those of control and dyslexic 

children respectively (as did the functions with and without 

a static memory load, Expt. 7b). This parallel might suggest 

a visual code deficiency in dyslexic children, but, in the 

light of the follow up experiments (Experimental Chapters 3, 4, 

and 5) which demonstrate adequate visual encoding ability 

but deficiencies in the production of lexical referents in these 

children, it must be concluded that while one of the processes 
underlying the initial rate of information acquisition may we ll 

be visual encoding, lexica l encoding is also involved, and it 

is a deficiency in this latter function which limits the dyslexic 

child's visual information processing ability. 
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Experiment 7e 

Is articulatory coding involved in Posner tasks where 

letter matching is by name? 

Abstract 

Eight undergraduates were tested on the Posner letter 

matching task used with dyslexic and control children in 

Expt. 3a. The procedure was modified, however, such that 

response was by button press rather than verbal, and the ex

periment was run both with and without articulatory sup

pression (A.S.). A.S. had no effect on response latencies for 

any of the conditions. It is concluded that the representa-

tions used for letter comparisons by name are non-articulatory. 

Introduction 

In Expt. 3a, the Posner letter matching task, the dys~exic 

children performed at the same speed and accuracy as control 

children with letter pairs to be matched according to their 

visual characteristics (00, OQ, OB) but were significantly and 

reliably over 100 ms. longer in a:lj.idging letters to be same 

of different on the basis of name or lexical features (Gg, Gd, 
Gw). It w_as concluded that either (i) dyslexic children are 

relatively slow at accessing non-articulatory name or lexical 

representations of letters, or (ii) they are relatively slow 

at accessing articulatory representations of letters. This 

indecision of conclusion was a result of a lack of clarity 

about whether the internal representations used in letter 

matching by name are articulatory or otherwise. This question 

is addressed in this experiment with the use of articulatory 

auppression which is assumed to prevent articulatory encoding 

for visual stimuli (See Expts. Sa ; ?a ; Baddeley and Hitch, 



1975; Baddeley , Thomson and Buchanan, 1975). 

If letter-matching by name utilizes articulatory 

representations then either response latencies should increase 

on these conditions under A.S. or, alternatively, A.S. will 
result in an increased error rate. 

Method 

The stimuli and method of presentation were identical to 

those of Expt . 3a . The method of response was charged from 

verbal yes/no to button press yes/no to al l ow for articulatory 

suppression . The subject sat before the tachistocsope with 

a button in each hand. The ' yes' button was placed in his/her 
non- dominant hand. 

Eight undergraduates served as subjects. They were in-
structed to press the 'yes' button if the letters were the same 

and the 'no' button if different, and they were to make their 

responses at the fastest rate compatible with low error rates. 

Each subject performed under two experimental treatments, viz. 

control and+ A.S. Four subject s were run under the A. S. 

condition first, four under the control condition first. 

Each treatment used those 8 practice stimuli and 32 test stimuli 
of Expt . 3a . The test ,·stimuli consti t uted the following pairs: 

e.g . respons e 

8 Visually identical letter pairs 00 'yes' 
4 Visually differen t letter pairs OB 'no' 
4 Visually similar letter oairs OQ 'no' 

8 Phonologically identical letter pa~rs Gg ' yes' 
4 Phonological l y different letter pairs Gw 'no' 
4 Phonol~gically similar letter pairs Gd 'no' 



In the A.S. condition the subject was to whisper the 

sequence 'l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9' cyclically and repeated

ly at the fastest rate compatible with clarity of pronouncia

tion starting at the ready signal which preceded each trial 

(ready 1 sec. fixation cross start timer, 2 sec. 

letter pair) and finishing after response production which 
stopped the timer. 

Re·sul ts 

Mean condition/treatment response latencies can be seen 

in Table 7:3. They are shown graphically in Fig. 7:12. 
These data were analysed as a 4 factor AN0VA (8 Subjects x 2 

Treatments (control, + AS) x 2 Letter pair types (visual, 

phonological) x 4 conditions (run 1 identical, run 2 identical, 
different, similar)) with four replications per condition. 
The AN0VA table can be seen in Table 7:4. 

The treatments factor is insignificant (F = 0.117; d.f. 

1,384), the mean response latency under the control procedure 

being 643 MS., that under suppression being 647 ms. The 

subjects factor (F = 21.3; d.f. 7,384; p<.01) was signifi

cant as was the subjects/treatments interaction (F = 6.82, 

d.f. 7,384; p~.01). The conditions factor was significant 

(F = 14.17, d.f. 3,384; p-c:::,.01), as in Expt.3a the similar 
condition produced the longest latency (704 ms.), next were 

the different and run 2 same latencies (634 ms. and 638 ms. 
respectively); the shortest :latency was that of the run 1 same 

condition (604 ms.). The letter-pair-type factor was si~nifi

cant (F = 60.15; d.f. 1,384; p<:: .01), the visual pairs mean 
latency being 601 ms., that for the phonological pairs being 

689 ms. The condition/letter-pair-type interaction was signi

ficant (F = 4.54, d.f. 3,384; pL .01) such that phonlogical 
pairs produced considerably longer response latencies (653 and 



TABLE 7: 3 

Mean Treatment/condition Res'Oonse Latencies in Ex-oeri!!lent 7e 

Run 1 Identical 

Rtm 2 Identical 

Different 

Similar 

Run 1 Identical 

Run 2 Identical 

Different 

Similar 

CONTROL TREATMENT 

VISUAL PAIRS 

549.7 

577.8 

609 .4 

668,8 

PHONOLOGICAL PAIRS 

658.1 

717.3 

638 ,1 

725,9 

ARTICULATORY SUPPRESSION TREATMENT 
VISUAL PAIRS PHONOLOGICAL PAIRS 

559.8 

547.1 

611.0 

687 .6 

647.8 

708.9 

678 .3 

735.3 



souncE OF VARIATION 
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FIGURE 7: 12 
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713 ms.) than visual pairs (555 and 562 ms . ) on runs 1 and 2 

same conditions, but only slightly longer response latencies 

on the different and similar conditions (phonological pairs 

658 and 731 ms. respectively, visual pairs 610 and 678 ms . 

respectively). There was a significant subjects x conditions 

interaction (F:::; 1.93; d.f. 21,384; p"-.01). 

No other factors or interactions reached the .05 level 
of significance. 

Error rates were 6% under the control treatment and 10% 
under A.S. These are not significantly different (Wilcoxon 
test, N:::; 8, T:::; 6 . 5). 

Discussion 

The discussion of Expt. 3a with regard to the condition 

and letter-pair-type factors also applies here: 

With regard to the main theme of this experiment, the 

treatments factor is insignificant: articulatory suppression 

has no significant effect upon -response latencies in this task. 

The treatemnts/le tter-pair-type factor is also insi gnificant: 

there is no hint tha t A.S. has any more effect on phonological 

pair matching than on visual pair matching performance. 

It is concluded that articulatory representations are 

used neither in letter match ing to visual features nor in letter 
matching t o name features. Phonological letter pair matching 

is carried out using non- articulatory name or l exical repre
sentations. 

Scarborough and Scarbo rough (1975 ) performed reaction time 

experiments where subjects searched visual displays of one to 



three letters for the presence of one or two auditorily 

presented target letters. Since implicit speech conditions 

(whe re the subjects named the visual arrays to themselves 

prior to lever pressing) showed a function of lever response 

times against display -size of about twice the slope of that 

found in the target search conditions, they conclude, as in 

the present experiment, that the memory comparison process in 

this and related (Posner type) tasks does not involve implicit 

speech representations: "The 'name code' in the Posner paradigm 

and in the first four sessions of the present experiment does 
not involve implicit speech" (op. cit. p.696). They discuss 

the representation used in the "name code" conditions in 

terms of Anderson and BoweT's (1973) distinction between 

the mnemonic representation of a spoken word oi symbol and the 

concept represented by that symbol. That is the representa

tion of a letter that is involved in the memory comparison 

process may be independent of the way in which the symbol is 

presented, i.e., visually or auditorily. This proposed ab

stract code representing the concept of the symbol and being 

intermediate between visual i nput and vocal report shares all 

the properties of the lexical code representation suggested 

to be involved in this task both in Expts. 3a and 7e and in 
Chapters 3 and 4. 

This being the case, we have a problem! Both in Expt. 
3a, and in those of Dainoff and Haber (1970) and Dainoff (1970) 
there is evidence that acoustic similarity of letter names 

has an effect on response times in such tasks: if letter pairs 
are presented with differerrt, but similar sounding, names 

(e.g. Gd, Bt), subjects are slower in responding than if t~e names 
of the letters are acoustically dissimilar. However phonemic 

similarity effects are supposedly occurring at an articulatory 

level ( it is the deaf children, who are rated ' good speakers ' 

or 'articulators', who make the 'acoustic errors ' in Conrad's 
1970 experiments; Murray (1968) and Estes (1973) have shown 

acous tic similarity effects are eliminated if subjects are re-



quired to count (AS ) during presentation of the to-be-remembered 

material in span tasks). Contradictions are rife: AS eli

minates phonemic similarity effects, yet such effects on res

ponse latency are seen clearly in the present experiment 

under AS (Fig. 7:12); the code in question in the name-

matches of the Posner task are non-articulatory yet clear 

phonemic similarity effects are seen. 

I'm really not sure how one argues one's way out of 

this one. It might be suggested that the lexical represen

tations used in name-matching do show phonological proper

ties and are subject to some phonemic confusability effects; 

or alternatively that AS is not totally efficient in the pre

vention of implicit speech. If the former hypothesis ap

plies, it suggests that there is a pre-articulatory phonolo

gical store which can be directly accessed from visual in

put. Indeed maybe the 'lexical code' is not as abstract as 

we may believe, but rather is more phonological in nature, 

our word-knowledge in the lexicon initially having been 

acquired auditorily. This idea is incompatible, however, 

with the body of evidence for the lexical code's abstract

ness (e.g. no visual word-length effects under A.S., Baddeley 

et al., 1975; no word length effects in lexical decision, 

Frederiksen and Krell, 1976) and with the evidence from 

the aphasics that the phonology necessary for orthographic 

reading cannot be accessed in patients with expressive 

speech disorders (Sasanuma and Fujimura, 1971, see Chap.4). 

No firm conclusions are proposed therefore, except that 

the weight of the evidence suggests that the internal repre

sentation used in 'name-matching' in Posner-type tasks is ab

stract, non-articulatory and perhaps lexical in nature. Since 

dyslexic children are relatively slow at such tasks (Expt.3a) 

and since there is abundant evidence that they are proficient 
at articulatory encoding (Experimental Chapter 5) there are 

thus further grounds for believing that they are deficient in 

creating, manipulating or comparing lexical representations. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments detailed in this chapter investigate 

the interactions between those functions involved in visual 

information processing and short-term me1mory . 

Expt . 7a demonstrates t hat articulatory encoding is not 

involved in symbol array processing for item information when 

retention intervals are short . Order information, however, 

seems optimally to involve articulatory encoding . A view of 

partially non - contingent item and order processing and short 
term retention is thus suggested . 

Expt. 7b demonstrates a reduction in the amount of pro

cessing of visual information when a static verbal memory load 
has to be retained in short-term memory. 

This is shown not to be the case in Expt. 7c when the 

preload is concurrently articulated. It is thus suggested 

that verbal memory preloads and the visual processing of 

verbal information compete primarily for storage rather than 
central processing resource . This storage competition is 

suggested to occur at a level of lexical representations. 

The results of Expt . 7d show that a non-verbal visual 
preload can interfere with the visual information processing 

of verbal material. Although the results might be a result 

of competition for central processing resource, they are again 

more consistent with the notion of the two tasks competing for 

storage. This storage competition is suggested to occur at a 

level of post- iconic visual representations . 

It is thus demonstrated that visual information proces s ing, 

the rate of readout form iconic memory, can be interfered with 
by prempting visual or lexical storage resource but not articu-

latory storage resource. It is suggested, therefore, tha t 



the 'buffer processes' underlying the initial fast rate of 

information acquisition for verbal material involves both 

post-iconic visual and lexical functions. This is considered 

far from surprising. The functions which interface the iconic 
representation of a visually presented verbal stimulus and 

its articulatory representation must surely include a pattern 
recogni tion stage where the visual representations are 

analysed (logogen or LLL activation), and, as a result, the 

accessing of non~articulatory name or lexical representations. 

In Expt. 7e it is concluded that the name representations 

used in letter pair comparison by name characteristics in 

Posner type tasks are non-articulatory or lexical. 

Since there is considerable evidence of visual informa

tion processing and working memory competing for storage re

source, the view of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) of working 

memory as a highly flexible limited -capacity system having 
both storage and executive capabilities is adopted. 
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